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1.1

StoryForge Overview

1.1.1
What is StoryForge?
StoryForge (SF) is a system of Role-Playing, enabling participants to play the part of an imagined being in a fantasy world.
SF brings together the most playable parts of Collectable Card Games (CCG’s) with the open endedness of Role Playing
Games (RPG’s). SF is designed to be easily learned by those not devoted to RPG’s, but still retain the richness and flexibility
that will keep experienced gamers from feeling constrained by closed systems, like CCG’s. SF is modular and modifiable,
allowing gamers to incorporate only the components they like, or adapt them to preferred or home-grown systems.
1.1.2
What Roles do Gamers Take?
The two main categories are the Players and the Fates. Most gamers will be a Player, running one or more Player Characters
(PC’s) in a storyline guided by the Fates. Often one gamer plays the Fates, and in most RPG’s would be known as the Game
Master or Referee. However, in SF we encourage gamers to consider the merits of multiple people playing the Fates. The
Fates administer the Non-Player Characters (NPC’s) – all those beings not run by Players. It is also plausible to have certain
Joint-Player Characters (JPC’s) – those that may at times be run by Players, and at times by the Fates. One Gamer may wish
to take on the additional role as the Bard – the one who records the adventure and retells the tale poetically.
1.1.3
What is the Objective of StoryForge?
In its basic form, SF is a support tool to allow a creative, colorful, and interactive narrative to be woven by several gamers.
The main objective is to take part in an adventure, creating a wonderful tale in the process. However, some gamers may
prefer a more concrete strategic or competitive objective. Two Gamers may wish to simply have a duel to the death as
warriors or wizards. The objective, then, is to be the victor (or go down with style!). Alternately, the Fates may place Players
into a certainly lethal predicament, and the objective may merely be to escape alive or die valiantly. The tale to be told can be
a saga that encourages days of play, or a single vignette, that may entertain gamers for an hour. The objective and scope can
be whatever the gamers so choose.
1.1.4
How is StoryForge Different from Other Tabletop Games?
StoryForge is a game rooted in common sense and flexibility. SF mechanics are well thought out, motivated by principles
and realism, not arbitrary numbers and tables. The same mechanics apply to many instances, instead of having many tables
and references. Game components usually explain their own function – decreasing dependence on manuals. Combat
consequences are firm, creating a realistic disincentive to engage in reckless combat (you could get hurt!). Yet SF remains
colorful and strategic. Casting Magic is creative and word-based, allowing Players to write the spells they need on the fly –
instead of pre-selecting them from lists. Players are unlimited in playable races – SF invites you to play a Dragon or a Deity
as a Player Character (PC). There are not separate mechanics for “playable” and “non-playable” beings. SF was itself born
by departing from the rules of other gaming systems and has no steadfast rules – only guidelines that welcome players’
alterations and modifications to tailor the game to anyone’s vision. SF mechanics can recede into the background of a
narrative or fantasy-driven campaign. At the same time, the mechanics invite utilization and application as an exercise in
strategy and creativity. Additionally, SF incorporates tangible artifacts that are fun to handle; images that provoke the
imagination; and literary, mythological, and historic references for personal enrichment.
1.1.5

What’s Required to Play?
Gamers – two or more people. A Referee is optional, since the game can work with two Players.
Storyline – a somewhat premeditated scenario, however large or small.
Dice – a standard set of RPG dice: 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 20 sided; two 10-sided for most rolls (1–100).
SF Components – detailed in this guide.
Internet access & Printer – most gaming components are available for download at StoryForge.AudaxCor.com.
Paper, Writing Implements, Basic Calculator – while not necessary, you may find these useful.
Common Sense – not included with game.

1.1.6
Where Can I Find Out More About StoryForge or Get StoryForge Components?
The most current information, updates, gametesting opportunities, and the like may be found at our website:
StoryForge.AudaxCor.com. StoryForge is currently undergoing beta testing. Having had successful regional game-testing, a
full-scale beta version is being developed for release via the Internet. Eventually character creation will be done through an
online interface, and all gaming components will be downloadable for cut-out and self-assembly. Advanced features will
include the ability to create and edit multiple characters and components online. The core materials required to play the
StoryForge system will be free for download, including the guide and overall system. The full selection of components and
the advanced features will eventually involve a nominal fee. Gaming stores near you may eventually be licensed to print and
sell StoryForge components, for those without Internet access.
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1.2

Core Components

► New Gamers: SF is a sophisticated system with many nuances and components. Trying to learn all aspect of the system at once can be overwhelming.
Gaming components are best learned a few at a time, and then applying them. Generally, the StoryForge system has been divided into:
Core Components and Central Game Mechanics
Basic Combat – minimum requirements to engage in StoryForge combat
Advanced Combat – optional extras to enhance the StoryForge combat experience
Basic Magic – minimum requirements to engage in StoryForge magic
Advanced Magic – optional extras to enhance the StoryForge magic experience
This first section on Core Components & Central Game Mechanics is by far the most involved. If you have time to learn the system before you plan to
play, we recommend going through all of Section 1. If you are eager to get started right away, read the Quick-Start Guide, included at the end of this
guide. Using the Quick-Start Guide may seem faster, but will leave gaps that need to be filed during play.

1.2.1
Guide
This manual is the Guide. It reviews the STORYFORGE system, mechanics, and suggested use of gaming components. It is
called a Guide and not a Rule Book, since we encourage gamers to tailor the SF system to their liking. That is how SF was
created in the first place!
1.2.2
Reference Materials
StoryForge is designed to minimize the reliance on reference materials, as it tends to slow play down and not necessarily add
richness to the experience. However, for beginners and in special circumstances, reference materials can be useful and
enhance game play. Guide Cards summarizing SF mechanics are available to have on hand while learning StoryForge and
may be downloaded from the StoryForge website. Subjects include abbreviations, definitions of terms, phases of play, and
spell composition. In addition, most SF components have usage guidelines printed on them. Tables for difficulties or costs of
common tasks are also available, or may be easily adapted from other gaming systems that have put an enormous amount of
work into creating such reference materials. In addition, forums for house-rules, innovations, and Q&A will be available on
the StoryForge website.
1.2.3
Dice
Dice are used to generate randomness. The SF system uses a standard set of Role-Playing dice. These are 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, &
20-sided. The standard notation for dice is #D#, where the first # indicates how many dice, and the second # indicates what
kind (e.g., 2D6 means two six-sided dice). SF mainly uses random numbers 1–100, which requires two distinguishable 10sided dice to be rolled simultaneously, then read in order (e.g., 9 & 7 becomes 97). Dice and their uses in SF are described in
Section 1.5 in greater detail.
1.2.4
StoryOre
Ore is mined to provide raw materials for smiths to forge great works. StoryOre is information that may be used as raw
material to help Forge Stories – to StoryForge, as it were. Gamers are encouraged to create their own StoryOre, however it is
often nice to use prefabricated materials to help guide StoryForgers through a tale. These range from simple one-scene
vignettes that can be played to completion in an hour to full-blown epic campaigns that could take weeks to play out. Many
short vignettes may be strung together into an adventure, if gamers so choose. Typically, StoryOre will be directed toward the
Fates, but Players may elect to run some vignettes themselves – for instance, gladiatorial combat to the death between two
players in an arena. StoryOre would typically include a storyline, setting,
imagery, relevant maps and reference materials useful to administer a
StoryForge session. Several examples of basic StoryOre are included in
Section 6.2, and may also be found at StoryForge.AudaxCor.com.
1.2.5
Tome
The TOME is a box that contains all the components required to play a
Character. While it is not necessary, there are a number of pieces of varying
size that require some kind of container. A ZiplockTM bag will suffice, but
it’s hardly aesthetic. The image to the right displays a typical layout of
gaming components: artifacts propped up against the TOME (or lying flat)
with Attribute Sliders and other game cards laid out in front of the player.
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1.2.6
Character & Character Card
In its broadest sense, a Character is the fictitious person that a Player controls. Practically, it is the total set of gaming
components in a TOME that are run by a Player. The CHARACTER CARD contains the essential information that describes a
specific Character. It has a red border and inserts into the CORPUS SHEATH (described later). The card may be set up in
several ways: through an online interface, entered on a blank form, prefabricated. The CHARACTER CARD is once face folded
into two leafs, making a small booklet. The leaves contain:
Demographics: On the front leaf of the
CHARACTER CARD is demographic information,
including name, race, and gender. Physical
specifications such as dimensions, weight, and
race-relative beauty are also listed here. Life
attributes (usually three) are indicated with their
usual or “base” value out of the racial potential.
There is space for an image of the character.
Skills: On the back leaf of the CHARACTER CARD
are listed skills. The SF System Skills include
those skills that need to be identified to make SF
mechanics work when using game components.
These are divided into Melee Weapons, Range
Weapons, and Magic. The Remaining Skills can
be anything a Player desires – broad or general.
Other: On the inside of the CHARACTER CARD
there is open space for any free-form information,
such as appearance (e.g., hair/eye/skin color),
personality aspects (e.g., disposition, virtues,
vices), or other notes.
1.2.7
Skills and “Professions”
SF has a completely open character generation system. Many RPG’s predefine character professions, restrict abilities to
races, and pre-assign points that may be spent on character development. In SF there are no arbitrary stipulations that certain
races can only be certain professions. In fact, in SF, there are no professions – only skills. If you’re great with bows, you
could call yourself an Archer. If you’re powerful with deceptive magic, go ahead and call yourself an Illusionist. The skills
define the “profession”, not the other way around. Gamers are encouraged to develop their own Skill titles and use them
loosely. There are no formal lists from which to choose all possible skills, nor a certain number that may be had. Define
whatever Skills seem appropriate for the character in the context of creating an interesting story. For convenience and
example, there is a brief list of possible skills in Section 1.3.5. There are several Skills particular to the SF system that permit
gaming mechanics to function, namely:
► Weapons:

Body:
Sword
Knife
Hafted
Pole-Arm

Skill when fighting with the Body (i.e., punching, martial arts, biting)
Skill using Sword (e.g., claymore, katana)
Skill using Knives (e.g., dagger, tanto)
Skill using Hafted Artifacts (e.g., axe, mace, club, pick)
Skill using Pole-Arm (e.g., spear, halberd, glaive, staff)

► Projectiles:

Thrown/Sling
Bow
Crossbow

Skill using Thrown Artifacts (e.g., stone, spear)
Skill using Bow Artifacts (e.g., longbow)
Skill using Crossbow or Rifle Artifacts

► Magic:

(only 1 kind)

Skill with Magic
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Skill Specificity: There are three levels of specificity, and gamers may choose how specific they wish to be. Skills can be
General, Intermediate, or Specific (e.g., Melee Combat vs. Sword Combat vs. Rapier Combat). For instance, if a character
has a Melee Combat skill, it may be assumed that he or she has that degree of skill with all melee weapons. Alternately, that
character may indicate greater or lesser skill with certain types of melee weapons (Sword vs. Hafted), or even specific
instances of a weapon type (rapier vs. longsword). Going with General Skills is faster and simpler, while going with Specific
Skills may become tedious or difficult to apply in gaming. Intermediate Skills strike a fair balance, but a mixture of all three
ways can lend a great deal of gaming flexibility in the trade-off between detail and playability.
Skill SOOTT: Each Skill in SF is assigned a SOOTT (pronounced “suit”), which stands for “Scale Of One To Ten”. This is a
very intuitive means of running Skills that does not require extensive tables of Experience Points versus Level. Players and
the Fates are encouraged to use these numbers to invent likelihood values on the spot for any given task that presents itself.
This process is described in the Fates section later. The SOOTT system my also be used to describe things besides skills, such
as beauty, vision, or luck. Here is a rough guide for Skill SOOTTs:
SOOTT

0
1
2–3
4–6
7–9
10
>10
1.2.8

Skill Level
Absolutely no experience with the skill
Novice of the skill / Second-hand exposure
Student / Apprentice of the skill
Typical professional or standard user of the skill
Devoted Practitioner of the skill
Master of this skill [usual limit]
Supernatural skill [optional]

Skill Advancement

Periodic Review: The Fates should periodically review players’ skills with them and adjust SOOTT’s based on experience,
training, education, disuse, etc. Ongoing experience may simply maintain a skill, and not advance it. Non-use of a skill may
cause atrophy and a decrease in SOOTT. Players should articulate to the Fates why their characters deserve to be promoted and
why current skills should not be penalized for disuse. Likewise, the Fates should provide sound reasoning for making
adjustments. This is ideally a process of well-natured negotiation. Systems based on “Experience Points” can be tricky,
since the same task can be quite different for two characters of different ability and skill. A squire killing a dragon and a
demigod killing a dragon are entirely different events. Experience Points are also notorious for creating gamers who seek out
the quickest way to character advancement. StoryForge emphasizes the process of gaming, not the endpoint. Gamer intuition
probably serves as a better model for promotion than any strict adherence to numerical formulas.
Merit Points: If a point system of advancement is desired, gamers may adopt the use of Merit Points, where advancement to
the next SOOTT requires 10 Merit Points. A Merit Point (designated with a decimal – like SOOTT 4.1) would be awarded by
the Fates for any act that exceeds the expected level of performance for the current SOOTT. Alternately, a Merit Point could
represent one month of dedicated, full-time study or practice (or one year of disuse), thereby limiting in a practical way the
number of advanced skills a being of a certain age could have. To go from SOOTT 0 to 10 in this way would take 100 months
of dedicated study, or a little over 8 years to the exclusion of everything else. Acts that are clearly within the ability of a
Character should not earn Merit Points – such as a professional soldier pillaging a farm village. However, a bold farmer
protecting his village from professional soldiers may earn a Merit Point or two.
Example of Skills in StoryForge
Odegon the Great is a warrior of the northern plains, good horse country. He has a Melee SOOTT of 3 and a Pole-Arm SOOTT of 6, so he’s
functional but less than professional with pretty much any weapon he picks up, but is quite good with Pole-Arms – equally good with a lance
or a spear (since they are both examples of Pole-Arms). He also has a Throwing SOOTT of 5 and a Sling SOOTT of 6 from hunting rabbits as a
boy, though he used to be SOOTT 8 with the Sling when he used it more. He hunts larger game with his spear nowadays. He has no skill with
other range weapons. He has a Riding SOOTT of 6.5 from long years in the saddle, with the “point five” from several intensive months
recently of time riding down Orcs that raided his village. His Animal Husbandry SOOTT is 4, but his Horse Husbandry is 7.1, as he has much
more experience with this particular animal. His mare was afflicted with a difficult ailment during his recent travels, which he cured with
limited resources, earning “point one” for merit toward his next SOOTT level. His Vision SOOTT is 6, a little above average for a human,
which normally serves him well on the open plains, but has temporarily been reduced to a 4 due to swelling around his eye from his most
recent Orc altercation.
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1.2.9

Race

Race Card: The Races in SF are described on RACE CARDS, which can be kept with the CHARACTER CARD. It is similar in
size and appearance to the Character Card, but gives reference ranges for usual demographics, a graphic, and some
descriptive text for that race. The card will denote typical weights and sizes – usually given in three dimensions: height,
width, thickness. These are important for some game play (such as what size weapons and armor are allowed, how hard a
small being is to hit with projectiles, the weight a spellcaster must overcome to levitate a target, etc.). This card may also
indicate special abilities or certain gaming components that should be used with the particular race (such as the Ability Card
“Breath of Fire” to be used with a Fire Dragon). Furthermore, sensory propensities will be denoted on a SOOTT scale (e.g.,
how good Vision, Hearing, Smell, etc are in general for that race – see Section 6.1.4 for more detail on this).
Immortality: In SF, all living things are considered to be partly immortal – that is, having a persisting life force. It is rated by
where Microbes are SOOTT 1, Mortals are SOOTT 2–4, Deities are SOOTT 5–7, and Gods are SOOTT 8–10. A more
complete breakdown of this system is described in Section 1.4. Greater Immortality confers longer lifespan, more natural
potency with magic, as well as other supernatural powers. For beginners, it is mainly important to calculate magical abilities
for spell-casting Characters using the PSYCHE COUNTER (also described later).
SOOTT,

Attributes & Traits: Each race has a set of Attributes, usually one each for Physical, Mental, and Spiritual Life. The
Durability Points (or “Life Points”) of the Attribute will define the potency of the four attendant Traits and one special
aspect. Traits are the main aspects of each Attribute. For humans Attributes and Traits are based on a 100 point maximum
and both descend in a linear fashion. Other races may have substantially different Attribute and Trait values. Furthermore,
other races’ traits may not decrease in a linear manner. A Dwarf, for instance, may not ever be more agile than a very
dexterous human, but as a Dwarf takes damage, his agility remains more intact than a Human’s. Each Attribute and Trait is
reviewed below and described in greater detail later.
► CORPUS
[AGI]
[POW]
[CON]
[STA]
MOVE

–red–
Agility
Power
Constitution
Stamina
MOVEMENT

Physical Vitality and Durability
Coordination and control over movement and balance
Raw physical power or strength, often proportional to size
Quality of assembly and healing as well as resistance to breakdown and disease
Physical endurance; duration one can sustain an activity
Given in three numbers: maximum, intermediate, sustainable (e.g.: sprint, jog, walk)

► MENTUS
[ACU]
[MEM]
[REA]
[ABS]
OPP

–green–
Acuity
Memory
Reasoning
Abstraction
OPPORTUNITY

Mental Vitality and Durability
Alertness, processing speed, mental reaction time
Recall of past events; degree of detail remembered
Logical, deductive, rational thought; learned anticipation
Imagination, creative problem solving, inductive thought
Determines number of points available for actions

► SPIRITUS
[PRE]
[WIL]
[MAG]
[INT]
AURA

–blue–
Presence
Will
Magnetism
Intuition
AURA

Spiritual Vitality and Durability
Projection and intensity of personality and emotions
Determination and resolve; emotional endurance and resistance
Social charisma and animal magnetism independent of physical beauty
Instinctual or "gut" feeling; anticipation based on emotion
An energy field that emanates from spiritual beings; the magical zone around a being

Game Pieces: The RACE CARD indicates which ATTRIBUTE SLIDERS should be used to describe that race. ATTRIBUTE
SLIDERS are inserted into ATTRIBUTE SHEATHS to make a counter. Each character has a usual or “Base” value for each
Attribute, which is recorded on the CHARACTER CARD for reference.
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1.2.10

Attributes, Traits, Attribute Sheath, Attribute Slider

Attribute Sliders & Sheaths: Beings usually have are three Attributes – CORPUS, MENTUS, and SPIRITUS – representing
Physical, Mental, and Spiritual aspects of the Character. Each Attribute has several specific Traits and one special aspect
associated with it. Putting an ATTRIBUTE SLIDER in an ATTRIBUTE SHEATH creates a device that tracks Durability Points
(sometimes called Life Points when referring to living beings). The device is initially set to show the base Durability Point
(DP) value in the window, and then may be used as a counter to keep track of losses and recovery of DP. Most importantly,
the Attribute Sheath and Slider act as a calculator that demonstrates how Traits deteriorate or improve as Durability is lost or
recovered (e.g., how Agility worsens as a Character takes damage from a sword or how Memory improves with sleep). Each
race will have a potential maximum DP value for each Attribute. As a standard, Humans have 100 potential Durability Points
of each. However, each individual Character will have a Base value – the value at which an individual begins and to which
they recover when at full health (e.g., CORPUS of 95 for an Olympic wrestler). The ATTRIBUTE SLIDER is a tri-fold page, with
the left two leaves comprising the table of Attribute DP versus Traits and the right leaf with information about the race,
attribute, and traits. Also, the specifics of loss and recovery of DP is indicated on the right-hand leaf of each Attribute Slider.
It is folded so that the right-hand leaf is inside and the table is exposed front and back.
Injury: Loss of Durability Points occurs in a race-dependent manner, but generally CORPUS is lost through physical injury,
MENTUS is diminished by wakefulness, and SPIRITUS is depleted by spellcasting. By convention, if any Attribute falls to zero
DP or fewer, the Character may be considered unconscious. Death occurs in a race-specific manner and is indicated on the
ATTRIBUTE SLIDER. Typically, death will occur at some negative DP value. For humans, this would be the negative Base
value. For instance, a Human with a base CORPUS of 80 would become unconscious at 0 Durability Points and die at –80 DP.
Healing: Recovery of Durability Points occurs in a race-dependent manner – usually it takes time to heal CORPUS, sleep to
recover MENTUS, and meditation or prayer to restore SPIRITUS. However, some races may recover DP quite differently. A
Photosynthetic swamp thing may require sunlight and mud. A Vampire may acquire life from drinking blood.
Scale: The SF system is designed to allow any scale of Attributes. There is no upper or lower limit. By SF convention, each
Attribute will have a Durability Threshold, which is the significant interval by which the Attribute rises or falls. The standard
is a Human with all Attributes and Traits on a Scale of 1–100, using a Durability Threshold of 1 (which is the interval by
which the Human ATTRIBUTE SLIDERS change). Thus, damage less than thus Durability Threshold of 1 point is negligible –
such as a wasp sting or thorn scratch. Damage is not rounded. 3.9 points of damage to a Human only deals 3 points, not 4. In
comparison, a Dog with a CORPUS of 50 has a Durability Threshold of 0.5, such that 0.5 point of damage is significant on the
slider. Perhaps a wasp sting or thorn would be substantial enough to reduce life by a notch on the ATTRIBUTE SLIDER.
Conversely, a Dragon with a CORPUS of 600 may have a Durability Threshold of 6 Durability Points. Damage less than this is
disregarded. This can also be applied to inanimate objects. For instance, a castle portcullis could be described as having a
CORPUS of 10,000, with a Durability Threshold of 100. Thus no typical human attack would injure the gate – but a batteringram or stone giant dealing 100+ damage at a time could.
Examples: To get a basic idea of Attribute and Trait ranges, the table below makes a comparison between a Human, a Dog
(inferior) and a Dragon (superior). Note that the Human Standard is a potential of 100 Durability (or Life) Points for
everything. A more complete table that compares the Attributes and Traits of many SF races can be found in Section 1.3.6.
RACE

IMMORTALITY

Dog
Human
Dragon

2
3
5

SOOTT

CORPUS
DP
50
100
600

MENTUS
DP
0.5 120 80 120 120
40
1 100 100 100 100
100
6 300 800 300 100
300

DT AGI POW CON STA

SPIRITUS
DT PRE WIL
DP
0.5 120 40 20 10
0.5 80 60
20
1 100 100 100 100
1 100 100
100
3 300 600 300 150
3 400 250
300

DT ACU MEM REA ABS

MAG INT

40 120
100 100
200 350

Attribute Combinations: Some kinds of beings may not have all three Attributes – a golem or android may only have
CORPUS and/or MENTUS; a ghost or spirit may have only MENTUS and/or SPIRITUS; an elemental creature or mystic tree may
have only a CORPUS and SPIRITUS. Furthermore, Gamers can invent new races simply by mis-matching ATTRIBUTE SLIDERS
from different races.
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1.2.11

Corpus Attribute

CORPUS represents the physical aspects of a Character. CORPUS Durability Points for most races are lost by physical harm,
such as damage from weapons, disease, starvation; and are recovered with time healing, medicines, and rehabilitation.
Certain races may differ (e.g., a Vampire may lose CORPUS to sunlight and only heal with the consumption of blood).
Specifics are noted on the third leaf of the ATTRIBUTE SLIDER.
► CORPUS
[AGI]
[POW]
[CON]
[STA]
MOVE

–red–
Agility
Power
Constitution
Stamina
MOVEMENT

Physical Vitality and Durability
Coordination and control over movement and balance
Raw physical power or strength, often proportional to size
Quality of assembly and healing as well as resistance to breakdown and disease
Physical endurance; duration one can sustain an activity
Given in three numbers: maximum, intermediate, sustainable (e.g.: sprint, jog, walk)

Movement: Speed in meters per second is given for the primary mode of movement, while secondary modes of movement
are given on the third leaf of the ATTRIBUTE SLIDER with a conversion factor (e.g., Flying at 10x speed, Swimming at 1/5x
speed). The 1st column is Maximum speed for [STA] Seconds, 2nd column is Cruise speed for [STA] Minutes, 3rd column is
Distance speed for [STA] Hours. Values in between may be estimated. Note that 1 m/s is roughly 2 mph.
Corpus Sheath: Contains a vertical slot for the folded CORPUS SLIDER and a horizontal pocket for the folded CHARACTER
CARD and RACE CARD.
Corpus Sheath & Slider with Character Card
Corpus Slider – Trifold Page Unfolded
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1.2.12

Mentus Attribute

MENTUS represents the mental aspects of a Character. MENTUS Durability Points for most races are lost by wakefulness,
extreme mental exertion, or certain kinds of injuries to the central nervous system; and are generally recovered with sleep.
Certain races may differ (e.g., a photosynthetic plant-being may lose MENTUS in the dark, and recover with sunlight).
Additionally, different races will tire and require more or less sleep, relative to humans. Specifics are noted on the third leaf
of the ATTRIBUTE SLIDER.
► MENTUS
[ACU]
[MEM]
[REA]
[ABS]
OPP

–green–
Acuity
Memory
Reasoning
Abstraction
OPPORTUNITY

Mental Vitality and Durability
Alertness, processing speed, mental reaction time
Recall of past events; degree of detail remembered
Logical, deductive, rational thought; learned anticipation
Imagination, creative problem solving, inductive thought
Determines number of points available for actions

Opportunity: Opp is a kind of currency of action. Opportunity (Opp) allows for a
flexible expenditure of activity. Instead of rigid “rounds” where a character can only
do a fixed amount of activity during their turn, SF allows players to have a reservoir
of Opp that may be spent on actions within a turn in a flexible manner. For a given
MENTUS value, there is a maximum Opp and an amount of Opp recovered each turn
that is specific to the race and the amount of MENTUS. If the MENTUS Attribute
decreases because of long wakefulness or a blow to the head, so does the amount of
OPP available to a Character. Certain instances may also affect Opp, such as wearing
heavy armor or receiving stunning blows.
Mentus Sheath: Contains a vertical slot for the folded MENTUS SLIDER and a
horizontal pocket for the OPP COUNTER, which may be more useful to take out during
periods of intense usage, such as with combat or spell-casting.
1.2.13

Opportunity Counter

Device: The OPPORTUNITY COUNTER is a device with three wheels – representing
Maximum, Recovered, and Current Opportunity Points – to help Players keep track of
these variables during times where it is important. On the OPP COUNTER is an
explanation of OPP, as well as an outline of the Phases of Play (discussed later).
Opp Costs: Game elements that require Opp (such as Artifacts, Combat Effects, and
Spell Cards) usually indicate right on the component how much Opp must be spent
(i.e., dialed-down on the counter). For free-form actions, the Fates may assign an Opp
cost, or Players may agree upon fair values. In general, trivial tasks, such as walking
and talking may cost 1-5 Opp, involved tasks 6-10, committed and complex tasks 1115, intense trance-like multitasking 16-20, etc. The Opp Table in Section 6.1.5 may
be used as a rough guide, if a reference is desired.
Tracking Opp: Each Race has a Max Opp and an amount of Opp recovered each turn listed in the far right window of the
MENTUS ATTRIBUTE SHEATH. These are the natural start values, but the actual Max and Recovered OPP set on the OPP
COUNTER may be influenced by other factors. Things that persistently affect a Character decrease Max Opp – such as
wearing heavy armor, putting a Focus Card into play, or maintaining a spell. This Max Opp can be recovered by stopping the
ongoing activity (e.g., ending the spell) or removing the hindrance (e.g., removing armor). Furthermore, certain effects will
affect Opp, such as receiving a stunning blow, a magical charms or curses, and so forth. In turn-to-turn play, most focused
“one-time” actions (like swinging a sword) decrease Current Opp. Players can save up Opp, or blow it all in a furious burst
(though it may take awhile to recover!). Characters recover some Opp each turn. Zero Opp equates to an inability to act –
even to defend one’s self. Certain combat maneuvers and spells can cause Players to lose Opp, so having low Opp can be
very dangerous. Also, attacking and defending against multiple opponents can deplete Opp quickly. In most instances, it is
not necessary to consider OPP when performing routine tasks or activities where strict turns are not being taken. For instance,
one need not spend Opp to drink Ale and talk to the Tavern Keeper. However, in the course of a Tavern Brawl or activities
where several Characters are acting at the same time, keeping track of OPP is important. OPP is also a place where the Fates
may introduce penalties or bonuses for special circumstances, such as fumbling, tripping, etc.
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1.2.14

Spiritus Attribute

SPIRITUS represents the spiritual aspects of a Character. SPIRITUS Durability Points are generally lost by casting magic and
experiencing emotional stresses, while it is recovered with dedicated prayer or meditation. Specifics are noted on the third
leaf of the ATTRIBUTE SLIDER.
► SPIRITUS
[PRE]
[WIL]
[MAG]
[INT]
AURA

–blue–
Presence
Will
Magnetism
Intuition
AURA

Spiritual Vitality and Durability
Projection and intensity of personality and emotions
Determination and resolve; emotional endurance and resistance
Social charisma and animal magnetism independent of physical beauty
Instinctual or "gut" feeling; anticipation based on emotion
An energy field that emanates from spiritual beings; the magical zone around a being

Aura: The Aura is the area around a being that may be considered an individual’s
magical “personal space” – a part of that being for magical purposes and spell
effects. For example, if a character casts a Spell to become invisible, objects
within their Aura may generally be considered to become invisible too. Spells with
direct effects in a Character’s Aura are also subject to resistance by that Character
(for instance, if a mage were trying to destroy a warrior’s sword, the sword would
have the same resistance to magic as the warrior as long is it was within the
warrior’s Aura). The importance of a Character’s Aura will make more sense after
reading the section on Magic.
Spiritus Sheath: Contains a vertical slot for the folded SPIRITUS SLIDER and a
horizontal pocket for the PSYCHE COUNTER, which may be more useful to take out
during periods of intense usage, such as with spell-casting. The PSYCHE COUNTER
is a tool top track magical abilities and is discussed in greater detail later.
1.2.15 Ability Cards
Each character may have one or more of these cards that describe special abilities
a character possesses. Each card will describe its exact use and mechanics. In
general, these are always available to a character and need not be activated
(unless otherwise indicated). There are two broad categories:
Anatomic: Based on physical structures
(e.g., envenoming bite, wings for flying, malodorous spray)
Mystical: Derived from an unlearned or supernatural source
(e.g., healing touch, telekinesis, prophecy)
Abilities are instinctual or inherent to a Being, either because of special anatomy
or due to mystical or supernatural prowess. A bird has the Ability to fly because
of wings, but Superman because of supernatural powers. Abilities are
distinguished from Skills (which are generally non-inherent and learned). Some
capabilities might be considered either an Ability or a Skill. For instance a
Ranger would have the learned Skill to Track, while a wolf would have the innate
Ability to Track due to an excellent sense of smell and the instinct to pursue.
1.2.16 Artifacts
Artifacts are interactive devices that allow Gamers to decide how weapons, tools, and technological devices perform. Not all
objects or tools are Artifacts. In SF, only things that require a tactical allocation of resources are represented as Artifacts.
Rope, for instance, is not an Artifact, but a Sword is. Typically, a Player identifies their Skill SOOTT with a particular Artifact
(e.g., Sword SOOTT) and may spend these like points on the Artifact’s counters/sliders to affect that Artifact’s performance.
Most artifacts have physical specifications (e.g., size, weight) as well as special functions. The basic types of SF Artifacts
are: Body Artifacts, Weapon Artifacts, Projectile Artifacts, Armor & Shield Artifacts, and Magic Artifacts. Their use is
described in detail later.
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1.2.17 Item Cards
Item cards describe simple objects or possessions. The cards may simply indicate that something is in the possession of a
character (e.g., gold, boots, compass), but many also provide specific details that promote playability (e.g., healing herbs
effects, rope’s bearable load). These cards are readily printable from the website, and in many instances quantities may be
written right on the card for easy record-keeping.

1.2.18 Miscellaneous Character Resources
Each Player or Character may have whatever other miscellaneous items gamers have agreed to include in play, particularly
mundane or peripheral things like street clothes, satchels, etc. These may be cards, hand-written lists, or hand made Artifacts.
We would encourage the use of the following terminology:
Artifacts:
SF Components that function in a specific way with game mechanics (see above)
Items/Possessions: Cards or lists that represent things like money, tools, personal effects, land, etc.
Assets/Liabilities: Immaterial factors such as credit, favors, curses, bounties, oaths, etc.
1.2.19 Sourcebooks, Visual Aids, Components from Other Games
Many gamers find resources that support their imaginations and role playing, such as books on certain periods, manuals on
combat topics, gaming modules with storylines, maps, photos, music, and whatnot. Furthermore, some gamers enjoy
components of other role-playing systems, such as price lists of store-bought goods, skill tables, movement charts, etc. We
encourage you to mongrelize the StoryForge system, making it the game you want to play!
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1.3 Composing a Character
1.3.1
There Are No Rules to Character Generation
If you wish to play completely paperless characters from the top of your head, please do. If you want to play a god or a
dragon, we salute you. But remember – the fun is not being invincible…it’s about surpassing your vulnerabilities,
overcoming flaws, transcending weakness. A Champion is someone who gets up, even when they can’t! A Dragon on a
bunny-stomping frenzy is hardly a tale to be told…and less fun to play in a game. But, a wounded Dragon defending her egg
against four brazen warriors with enchanted weapons – now there’s a bard’s tale! So play whatever beasts you choose, but let
the Story balance the scales into a true conflict. In The Lord of the Rings it was a childlike, underestimated hobbit who
brought down the Dark Lord of Mordor. And who adventured with the faithful hobbits – Gandalf, a mighty wizard. We
encourage you to form troops where all Characters are not of equal power. Remember, power makes you a target! In roleplaying, it is often useful to have a standardized system of conflict resolution and restraint of powers so that things like,
“Bang, you’re dead,” and, “I cast a spell that kills you,” don’t bleed a story of it’s richness and suspense. Best of all is to live
a story with an outcome guided by the Players’ strategy and determination, but which remains always vulnerable to the wheel
of Chance and the will of the Fates!
1.3.2
Character Controllers
Who runs a Character will vary. There are three main categories:
► Player Character (PC): In general, each Player will run one Character who is under their control, represented by a set of
SF Gaming Components described in the Guide. Beginning Sets will come with prefabricated Characters that will be
customizable upon learning the SF system.
► Non-Player Character (NPC): the Fates will run all the other important and faceless Characters in a Story, which may or
may not need gaming components, depending on the interactions with PC’s. There are simplified Character representations
called BioSketches that the Fates my wish to use.
► Joint-Player Character (JPC): In some instances, the Fates and Players may wish to share control of a Character,
depending on the situation, called a Joint Player Character (JPC). An instance of this might be a mercenary that joins a
troop – who may be controlled by the players during combat, but whose general decisions, demands for pay, etcetera are
run by the Fates.
1.3.3
Levels of Character Complexity
All components are not necessary to have a great character, and it’s recommended that beginners select only a few
components to play with until the basic mechanics are learned. Add components one at a time and see how they affect play.
More components create more richness, description, and strategy – but they can complicate learning the game and potentially
slow down play with more strategic options!
► Paperless: Many non-player characters will be created by The Fates to populate a fantasy world. These need no physical
components: the watchful bartender, the breathless messenger, the stubborn horse. If they become involved enough in the
storyline, Basic components may need to be assembled for them, or a simplified representation of a Character called a
BioSketch may be used (see below).
► Basic: A minimum set of components for a simple playable character might include this in the TOME: the CHARACTER &
RACE CARDS, the ATTRIBUTE SLIDERS for the race, the BODY ARTIFACT for their race, a WEAPON ARTIFACT, a MAGIC
ITEM, and a few possessions (in the form of a handwritten list or Item Cards).
► Advanced: More complex characters will utilize the above, and some of the other optional components. A warrior, for
instance, may also have STYLE CARDS for their WEAPON ARTIFACT, an ARMOR & SHIELD ARTIFACT. A wizard would have
LOCUTION & SPELL CARDS and maybe a MAGIC RELIC. Advanced Characters may also include a few FOCUS CARDS and
perhaps an ABILITY CARD or two.
► BioSketch: The Fates may use a BioSketch to run NPCs. The BioSketch is a one-page summary of a Character with
vatiables that can be tracked with the BioSketch Counter. Included is a summary of all the components of an Advanced
Character, but in a somewhat less dynamic and modular configuration. While it appears as a simplification, a Gamer must
be well versed in the SF mechanics to actually run a Character in this shorthand format. The BioSketch is also an excellent
way to manage the steeds, pets, or henchmen of Player Characters.
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1.3.4
The Character – Getting Started
A CHARACTER CARD may be set up in several ways. It may be prefabricated, hand-written onto a blank card, or customized
and printed on-line at www.storyforge.com. A Player begins by deciding the kind of Character they wish to play, selecting a
name, race, and gender. Reviewing information on the Race Card can help a Player complete character development.
Traditionally, many people struggle with choosing names for their Character. If you like, check the accompanying table
called “The Little Book O’ Names.”
Some gamers like using physical and personality descriptions to help focus or inspire their role-playing. Consider noting on
the inside of the CHARACTER CARD things like:
Appearance: body build, deformities, marks/tattoos, hair/eye/skin color, harsh/fair features, etc
Personality: disposition, virtues, vices, convictions, phobias, piety, (dis)honesty, hatreds, morality, etc
Situations: family/clan associations, guild memberships, oaths, missions, bounties, favors, debts, etc
Little Book O’ Names – For those with difficulty coming up with one…
Turgon
J’Tel
Ludgush
Sindar
Dral
Firith

Sorscha
Sappho
Quendi
Radagast
Rana
Leonidas

Ragnor
Pharazon
Ostara
Durga
Chalcivar
Wergund

Galmod
Lammoth
Lassemista
Istari
Kelleher
Ogra

Eldar
Celos
Valacirca
Bolg
Pollux
Nediyon

Eluren
Jyestha
Delgar
Turin
Gujo
Fin’el

Raynaq
Mithras
Kianda
Galadred
Polynikes
Deniekes

Erik the Red
Taras Silvertongue
Eejar Asul Abibbi
Redhare Quickfoot
Lady Aubelle
Sol Phoencian

1.3.5
The Character – Selecting Skills
On the back of the Character Card, a Player may select any of the SF System Skills desired, and indicate whatever other nonSF Skills they wish to have. Assign SOOTT values to each skill chosen. Players are encouraged to assign and invent whatever
Skills seem appropriate for the Character, but there is a table below with a few possibilities (numbers included if you wish to
roll randomly). Remember that there is no “Profession” or “Class” system in StoryForge. Your Character’s Profession is the
sum of their Attributes and Skills. Take note that the StoryForge Skill system is based on an intermediate level of specificity.
However, we encourage you to tailor the system to your needs. If you want a more down-and-dirty game, be more general. If
you want to detail nuances of sub-sets within skills, by all means do. For example, a mercenary may have Melee Combat
SOOTT of 3, meaning he has some basic ability with any weapon, but also a Sword SOOTT of 5, meaning he has average
professional ability with any sword, and perhaps he has a Rapier SOOTT of 8, indicating that he is best with that exact kind of
sword. Examples of General, Intermediate, and Specific Skills are indicated below:
GENERAL
Melee Combat SOOTT
Projectile SOOTT
Thieving SOOTT
Instrument SOOTT
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INTERMEDIATE
Sword SOOTT
Bow SOOTT
Lock Picking SOOTT
String Instrument SOOTT
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SPECIFIC
Rapier SOOTT
Composite Bow SOOTT
Tumbler-Lock Picking SOOTT
Violin SOOTT
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Examples of Skills – Please make up your own to suit your character or purpose!
Deception – Perception
01 Acting
02 Ambush Set-up
03 Camouflage
04 Concealing Objects
05 Disguise
06 Feign Emotion
07 Forgery
08 Lip Reading
09 Lie Perception
10 Lying
11 Mimic Mannerisms
12 Mimic Sounds
13 Mimic Voices
14 Predict Weather
15 Prowling
16 Seduction
17 Sense Ambush
18 Sense Direction
19 Sense Time
20 Sleight of Hand
21 Stealth / Silence
22 Stoicism
23 Tracking
24 Ventriloquism
25 Verbal Entrapment

Knowledge – Lore
26 Alchemy / Chemistry
27 Anthropology (spec.)
28 Appraisal (specify)
29 Astrology
30 Astronomy
31 Animal Lore
32 Demon / Devil Lore
33 Dragon Lore
34 Engineering / Mechanic
35 Geography (specify)
36 Heraldry Lore
37 History (specify)
38 Literature Lore (specify)
39 Mathematics
40 Metallurgy
41 Mineral Lore
42 Music Lore
43 Plant / Fungus Lore
44 Poison / Toxin Lore
45 Religion Lore / Theology
46 Strategy / Tactics
47 Symbol Lore
48 Tarot / Palm Reading
49 Weather Lore
50 Watercraft Lore

Sports – Crafts
51 Cooking
52 Craft (specify)
53 Dancing
54 Falconry
55 Fishing
56 Fletching (make arrows)
57 Game (specify)
58 Gymnastics / Contortion
59 Horseback Riding
60 Hunting
61 Instrument (specify)
62 Jestering / Humor
63 Juggling
64 Painting / Drawing
65 Rock-Climbing
66 Running (sprint v. long)
67 Sculpting / Pottery
68 Ship building
69 Singing
70 Smith (specify)
71 Sport (specify)
72 Swimming / Diving
73 Tale-telling / Writing
74 Weaving
75 Woodworking

Social – Misc.
76 Accounting
77 Administration
78 Bartending
79 Bartering / Haggling
80 Begging
81 Bribery
82 Cartography / Navigate
83 Crowd Control
84 Crude Behaviors
85 Desert Survival
86 Diplomacy
87 Drinking (hold liquor)
88 Gambling
89 Healing / Medicine
90 Hypnotism
91 Jungle Survival
92 Law
93 Mob Making
94 Mountaineering
95 Piloting (specify craft)
96 Piercing / Tattooing
97 Politics
98 Public Speaking
99 Social Etiquette
00 Swamp Survival

1.3.6
Races
The RACE CARD and the corresponding racial ATTRIBUTE SLIDERS largely define and distinguish races. The RACE CARD may
describe a race in terms of history, tendencies, and special abilities (such as flight). The ATTRIBUTE COUNTERS will define the
maximum natural potential of the CORPUS, MENTUS, and SPIRITUS – each with its four attendant Traits. New races may be
created by mis-matching these sliders. For instance, one could assemble the CORPUS of a Giant, the MENTUS of a Gnome,
and the SPIRITUS of an Elf, and call it whatever race you like! Furthermore, all Attribute Sliders need not be used. A Ghost
may only have a MENTUS and SPIRITUS, but no CORPUS. A Mystic Oak may have just a CORPUS and SPIRITUS. A Golem may
have a CORPUS and MENTUS, but no SPIRITUS. Choose a race simply by selecting the properly matching components with
which you wish to play. After selecting a race and the appropriate ATTRIBUTE SLIDERS, the Player then chooses what “Base”
value each Attribute will have, which can be set on the Base wheels. The Sliders show the Race Maximum, but it may be
appropriate to choose values that are realistic and balanced, not simply the strongest, smartest, and most spiritual of the race!
A table outlining the maximum Life Attributes of some races is to the right.
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100
120
130
130
200
180
60
50
80
200
600
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INT

100
120
80
80
200
90
120
80
100
200
300

MAG

100
120
130
130
400
60
80
50
80
200
300

WIL

100
110
70
125
100
800
50
80
0
200
100

PRE

ACU

100
110
120
100
300
200
50
60
900
200
300

SPIRITUS

MENTUS

100
90
120
25
240
600
50
80
0
200
800

ABS

STA

100
140
100
150
80
80
120
100
0
200
300

REA

CON

100
100
150
10
300
400
50
80
900
200
600

MEM

POW

3
4
4
4
4
3
0
2
3
2
4
5
5

AGI

Human
Plains Elf
Mesa Dwarf
Dwarven Ghost
Gnome
Marsh Giant
Stone Golem
Kobold
Wraith
Mystic Oak
Nos Feratu
Poltergeist
Draco Fervoris

CORPUS

RACE

SOOTT

Selection of SF Races
IMMORT.

Table:

100
140
130
130
500
60
60
50
80
200
300

100
160
90
90
400
60
10
50
80
200
150

100
140
80
80
200
130
50
80
300
200
400
300

100
100
60
60
100
130
50
80
200
200
200
400

100
130
100
100
200
130
50
80
600
200
400
250

100
130
80
80
100
90
50
40
200
200
200
200

100
150
120
120
300
155
50
120
600
200
400
350
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1.3.7
Ability Cards
Each Player may select appropriate cards that describe special abilities a Character possesses. ABILITY CARDS may represent
things like a dragon’s Fire Breath, a Wraith’s Chiropteran Wings, a Serpent’s Venomous Bite, and such. The RACE CARD
may indicate certain ABILITY CARDS that are recommended to be used with that particular race.
1.3.8
Miscellaneous Character Items
Each Player or Character may have whatever other miscellaneous items gamers have agreed to include in play, particularly
mundane or peripheral things like street clothes, satchels, etc.
1.3.9
Combat Artifacts
A Player selects what Combat Artifacts the Character will possess. First, select the BODY ARTIFACT(s) for the selected race.
Then select WEAPON ARTIFACTS and RANGE ARTIFACTS (Advanced) that correlate to the Skills selected for the Character.
Then select ARMOR & SHIELD ARTIFACTS, if appropriate.
1.3.10 Style Cards (Advanced)
Players who will be using Artifacts to engage in combat may choose to use STYLE CARDS to increase flexibility and color.
Using them costs Opportunity, the coinage of action; so not playing with Effects does not necessarily put one at a
disadvantage. Certain STYLE CARDS can only be used with particular Artifacts, so be certain to select appropriate matches.
1.3.11 Magic Artifacts (Advanced)
A Player selects what Magic Artifacts the Character will possess, if any. The simplest are MAGIC ITEMS, which have a static
effect. MAGIC DEVICES use Psyche Points to increase their power. In Advanced Magic, MAGIC RELICS offer the greatest
versatility and power of all the Magic Artifacts.
1.3.12 Locution & Spell Cards (Advanced)
Players who will be using Magic should select a set of LOCUTION CARDS that will allow them to compose and cast the kinds
of Spells they wish to cast. These cards are not formally arranged in a deck, per se, but rather act as a known vocabulary
called a Lexicon that may be accessed freely during play.
1.3.13 Focus Cards (Advanced)
Each Character may select appropriate FOCUS CARDS, reflecting Physical, Mental, or Emotional states which change the
Character’s gaming mechanics.
1.3.14 If You Must Have Structured Guidelines …
We encourage players to develop characters with a balance of strengths and weaknesses. Even the greatest warriors have their
Achilles’ heel, every Superman has his Kryptonite, and every brave halfling has his powerful befriended wizard. But we also
recognize that it’s somewhat difficult to impose self-restraint when you’re a child in a candy shop who has been told you can
have whatever you want. So if you like, devise a system for limiting Characters’ power. Many gamers like using the
randomness of dice. Examples of some possible approaches are included in the table to the right.
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Table:

A Few Possible Systems for Character Generation

Pre-Gen
To learn the system, it may be best to play with a pre-generated Character, or a “Pre-Gen.” Since the Character is the most
“personal” part of StoryForge, playing a Pre-Gen can be a little uncomfortable – like wearing someone else’s underpants –
but will help you understand the mechanics before you assemble your own custom Character.
Freeform
Select Whatever race, base attribute values, skills, artifacts, and cards you like. Try to balance Strengths and Weaknesses,
either within your character or the storyline.
Be Yourself
Select a human or near-human race that you personally are like. Set your 3 Attributes to values that you think actually
represent you. Select Skills that, if you had lived in the era in which you are playing, you would have likely learned in light
of your socioeconomic status, aptitude, and personality. Have your friends double-check to see if you’re being realistic. ☺
Randomize / Point-Based
► Create CHARACTER
Roll 1D10 for the number of Building Points (BP), which are spent on Race and SF-Skill Selection
Select race: this costs 1 BP for each 100 Potential Durability Points
(e.g., 1 BP for each of the three 100 potential LP sliders of a Human would cost 3 BP)
Roll percentiles dice 2+1D4 times and keep the three best (throw out the remainder)
Use the remaining 3 to determine the base value of the CORPUS, MENTUS, & SPIRITUS Attributes.
Since races vary, assign it as a percentile – e.g., the 75% for a Giant’s CORPUS is 225 of 300
Record Demographics on CHARACTER CARD: Name, Race, Gender, Height, Weight, Age (roll percentile)
Select SF-Skills (From Melee, Range, Magic): this costs 1 BP per skill selected
Roll 1D10 for the number of non-SF-System Skills Character will have
Roll percentiles on the Skill Table (section 1.3.3) to determine these skills
Set SOOTTS: Roll 1D10 for as many Skills character has, and assign these numbers as SOOTTs where desired
► Select Artifacts appropriate for your Character
Choose Body Artifacts that are appropriate to your race and CORPUS
Roll 1d10 and multiply by 100 – This is how many Gold Pieces you have to spend on Artifacts
Note that all artifacts have a cost indicated on the information slider inserted within it
Try to purchase Weapon Artifacts for Combat Skills you have
Purchase Armor and/or Shield Artifacts if desired
Assume you have basics like clothes (if your character wears them)
► Select other cards that enhance your character
Select 1D4 FOCUS CARDS
Select set of 1D4 STYLE CARDS
Roll 1D10; if its 10, select an Ability Card; repeat this step until no 10 is rolled
If playing with the Magic Skill, roll 1D10 three times:
Select this many LOCUTIONS from Nouns, Verbs, and Modifiers respectively
If you rolled a 10, you may select a MAGIC ARTIFACT

1.3.15 Examples of Character Archetypes & “Professions”
Section 6.4 includes a few examples of possible Character types, like Rogue, Soldier, Knight, Thief, etc. These are simply
constellations of skills that might represent such professions.
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1.4 Immortality and Time—Space
1.4.1
A Note on Spirituality in StoryForge
The StoryForge system certainly does not intend to advocate or contradict any particular spiritual belief system. However, we
have devised a system for managing Immortality, Souls, and Reincarnation. Gamers are encouraged only to use the
components they wish. Immortality SOOTT is the only integral component to SF mechanics needed to play with Magic.
Gamers may opt to simply use this number as a reflection of inherent magical power within certain races.
1.4.2
Immortality, Souls, and Reincarnation
Immortality is a reflection of the durability and intensity of a being’s life force. Immortality is ranked on a SOOTT scale. Each
level represents a category of beings, and their general traits are outlined in the accompanying Table. When Beings
reincarnate, they tend to reincarnate at the same Immortailty SOOTT. Higher Immortality is typically associated with longer
life, greater magical powers, increasing mobility within the universe, greater impact on one’s environment, and increasing
recall of past lives and those souls one may have met before. Immortality SOOTT is added with Magic SOOTT to determine
Psyche Points, which in turn determine magical prowess.
SF proposes that just as a Player chooses what Character to play, a soul chooses what being to be. For example, a Player may
choose a Character with the soul of a previously slain Character – twenty years later as a young human warrior with
vengeance on his mind for the treacherous King that poisoned him to steal his wife, now a forlorn woman of fifty. Or perhaps
a young Elvin girl of age seven is captured by a barbarian hoard, but in the emotional trauma recalls when she was a
sorceress a thousand years before, mustering enough magic to escape. There are many possibilities!
1.4.3
Ascension and Fallen Souls
SF mechanics allow individuals to scale the ranks of Immortality – or fall from grace! We propose that Players keep track of
acquired Immortality Points (IP). When one has acquired as many IP as the next Immortality SOOTT, they move up to that
SOOTT. For instance, a Human with an Immortality SOOTT of 3 would need 4 IP to become Immortality SOOTT of 4. And then
it would take 5 IP to get to SOOTT 5. Immortality Points might be acquired from various extraordinary tasks or places:
perhaps a Fountain of Youth; perhaps in a magical and ritualistic sacrifice of a Dragon; perhaps as a reward from a god one
has served faithfully. It is unknown what happens to Greater Gods who ascend beyond SOOTT 10. They cease to exist in any
known way to all beings, and no god has ever returned from such a state. Some gods believe it is annihilation, and fear it.
Others believe they become the seeds of other universes, and pursue it out of curiosity. Furthermore, Immortality may be lost.
Perhaps demonic poisons, dark curses, or powerfully negative karma may diminish this most vital life force.
1.4.4
Time–Space
A StoryForge Universe is divided into one or more dimensions. A dimension is divided into one or more planes. A Plane is
comprised of space, land, air, and/or sea, and may be flat and unending (the traditional “Prime Material Plane” of most
Fantasy Role Playing) or broken into units of planets, stars, and such. Gods move freely between dimensions and planes
within a universe. Deities move freely between planes within a dimension. Mortals move freely within a plane. Magic or
technology is required to exceed one’s natural boundaries.
It is theorized that there is a finite amount of immortality in a universe – if it is in fact composed of a single Greater God that
has ascended into the unknown. If a universe expands and life forms multiply, fewer individuals will possess large quantities
of it. This may explain why gods of ancient cultures disappear over time, often replaced by a single god – “There can be only
one.” Perhaps the ultimate future of such a universe is godless with many mortals. But perhaps some universes are static,
with unchanging eternal gods – a biblical universe, as it were. And maybe some universes are contracting, making ever more
powerful gods in a world full of divinities. In what universe will you StoryForge?
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Table: Immortality SOOTT
SOOTT

CATEGORY

GENERAL HALLMARKS

Non-Living
Do not have “SPIRITUS” Attribute
Basic life existence – Lack instinct or intention
1
Microscopic Life
One or a few cells, or self-replicating genetic material
Mortals: Naturally live within a single Plane
Have stronger instinct than intentions;
2
Non-Sentients
Life Energy is not distinct (“one is like another”)
Relatively equal strength of instincts and intentions;
3
True Mortals
Occasionally recall recent past lives in vague detail
Have stronger intentions than instincts;
4
Quasi Mortals
Commonly recall recent/ancient past lives in vague detail
Deities: Naturally live within a single Dimension; Less affected by natural disease and aging
Strong emotions manifest in aura;
5
Demi-Deities
Recall recent past lives in moderate detail
Strong emotions manifest in plane;
6
Lesser Deities
Recall all past lives in moderate detail
Strong emotions manifest in dimension;
7
Greater Deities
Recall all past lives in moderate detail
Gods; Naturally live in a single Universe; Unaffected by disease or aging; Recall all past lives
Strong emotions permeate aura, manifest in plane;
8
Demi-Gods
Might recognize other souls from prior lives
Strong emotions permeate plane, manifest in dimension;
9
Lesser Gods
Usually recognize other souls from prior lives
Strong emotions permeate dimension, manifest in universe;
10 Greater Gods
Recognize other souls from prior lives
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown. See Ascension section.
>10 Unknown
0

Inanimate
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EXAMPLE
Golem, Android, MechWarrior
Bacteria, Plankton,
Viruses
Plant, Insect, Reptile, Fish
Mammal, Orc, Bird,
Human, Halfling
Elf, Dwarf, Gnome,
Demon, Faerie
Dragon, Angel, Devil,
Unicorns
Lolth, Phoenix,
Asmodeus
Triton, Zephyr,
Tiamat
Hermes, Loki, Hestia,
Hercules
Hephaestus, Vulcan, Thor,
Isis
Zeus, Jupiter, Odin, Osiris,
Set
Other Universe?
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1.5

Game Mechanics & The Fates

1.5.1
The Fates: Game-Mastering in StoryForge
The Fates, also called the Moirai, were a trinity of divinities to the ancient Greeks. By their names: Clotho spun the web of
life; Lachesis measured its length; and Atropos cut it off. In StoryForge we refer to The Fates together, as the set of forces
that control Characters’ destinies. StoryForging can be considered an interaction between three factors, no one of which is in
total control of a storyline:
► Characters:
► The Fates:
► Fortune:

the fictitious beings under the control of Players
the fantasy world and non-player characters (NPC’s) under control of game-master(s)
the dice used by Players and The Fates – making luck and chance possible

In classic Fantasy Role Playing games, there is a single Game-Master who oversees the Players and storyline. SF encourages
you to loosen this model. Consider these possible variations:
► Traditional:
► Multi-Fates:
► Fateless:

One gamer plays the Fates and manages the world, referees conflict, manages NPC’s
Two or more gamers play the Fates and divide tasks (e.g., referee and NPC player)
Players decide to self-referee in Player-Player conflict (e.g., in a duel to the death)

Whoever takes on the role of the Fates should be prepared on these issues:
►
►
►
►
►
►

StoryLine:
Mechanics:
Conflict:
NPC’s:
Bookie:
Variables:

Be able to guide the storyline and describe specific scenarios, setting, etc.
Be familiar with all SF Guidelines to facilitate smooth gaming
Be a fair-minded referee for conflict resolution
Be able to “Play” all the Non-Player Characters in the story
Be able to guestimate the likelihood of outcomes based on a scenario & players’ skills
Be able to manage and adapt to the variables that Players introduce

There are many wonderful chapters and articles on how to be an excellent game-master in many RPG systems, gaming
magazines, and on forums like www.rpg.net. Without getting into detail, the role of The Fates is to balance the story. Rather
than adhering to a strict storyline, if the players are suffering, let some of the pressure off. If they are not struggling, introduce
greater challenges. Have players share in the job, by suggesting OPP or Difficulty values for tasks they wish to attempt, for
instance.
1.5.2
Opportunity
Opportunity (OPP) is a kind of currency of action and attention. Rather than rigid rounds where a character can only do a
fixed amount of activity during their turn, SF allows players to have a reservoir of OPP that may be spent on actions within a
turn in a flexible manner. Game elements that require OPP – such as Artifacts, Combat Effects, and Spell Cards – usually
indicate right on the component how much OPP must be dialed down on the OPP Counter. On the OPP COUNTER is an
explanation of OPP, as well as an outline of the Phases of Play, which will be discussed later in greater detail.
Each Race has a Max OPP and an amount of OPP recovered each turn listed in the far right window of the MENTUS
ATTRIBUTE SHEATH. These are the natural start values, but the actual Max and Recovered OPP are determined based on other
factors and set on the OPP COUNTER. For instance, if the MENTUS Attribute decreases because of long wakefulness or a blow
to the head, so does the amount of OPP available to a Character. Things that persistently affect a Character – such as wearing
heavy armor, putting a Focus Card into play, or maintaining spells – may decrease Max OPP. Furthermore, certain effects
will affect OPP, such as receiving a stunning blow, magical charms and curses. But in turn-to-turn play, most focused “onetime” actions, like swinging a sword, decrease Current OPP, which will be recovered. Players can save up OPP, or blow it all
in a furious burst (though it may take awhile to recover!). Zero OPP equates to an inability to act – even to defend one’s self.
Certain combat maneuvers and spells can cause Players to lose OPP, so having low OPP can be very dangerous. Also,
attacking and defending against multiple opponents can really deplete OPP quickly.
For free-form actions, the Fates may assign an OPP cost, or Players may agree upon fair values. As a convention the
Character spending the Opp should propose an amount they feel is appropriate. Then, either the opponent (or Fate, in the
instance of an NPC) should propose an appropriate value. Any difference should be averaged. See Opp Table for examples.
Strict adherence to an Opp value for free-form character actions should be avoided, as it will only lead to tedious bookStoryForge
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keeping and rules-mongering. The same action by two different players or in two different circumstances may differ by a
few points. Chalk this up to having a good day or a bad day, a devil’s hiccup, or the smile of a goddess. The important thing
is that all gamers feel the points being assigned are fair.
In most instances, it is not necessary to consider OPP when performing routine tasks or activities where strict turns are not
being taken. For instance, one need not spend Opp to drink Ale and talk to the Tavern Keeper. However, in the course of a
Tavern Brawl or activities where several Characters are acting at the same time, keeping track of OPP is important for the
gaming mechanics to work. OPP is also a place where the Fates may introduce penalties or bonuses for special circumstances,
such as fumbling, tripping, etc.
Table: Opp – a rough guide to how much Opp things might cost
FOCUSED OR ONE-TIME ACTIONS
Automatic (blinking)
Minor
Talking (per word)
Shouting (per word)
Draw 1-Handed Sword
Draw 2-Handed Sword
Typical attack with Sword by soldier
Involved
Sprint 1 turn
Pick up fumbled Sword
Easy Bow Shot
Jump across ditch
Sleight of hand
Committed
Sword attack with extra damage
Hurling a spear
Pick pocket
Sword Attempt + Assault
Cartwheel
Complex
Sword attack + extra damage & effects
Page 207 of the Kama Sutra
Difficult Bow Shot
Twisting double back flip off high dive
Defend and Counterstrike in same turn

CURRENT OPP
0
1-5
1
2
3
4
5
6-10
6
7
8
9
10
11-15
11
12
13
14
15
16-20
16
17
18
19
20

ONGOING ACTIVITIES OR CONDITIONS
Mindless (walking)
Minor
Glancing around a room
Wearing metal breastplate
Jogging
Wearing light chain mail suit
Reading
Involved
Sprinting continuously
Simple Spell – “Being Flies”
Writing
Humanoid swimming the breast-stroke
Trying to pick a lock or juggling 3 balls
Committed
Wearing heavy plate mail suit & shield
Complex Spell – “Being Becomes Invisible”
Complex mathematical calculations
Piloting a jet fighter or Juggling 5 balls
Deep Meditation / Prayer
Complex
Performing Heart Surgery
Ritualistic Spell – “I Resurrect Being”
Wearing plate mail suit & casting spell
Juggling knives & singing the Iliad
Hypnotic Trance

MAX OPP
0
1-5
1
2
3
4
5
6-10
6
7
8
9
10
11-15
11
12
13
14
15
16-20
16
17
18
19
20

1.5.3
Dice & Percentile Rolls
Dice are used to generate randomness. The SF system uses a standard set of RPG dice: 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, & 20-sided. The
standard notation for dice is #D#, where the first # indicates how many dice, and the second # indicates what kind (e.g., 2D6
means two six-sided dice). Constants may be added, such as 20+2D6 (meaning the sum of 20 plus the value of two six-sided
dice. Most commonly, SF uses random numbers 1–10 and 1–100. When rolling 1–100, two distinguishable 10-sided dice are
rolled, where a Player has determined beforehand which dice will be read first (e.g., a “3” and a “7” would be read as 37, not
73!). This is called a percentile roll. The convention with 10-sided dice is that “0” is actually 10 when one is rolled, and “00”
is 100 when a percentile is rolled. For odd numbers, or numbers for which you do not have dice, interpret your dice
differently. For 2-sided, make evens 2 and odds 1, or roll a 50-50 using percentiles. For a 3-sided, roll a 6 sided and halve the
number, rounding up. And so-forth.
1.5.4
Dice & Probabilities
A single die (or dice read in succession like a percentile) gives an even chance of any number in the range coming up. One is
as likely to roll the highest, lowest, and most average. However, when dice are added together, a bell-shaped curve appears.
Craps is an example of this. When rolling two six-sided dice, there are 36 (6x6) combinations possible. While there are 6
combinations to produce the total of 7, there is only one combination that gives the number 2 (1+1) or 12 (6+6). This equates
to about a 17% chance of rolling 7, but less than a 3% chance or rolling snake-eyes (two ones). The more dice that are rolled,
the more narrow the curve becomes – that is, the more numbers will be close to the average value. The more sides-per-dice,
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the greater the range generated. If, for some reason, in the course of StoryForging, you would rather have rolls generate more
average numbers than extreme numbers, use this concept. To generate numbers 1–100 weighted to the middle, try rolling two
10-sided dice, adding them, and multiplying by five. For a very narrow curve, roll five 10-sided dice and double the value.
The odds of rolling one hundred by adding ten 10-sided dice is truly one in a billion.
1.5.5
Dice & Argus Eyes
When playing craps in Las Vegas, rolling two “ones” with six-sided dice is called “Snake-Eyes.” In StoryForge, rolling any
double in a percentile (e.g., 11, 22, 33…) is called “Argus Eyes.” Argus was a hundred-eyed guardian in Greek Mythology.
Rolling Argus Eyes results in automatically failing the attempted action. The Fates may even take this as a sign that the
Character has not only failed, but botched the attempt, resulting in catastrophe! As a subtle point, this means that the two
highest numbers in a percentile range (99 & 100) are both Argus Eyes. So technically, the best percentile roll is 98.
1.5.6
Attempt Rolls
This is a general term applied to dice rolls whenever a Character is Attempting something. For instance, the term may be
applied to Chance Rolls, Difficulty Rolls, or when using some Artifact. Dice are the tools of the trade for the Fates, and dice
mechanics are described above.
1.5.7
Chance Rolls
Some events in SF gaming can be expressed in terms of Chance – the likelihood that something will happen expressed as a
percentile. The Fates may assign a Chance to a Player’s attempt at any action.
For example, there might be a 60% chance of rain occurring. The Fates would make a Chance Roll, and a roll of 01–60% would indicate rain has occurred.

1.5.8
Difficulty Rolls
This is the main kind of Roll in StoryForge. Many tasks in gaming that Players may wish to attempt can be expressed in
terms of Difficulty. Difficulty is described in respect to some Character Attribute or Trait. A Player may add their Character’s
Attribute or Trait to their Difficulty Roll in an attempt to meet the number assigned to the Difficulty. Remember that rolling
“Argus Eyes” (or doubles of anything on a percentile roll) is automatic failure. For reference, an average human trait is 50, so
a Difficulty of 50 should be nearly automatic for a typical human. An average percentile roll is 50. So an average person with
an average roll should accomplish something with a Difficulty of 100 about half of the time. The best human trait is 100 and
the best percentile roll is also 100 (actually 98, since 99 and 00 are Argus Eyes). So the most adept human in the best instance
might accomplish a task with a Difficulty of nearly 200. This would, of course, not take into account Skill Bonuses.
Furthermore, some Attempts may be made each turn, others some delimited number of times, some once only – as the
circumstance indicates.
For example, Dral wishes to attack with his Mace Artifact. He has set the device such that the Strike has an AGILITY Difficulty of 120, while the Assault
(which will do more damage) has an AGILITY Difficulty of 180. Dral’s AGILITY is 90, and his Difficulty Roll is 40, so his total is 90+40, or 130. Dral may
choose to do the Strike, but not the Assault.

1.5.9
Skill Bonuses
When a Character has a Skill that is applicable to a task that is attempted, the Fates are encouraged to assign a bonus based
on the Skill SOOTT. SF has avoided the cumbersome use of “a table for everything.” This requires extensive reference charts
and slows play down. It also fails to account for the many variables that the human brain can often estimate better than a table
can calculate. The Fates should become familiar with the ranges of typical Traits, Skills, and Difficulties. If one assigned +10
per Skill SOOTT as a loose rule of thumb, an average human professional (Skill SOOTT 5) would typically be able to
accomplish tasks with difficulties of about 100 automatically. A human with exceptional Attributes and a Skill SOOTT 10
making a perfect roll could accomplish a task of difficulty 300. Many things will make this more variable, such as nonhuman races, magical artifacts, the Fates smiling (or frowning!). If you choose to use the +10 per SOOTT bonus for skills of
Intermediate specificity, consider modifying this for more General or very Specific skills. For example, a Lock Picking
bonus might be +10 per SOOTT, but Thieving perhaps only +5 per SOOTT, while Tumbler-Lock Picking may give +15 per
SOOTT.
In the example above with Dral, the Skill SOOTT with the weapon had already been factored in by the Weapon Artifact’s SOOTT Slider that determined the
AGILITY Difficulty, so nothing further would be required. However, the lock Shasha was attempting to pick might also have been described as having a
REASONING Difficulty of 180. Sasha’s reasoning is 70. And with the skill “Pick Locks” at SOOTT 7 has a bonus of +70. So she would only need to roll a 40.
However, perhaps the lock is enchanted or has a triple tumbler, so the Fates might make the Difficulty 220, requiring Sasha to roll 80 or better.
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1.5.10 Requirements
Some game components will specify Requirements – e.g., the CORPUS (POWER) to use a giant’s sword. When multiple
requirements are indicated, the most restrictive applies. It is up to the Fates to determine whether Players may attempt actions
or use artifacts for which they do not meet the Requirements. The Fates may permit such actions, perhaps at a penalty.
Furthermore, some actions may be described in terms of having a Requirement, rather than a Difficulty.
For example, Dral wants to knock down a door, and the fates have indicated that it will take a Power of 180. He’s a burly Human with POWER of 90, but it
would literally take two of him to knock it down. However, the Ogre with a POWER of 220 could knock it down no problem. But maybe Dral could convince
the Fates that if he worked on the hinges with his mace for awhile, the POWER requirement would be lessened!

Table
DIF.
0
1
50
80
100

120

150

200

300

Difficulty Rolls – a rough guide to how difficult things might be
IF USING THE RULE OF THUMB: +10% PER SKILL SOOTT…
By convention “zero difficulty” means being must possess trait, but Argus Eyes do not apply
Any being with this trait can accomplish task, unless Argus Eyes are rolled
Enfeebled Human (Trait 20) with Skill SOOTT 3 should be able to accomplish automatically
Average Human (Trait 50) with Skill SOOTT 0 should accomplish automatically
Enfeebled Human (Trait 20) with Skill SOOTT 6 should accomplish automatically
Average Human (Trait 50) with Skill SOOTT 0 will fail ~30% of the time
Exceptional Human (Trait 80) with Skill SOOTT 0 should accomplish automatically
Enfeebled Human (Trait 20) with Skill SOOTT 3 will fail ~50% of the time
Enfeebled Human (Trait 20) with Skill SOOTT 8 should accomplish automatically
Average Human (Trait 50) with Skill SOOTT 0 will fail ~50% of the time
Average Human (Trait 50) with Skill SOOTT 5 should accomplish automatically
Exceptional Human (Trait 80) with Skill SOOTT 0 will fail ~20% of the time
Perfect Human (Trait 100) with Skill SOOTT 0 should accomplish automatically
Enfeebled Human (Trait 20) with Skill SOOTT 3 will fail ~70% of the time
Enfeebled Human (Trait 20) with Skill SOOTT 10 should accomplish automatically
Average Human (Trait 50) with Skill SOOTT 0 will fail ~70% of the time
Average Human (Trait 50) with Skill SOOTT 7 should accomplish automatically
Exceptional Human (Trait 80) with Skill SOOTT 0 will fail ~40% of the time
Exceptional Human (Trait 80) with Skill SOOTT 4 should accomplish automatically
Enfeebled Human (Trait 20) with Skill SOOTT 3 will fail ~100% of the time
Enfeebled Human (Trait 20) with Skill SOOTT 5 will fail ~80% of the time
Average Human (Trait 50) with Skill SOOTT 0 will fail ~100% of the time
Average Human (Trait 50) with Skill SOOTT 5 will fail ~50% of the time
Average Human (Trait 50) with Skill SOOTT 10 should accomplish automatically
Exceptional Human (Trait 80) with Skill SOOTT 0 will fail ~70% of the time
Exceptional Human (Trait 80) with Skill SOOTT 7 should accomplish automatically
Enfeebled Human (Trait 20) with Skill SOOTT 10 will fail ~80% of the time
Average Human (Trait 50) with Skill SOOTT 5 will fail ~100% of the time
Average Human (Trait 50) with Skill SOOTT 10 will fail ~50% of the time
Exceptional Human (Trait 80) with Skill SOOTT 2 will fail ~100% of the time
Exceptional Human (Trait 80) with Skill SOOTT 5 will fail ~70% of the time
Perfect Human (Trait 100) with Skill SOOTT 0 will fail ~100% of the time
Perfect Human (Trait 100) with Skill SOOTT 10 should accomplish automatically
Perfect Human (Trait 100) with Skill SOOTT 10 will fail ~100% of the time
This is truly a super-human level of difficulty, however, other races may do this easily
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Table

Examples of the Many Ways to Describe Tasks and Events Using SF Mechanics

TASK
Catch a Sword thrown to you by a comrade
Guard sees humanoid movement at 50 m.
In extensive shrubs
In shrubs, looking from guard tower
In flat desert
In flat desert at night, no moonlight
Awaken to the sound of
footfalls on the forest floor
Sneak past snoozing guards
Break down wood gate
Climb cliff

Pick sophisticated lock

POSSIBLE WAYS TO DESCRIBE TASK
AGILITY Dif 120 (one-time chance)
(consider bonus/penalty for vision SOOTT > or < 5)
ACUITY Dif of 180 every 5 minutes
ACUITY Dif of 150 every 1 minute
ACUITY Dif of 50 every 1 minute
ACUITY Dif of 200 every 5 minutes
ACUITY of 120 each time the Fates say a twig snaps
(Acuity is automatically lower for long wakefulness!)
AGILITY Dif of 80 for 2 turns
Give bonus for any stealth skills (or guard inebriation!)
Give penalties for any Armor with high Noise SOOTT
POWER Dif of 500 at once (may be multiplayer)
OR: 1500 points of CORPUS Damage to door
AGILITY Dif of 165 per 5 meters climbed
May add +10% of REASONING to rolls if analyzed first
Failure means loss of 5 meters + 1D6 damage
Argus Eyes means fall from cliff for 1D10 dam per 5 m.
Requires Lock Picking SOOTT 3+ to even attempt;
AGILITY Dif of 160 + REASONING Dif of 140;
1D4 Attempts allowed (or # attempts = Lock Picking SOOTT)

1.5.11 Durability Points – Loss and Recovery
Every race loses and recovers CORPUS, MENTUS, and SPIRITUS Durability Points in its own way, indicated on the bottom of
the ATTRIBUTE SLIDERS themselves. However, most Mortals will be similar to Humans. Humans Lose CORPUS from physical
injury, disease, etc, while it is recovered with time. They lose MENTUS by staying awake, head-blows, mental exertion, or
spellcasting, while recovery comes with each hour of sleep. SPIRITUS is lost to emotional stresses or casting magic, and it is
recovered though meditation or prayer. The formulas for the rates of loss and recovery are on the ATTRIBUTE SLIDERS
themselves. The table below should give an idea of what a Life Point is worth from a Human perspective.
1
7
20
50
100

CORPUS
Jammed finger, dagger nick
Sprain, 1 week of healing
Average mace strike
Lethal injury to avg. human
Maximum Human Vitality

1
16
24
50
100

MENTUS
Brain fart; half hour nap
1 night of sleep; clocked in the head
Staying up for 24 hours
Awake x2 days; limit of avg. human
Maximum Human Vitality

1
5
25
50
100

SPIRITUS
An hour of prayer/meditation
Killing without compunction
Death of a friend
Death of a family member
Maximum Human Vitality

Other races may have more or fewer potential Durability Points, different rates of loss or recovery, and even different
mechanisms of injury and healing. For example, Dwarves recover CORPUS faster than humans. Elves lose MENTUS slower
than humans for the same hours of wakefulness. A Vampire may lose CORPUS when exposed to sunlight or SPIRITUS when
confronted with a Cross, but recovers these Durability Points by draining them from others. A photosynthetic being may lose
CORPUS for each hour in the dark, and recover them by daylight. Infinite variation can be described in this manner.
The Durability Points in SF have been based on fairly realistic models. Healing – especially healing CORPUS from nasty
battle wounds – can take quite some time. If you prefer more of a Hack-and-Slash game where Durability Points are lost and
regained more quickly, simply multiply the healing by some factor, like ten-times. This will be less realistic, but perhaps
more fun for certain gamers or game scenarios.
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1.6

Phases of Play

1.6.1
Units of Time
StoryForging may often flow without strict attention to time. For instance, if a group is traveling by ship across the seas, the
Storyline might be described loosely in terms of days. However, during conflict resolution – when Characters are fighting,
spellcasting, or choosing interactive actions – it is useful to break time into distinct units and keep track of Opp. SF uses the
following terminology:
►
►
►
►

Round
Turn
Phase
Task

A full cycle of play, wherein all Characters get their Turn to act (~1 sec)
A particular Character’s time to go through the Maintenance and Action Phases (~1 sec)
The subdivisions of a Turn in which certain Tasks are done
The individual steps within Phases

One Round of play happens over approximately one second of fantasy time. Each Character has the same second in which to
act, but the consequences of their actions occur in a sequence determined by Initiative. In other words, all effects and
consequences take place at the time of the action – not at the end of everyone’s Turn. If a Character dies before their Turn in
the Round, then their Turn never comes!
1.6.2
Initiative and Entering/Exiting Conflict
When several Characters engage in conflict, Initiative determines who goes first, second, and so forth. Initiative can be
determined however Players wish. We recommend using the MENTUS (ACUITY) score, starting from the highest, ending with
the lowest. However, some gamers may wish to “roll” for initiative, or simply start with one individual and go around the
table sequentially for ease of play. Likewise, Characters will enter into existing play on such criteria – e.g., their MENTUS
(ACUITY), “roll”, or whenever the Fates toss them into the foray! The beginning of conflict can require some forethought. For
instance, if an ambush is set up, some Characters may be fully prepared, weapons drawn, going first without determining
initiative, etc. Or combatants may see one another at some distance and both have ample time to prepare – in contrast to a
spontaneous tavern brawl. The Fates should let Characters know what kind of time they have to prepare for conflict. Ending
Conflict can occur in several ways, such as:
►
►
►
►
►

Death:
Unconscious:
Yield:
Retreat/Flee:
Truce:

A Character dies when any Life Attribute becomes more negative than the Base
When any Life Attribute becomes zero a Character becomes unconscious
Requires a merciful opponent!
Requires that a Character can outrun their opponent
Characters can negotiate a peace

1.6.3
Phases of Play – Overview
During each Player’s Turn, there are 4 basic steps:
►
►
►
►

Maintenance Phase: when housekeeping issues, opportunity recovery, and counters are addressed
Prep Phase: adjust or put into play certain game elements that change choices or alter mechanics
Non-Physical Action Phase: engage in Non-Physical processes, like spellcasting or concentrating
Physical Action Phase: execute one Physical Action, like attacking or sprinting

But at any time, during any Player’s turn, there is a set of actions available considered to be in Free Phase.
The Phases of Play is outlined below for quick reference. A much more detailed list of the possible considerations within
each phase follows the outline. Some of the steps will only make sense after reading subsequent sections in this Guide. Note
that if gamers are only using Basic Combat, a Player’s turn should be able to be accomplished in under a half a minute or real
game time. With Advanced Play, this may stretch out to a minute. With Magic and Combat, Players may find the mechanics
of their turn lasting 90 seconds or so if they stay focussed. If game play becomes too slow, the Fates can invoke “SpeedPlay”
optionally. The convention of SpeedPlay is that each Player’s Turn lasts only 60 or 90 seconds – whichever the gaming group
decides. Players who do not complete their activities within the specified time simply lose their turn.
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1.6.4

Phases of Play – General Outline

► MAINTENANCE PHASE – Must Do All That Apply –
Adjust Any Turn Counters & Remove Expired Elements
Review and Recover Opportunity
Pay Ongoing Losses of Life
Maintain Spells
► PREP PHASE – May Choose To Do One –
Establish or Change FOCUS CARD (–OPP OR MAX OPP)
Adjust Psyche Counter
Adjust Artifact SOOTT Sliders
Establish or Change STYLE CARD
► ACTION PHASE – May Choose To Do Both, In Order –
Undertake a Non-Physical Process [Assert one LOCUTION CARD] (–OPP MAX)
Undertake Any Physical Action of ~1 sec [Attack Using Artifact] (–OPP)
► FREE PHASE – May Do At Any Time –
Communicate (–1 OPP per word)
Defend Using Artifact (–OPP)
Resolve a SPELL in the Magic Cache
Discard or Inactivate Active Element

► A MORE DETAILED “PHASES OF PLAY” IS ON THE REVERSE PAGE

► New Gamers: SF is a sophisticated system with many nuances and components. You should now be familiar with the Core Components of the
StoryForge system. Subsequent sections are much shorter. Be sure you have and understand all the components of the Character you intend to play
before moving on to the next Section. After Section 2 on Basic Combat, you should be able to begin playing!
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1.6.5

Phases of Play – Details and Examples

► MAINTENANCE PHASE – Must Do All That Apply –
Adjust Any Turn Counters & Remove Expired Elements
If certain effects last some number of turns, keep track with a counter (e.g., use a die)
Review and Recover Opportunity
Set Max Opp correctly based on current MENTUS, encumbering Artifacts, Focus Cards
Adjust Current Opp on OPP COUNTER, but do not exceed Maximum Opp
Pay Ongoing Losses of Life
For instance, bleeding from an injury
Maintain Spells
Determine any Maintenance Costs for SPELLS and pay them
► PREP PHASE – May Choose To Do One –
Establish or Change FOCUS CARD (–OPP OR MAX OPP)
A Character may only have one Focus in play at a time; Make Difficulty Roll & Pay Costs
Adjust Psyche Counter
This can only be done if the Spellcaster has no active resolved SPELLS in play
Adjust Artifact SOOTT Sliders
Determine how much SOOTT Character allocates to aspects of Artifacts
Factor in the SOOTT penalty of any Artifacts that have sustained enough Durability Damage
Establish or Change STYLE CARD
A Character may only have one set of Style Cards in play at a time
► ACTION PHASE – May Choose To Do Both, In Order –
Undertake a Non-Physical Process [Assert one LOCUTION CARD] (–MAX OPP)
Mundane mental actions such as planning a stroll across a room may be ignored
Non-mundane actions, such as focusing on reading a scroll, may decrease the MAX OPP
If Max Opp is reduced below Current Opp, Current Opp must be adjusted down accordingly
Assert LOCUTION CARD into Magic Cache: Make Difficulty Roll, Reduce MAX OPP, pay Cost
Undertake Any Physical Action of ~1 sec [Attack Using Artifact] (–OPP)
Mundane physical actions such as breathing or dropping something may be ignored
Non-mundane actions, such as drawing a sword or sprinting, may cost OPP
Movement: The Fates should usually allow Characters to Move and have another Action
Casual Movement (e.g., walking) – 2 OPP
Cruise or Sustained Brisk Movement (e.g., jogging) – 5 OPP
Sprint or Maximum Movement (e.g., mad dash) – 10 OPP
Attack Using Artifact:
Pay OPP to Attempt before making Difficulty Roll
Roll Percentile dice – remember that “Argus Eyes” loses the chance to Attack
Add Difficulty Roll to appropriate attribute – e.g., AGILITY – and determine options
Pay OPP for Maneuver and Effects (if any)
Determine outcome and announce to Opponent – Damage Amount, Kind, and Effects
► FREE PHASE – May Do At Any Time –
Communicate (–1 OPP per word)
Characters may communicate at any time, but this is a distraction and should cost Opp
Defend Using Artifact (–OPP)
Roll Percentile dice – remember that “Argus Eyes” loses the chance to Defend
Add Difficulty Roll to appropriate attribute – e.g., AGILITY – and determine options
Pay OPP for Maneuver and Effects (if any)
Determine outcome and apply to Attack – note Damage Amount, Kind, and Effects
Determine SlipShield Value and Armor Coverage and reduce amount of Damage based on Kind
Resolve a SPELL in the Magic Cache
First, a SPELL Card or all the proper LOCUTION Cards must be in a the Magic Cache
Make Resolution Roll – either 0 (just Argus Eyes fails) or equals the WILL of unwilling targets
Discard or Inactivate Active Element
Such as SPELLS, unresolved LOCUTIONS, FOCUS CARDS, STYLE CARDS, etc.
Remember that if you discard a SPELL, the Opp Max allocated to the SPELL will be recovered.
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2.1 Basic Combat Overview & Components
2.1.1
Overview
Physical Combat in SF involves the use of Artifacts – BODY ARTIFACTS, WEAPON ARTIFACTS, or PROJECTILE ARTIFACTS –
the use of which consumes OPP and requires AGILITY Difficulty Rolls to attack and defend. Additionally, defending
Characters may use ARMOR & SHIELD ARTIFACTS to reduce incoming damage – however this is passive and does not
consume OPP or require Difficulty Rolls per se. Advanced Players may also use STYLE & FOCUS CARDS, and Magic to
enhance their fighting abilities.
2.1.2
Weapon Artifacts
WEAPON ARTIFACTS provide Players with the information needed to attack and defend with a particular weapon. These are
“Melee Weapons,” indicating their use in close quarters or hand-to-hand combat, as compared with “Projectile Weapons,”
like Bows that can be used at great distances. Note that melee WEAPON ARTIFACTS have two interactive sides – red for
Offense and green for Defense.
Artifact Name & Type: indicated at the top of the sheath. This specifies the kind of artifact and the general category to which
it belongs. The category usually determines the Skill required to use the Artifact.
SOOTT Sliders: Players may divide their Skill SOOTT value with the particular kind of Weapon between the Offensive (red)
and Defensive (green) SOOTT Sliders. Changing these sliders alters the information in the windows. Spending more SOOTT
on Offense will decrease the Agility Difficulty and Opportunity Costs of Offensive Maneuvers (Strikes and Assaults). This
will also increase the Damage inflicted and the number of Offensive Effects available on the STYLE CARD. Spending more
SOOTT on Defensive will decrease the Agility Difficulty and Opportunity cost of Defensive Maneuvers (Deflects and
Evades), and also increase the number of Defensive Effects available on the STYLE CARD. Assaults and Evades are more
Difficult and cost more Opp than Strikes and Deflects, but they are also more potent maneuvers. Because the Sliders can only
be adjusted during the Prep Phase at the beginning of each Player’s turn, a Character is “stuck” with whatever settings are
chosen for the round. A Character can not Attack with all SOOTT spent on Offense, then change the SOOTT allocated to
defense when an opponent attacks.
Headings: The information is generally read left-to-right in the order in which it is required
Offensive Side: Strike (top row) versus Assault (bottom row)
Opp Cost to Attempt Offense: This Opp must be paid before the Difficulty Roll is made
AGILITY Difficulty: a 1–100 roll plus the Character’s Agility must meet/exceed this value
Base Damage: Determined by Weapon and Offensive SOOTT
Variable Damage: Determined by Character’s current Power (set Power Slider below)
Additional Opp Cost: This additional Opp cost must be paid to actually apply the Damage
Defensive Side [not shown]: Deflect (top row) versus Evade (bottom row)
Opp Cost to Attempt Defense: This Opp must be paid before the Difficulty Roll is made
AGILITY Difficulty: a 1–100 roll plus the Character’s Agility must meet/exceed this value
Damage Taken: A Character takes half damage with a Deflect and no damage with an Evade
Struck or Not Struck: A Character is Struck with a Deflect and Not Struck with an Evade
Additional Opp Cost: This additional Opp cost must be paid to actually reduce the Damage
Primary Kind of Damage: Each Weapon has a Kind of Damage that it is designed to deal. This is the default, unless an
Offensive Effect on the Style Card permits use of a Secondary Kind of Damage. Different Kinds of Damage function
differently depending on the target’s armor.
Power Slider: Set this to current Power. Stronger Characters do more damage. Some weapons (e.g., a Mace) are affected
more by Character Power than others (e.g., a Katana).
Notes: The Artifact is described in more detail, including number of hands required, penalties for atypical usage, and
secondary kinds of damage able to be inflicted if Style Card indicates.
Style Card (Advanced): These cards may be changed in-and-out of the SOOTT Sliders of weapons, allowing different sets of
Combat Effects to be available to a Character wielding the Weapon. They allow for tactical combat maneuvers that may
affect things other than damage. STYLE CARDS are described later (Section 3).
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Durability Counter (Advanced) & Information Insert: The Durability Counter tracks damage sustained by the Artifact itself.
With damage, an Artifact’s performance may be impaired, and smiths with greater skill may be required to repair it. This
insert also contains detailed information on the Artifact’s use, dimensions, physical properties, etc. This Insert is described
later (Section 3).
Figure: Weapon Artifact (offensive side shown)
Defensive SOOTT Slider
Style Card inserted into SOOTT Slider
(for Advanced Play)
Offensive SOOTT Slider
Style Card’s Effects shows thru window
(for Advanced Play)

Artifact Name and Required Skill

Artifact Graphic (a suggested appearance)

Window for Strike versus Assault information

Headings: Opp Costs, Difficulty, Damage

Primary Kind of Damage
Power Slider sets Variable Damage

Special Notes on Use

Durability Counter and Information Insert
(for Advanced Play)
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2.1.3
Body Artifacts
BODY ARTIFACTS provide Players with the information needed to attack and defend with the their bodies. These are
essentially like WEAPON ARTIFACTS except for a few intuitive differences. BODY ARTIFACTS can’t be fumbled or taken away
from a Character. They have no DURABILITY COUNTER – though, one could consider the Character’s CORPUS the Body’s
durability counter! Furthermore, STYLE CARDS that are inserted in BODY ARTIFACTS are, in essence, Martial Arts.
2.1.4
Armor Artifacts
ARMOR ARTIFACTS provide Players with the information needed to interpret their Armor’s effect on incoming damage.
Unlike WEAPON ARTIFACTS, which require a Skill and active decisions on the Player’s part, ARMOR ARTIFACTS apply
passively, without OPP or Skill. When a Player rolls the dice to attempt a defense, the last die determines the initial Armor
Coverage. When the defender rolls higher Armor Coverage, it means better armor function. More complete suits of Armor
are protective over greater spreads of numbers. The Armor Coverage value may be modified by combat Effects or other
circumstances. Once the final value is determined, it is set on the “Armor Coverage” slider. The kind of damage dealt by the
weapon (PUNCTURE, CUT, CRUSH, THERMAL, ELECTRICAL, or ENERGY) is set on the “Kind of Damage” slider. The armor’s
performance is indicated in the Damage Reduction window. The incoming damage is reduced by this amount. Note that even
if a Character cannot defend (e.g., they are out of Opp), a die roll may be made for passive protection by Armor. Also, while
Argus Eyes on a defense means a Player cannot defend with a WEAPON or BODY ARTIFACT, Armor would again apply
passively using the Argus Eye die value. Each kind of Armor functions differently against specific kinds of damage
(indicated in the notes section). Furthermore, heavier armors may impose OPP MAX Penalties and Movement restrictions.
[Advanced Play:] There is also a DURABILITY COUNTER & INFORMATION INSERT at the bottom. As Armor loses Durability
Points, it sustains a Armor Coverage Penalty and requires a smith of greater skill to repair it.
2.1.5
Shield Artifacts
SHIELD ARTIFACTS provide Players with the information needed to interpret their Shield’s effect on incoming damage. It is
essentially like an ARMOR ARTIFACT, applying passively without OPP or Skill. However, instead of Armor Coverage being
determined by the last die of the Defender’s Roll, Shields have a SlipShield Value determined by the last die of the
Attacker’s Roll. When the attacker rolls a higher SlipShield Value, it means the attack is more likely to get around the shield.
Larger Shields are protective over greater spreads of numbers. The SlipShield Value may be modified by combat Effects or
other circumstances. Once the final value is determined, it is set on the “SlipShield Value” slider. The kind of damage dealt
by the weapon (PUNCTURE, CUT, CRUSH, THERMAL, ELECTRICAL, or ENERGY) is set on the “Kind of Damage” slider. The
Shield’s performance is indicated in the Damage Reduction window. The incoming damage is reduced by this amount. Each
kind of Shield functions differently against specific kinds of damage (indicated in the notes section). Furthermore, larger
Shields may impose larger OPP MAX Penalties and Movement restrictions. [Advanced Play:] There is also a DURABILITY
COUNTER & INFORMATION INSERT at the bottom. As a Shield loses Durability Points, attacking opponents get a SlipShield
Bonus.
2.1.6
The Difference between Armor and Shield Artifacts
ARMOR & SHIELD ARTIFACTS both provide protection, and appear very similar. The critical difference is that the last digit of
the defender’s Attempt Roll determines the Armor Coverage, while the last digit of the attacker’s Attempt Roll determines
the SlipShield Value. In this way, both might apply, one or the other might apply, or neither might apply, depending on the
rolls of the two players. For beginners, use Shields as passively as Armor. However, advanced players may wish to consider
that a Shield only protects against attacks from one direction – in which case Armor may apply against all attacks, but a
Shield only one or a few. It shuld also be notes that a Shield takes up one arm (perhaps two for a wall-shield), limiting a
shield-bearer to one-handed weapons.
2.1.7
Durability Counter & Information Insert
At the bottom of most artifacts is an insert. At the bottom is the DURABILITY COUNTER, which tracks the damage sustained by
Artifacts themselves [Advanced Play]. On one side is the INFORMATION INSERT with detailed information about an Artifact’s
size, weight, materials of construction, qualities, specifications, restrictions, value, etc. This information is not generally
needed for routine play, but may become relevant in some role-playing contexts. On the other side of the INFORMATION
INSERT are abridged guidelines on the Artifact’s use, decreasing the need to reference this guidelines booklet.
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Figure: Armor Artifact
Armor Coverage Slider
(or SlipShield Value on Shields)
Kind of Damage Slider

Artifact Name

Artifact Graphic (a suggested appearance)

Kind of Damage and Damage Reduction

Special Notes on Use

Durability Counter and Information Insert
(for Advanced Play)
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2.2 Basic Combat Mechanics
2.2.1

Melee Combat – Weapon Artifacts & Armor Artifacts

► Pre-Conflict: Prior to conflict, the Fates should set the scene, determine any advantages or disadvantages, and note how
many turns a Character has to prepare (if any) before melee begins. This is important, because there may or may not be time
to ready Artifacts (e.g., draw a sword). When melee begins, initiative (turn order) is usually determined by MENTUS
(ACUITY), except in unusual circumstances like an ambush. It is also a good idea to review the OPP COUNTER and confirm the
correct OPP MAX & RECOVERY, as it may be affected by Armor, Shields, changes in MENTUS, etc.
► Maintenance: At the beginning of each turn, Characters recover OPP. If the Character is losing life each turn (e.g., from
bleeding), this is applied in this phase. Furthermore, if CORPUS points are lost, the POWER may be diminished, which affects
the variable damage of some Artifacts.
► Prep: Next, the character can adjust the way they are allocating their
FOCUS & STYLE CARDS may be established at this time.

SOOTT

on Weapon Artifacts. In Advanced Play,

► Offense: A Character attacks by declaring a target and selecting an Artifact with which to attack. The Opp Cost to
Attempt Attack must be paid to make an AGILITY Difficulty Roll. “Argus Eyes” immediately ends that Character’s turn.
Otherwise the Roll is added to the Character’s AGILITY, and the Character may choose the Strike or Assault options on the
Weapon Artifact if they meet the AGILITY Difficulty. The Character actually has the choice whether or not to actually apply
damage by paying the Additional Opp cost associated with the Strike or Assault. If damage is dealt, roll dice to determine
the variable damage and add it to the base damage. Then announce to Opponent the Amount and Kind of damage delivered
(e.g., 24 points of CUT Damage).
► Defense: A Character can defend anyone’s attack at any time, and can defend as many attackers as they like, until their
OPP runs out! A Character must defend with whatever weapon they attacked with last turn, unless they activated a new
weapon in the last turn. If for some reason they are disarmed, the BODY ARTIFACT may be used. The Character actually has
the choice whether or not to actually attenuate damage by paying the Additional Opp cost associated with the Deflect or
Evade. If damage is attenuated, determine by how much (none, half, or all) and subtract it from the incoming damage. If any
damage is remaining, the Shield Artifact may protect the defender. Set the Kind of damage slider according to the attack, and
set the SlipShield Value equal to the last die in the attacker’s attempt roll (+/- modifiers), and reduce damage according to the
Artifact. For remaining damage, the Armor Artifact may protect the defender. Set the Kind of damage slider according to the
attack, and set the Armor Coverage equal to the last die in the defender’s attempt roll (+/- modifiers), and reduce damage
according to the Artifact. Any remaining damage is taken off the CORPUS Durability Points. There are three basic outcomes:
Evaded (not struck, no damage), Struck (hit but no loss of life), or Damaged (struck and Durability Points lost)
► Closing: Combat may end in several common ways:
►
►
►
►
►

Death:
Unconscious:
Yield:
Retreat:
Truce:

A Character dies when any Life Attribute becomes more negative than the Base
When any Life Attribute becomes zero a Character becomes unconscious
Requires a merciful opponent!
Requires that a Character can outrun their opponent
Characters can negotiate a peace

Note that with StoryForge’s system of attrition, a Character’s ability to fight is severely impaired as they near death. This
creates several realistic consequences. Wounded opponents are less of a threat, easier to kill, and more likely to yield or be
taken prisoner. This offers the opportunity to have a more interesting story, in place of the perpetual “to the death” mode of
many games.
2.2.2
Dynamic Conflict – Attrition and SOOTT Expenditure
As Characters take damage in combat, their CORPUS Attribute is reduced. This, in turn, reduced the AGILITY Trait. This, in
turn, makes Combat Difficulty Rolls harder and harder. Additionally, POWER is diminished, which may decrease the variable
damage dealt by WEAPON and BODY ARTIFACTS. Players have the choice at the beginning of each turn to adjust their
WEAPON ARTIFACTS – more SOOTT could be applied to Offense or Defense to make Difficulty Rolls more obtainable. So
one’s fighting strategy may change as one is injured. One might even change to a weapon that is easier to use. Remember that
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judgment is the better part of valor – retreat is often an option. On the other hand, dying with glory has made many a good
story!

2.3 Examples of Basic Combat
2.3.1

Example of SOOTT Allocation
Dral, a truly superior fighter-type character with a Sword SOOTT of 8, might spend 6 on Offense and 2 on Defense to quickly dispatch an inferior goblin.
This may mean that he is hit more often by the goblin, but he is confident that he can kill his enemy so much faster that he will take less damage in the end.
Conversely, he may spend all 8 of his SOOTT points on defense when he is trying to escape from three capable orcs. He knows he won’t likely defeat them all,
so he wants his defense to be reliable and cost as little Opp as possible, since he must defend against three attacks each turn.
2.3.2

Example of Basic Combat – Weapon and Armor Artifacts

Two warriors are fighting in gladiator games, one on one. A summary of each is below:
Dral
Character Info: Human, Sword SOOTT 7
Attribute: CORPUS 80, giving AGI 80 & POW 80
Artifacts: Broad Sword (does CUT), Plate Armor

Bjork
Character Info: Mesa Dwarf, Melee SOOTT 6
Attribute: CORPUS 115, giving AGI 67 & POW 120
Artifacts: Mace (does CRUSH), Chain Mail Armor

The Fates describe that both characters – knowing what is coming and seeing each other from across the arena – have ample time to prepare for conflict.
Both Characters get out their WEAPON ARTIFACTS. Normally this costs OPP, but the players will fully recover their OPP before fighting, in this instance.
During one of the pre-conflict Prep Phases, each Character has set their Weapon Artifact to reflect their SOOTT and stance. Dral has allocated 4 SOOTT to
Offense and 3 to Defense with his sword. Bjork has Allocated 0 to Offense and 5 to Defense with his mace, since Dral has the initiative (because he has a
higher MENTUS (ACUITY)), and will go first. Both have set their power sliders on their weapons to determine variable damage.
Dral pays the OPP to make an Attempt Roll, then Rolls 60 and adds it to his AGILITY of 80, giving a total of 140. On his Sword, a Strike has an AGILITY
difficulty of 110, and an Assault requires 160, so Dral chooses to do what he can – a Strike, which deals 12 + 1D6 Damage. Dral rolls a 6 for the Variable
Damage. He pays the 4 Additional Opp indicated for the Strike and announces to Bjork that he is dealing 18 points of CUT Damage.
Bjork figures with so much SOOTT spent on Defense, he’s assured an easy and cheap Evade. He pays the OPP to make an Attempt Roll and gets 55 – Doh!
“Argus Eyes!” Bjork loses his turn to defend, however, his Armor Artifact still applies passively. So Bjork sets his Armor Coverage to 5 (the last digit of his
Attempt Roll), and the Kind of Damage to CUT. Bjork then reduces the damage by the value indicated on his Armor Artifact, which is 8. The result is that
Bjork reduces his CORPUS SLIDER by 10 Durability Points (which, of course, reduces his AGILITY!).
Now During Bjork’s Maintenance Phase, he recovers OPP, returning to his max, since he couldn’t spend much for his defense. He is irritated that he was
injured and decides during his Prep Phase to reallocate his SOOTT of 6 to all Offense on his Mace (meaning he can’t defend this round). He checks his
CORPUS of 110 – which for Dwarves means an AGILITY 65 – and Pays his OPP to make an Attempt Roll, which turns out to be 37. The sum is 102, which is
only enough for a Strike. Bjork pays the Additional Opp to apply the Strike Damage, and then announces to Dral that his first attack is delivering 14 points
of CRUSH Damage.
Dral pays his Opp to attempt a defense, rolls 41, which, added to his AGILITY of 80, gives a total of 121. On his Sword, a Deflect has an AGILITY difficulty
of 120, and an Evade requires 180, so Dral chooses to do what he can – a Deflect. He pays the additional 3 Opp indicated on the card and announces to Bjork
than he is reducing the damage by half, leaving 7 points of damage to be handled by the armor. Dral sets his Armor Coverage to 1 (the last digit of his
Attempt Roll), which reduces the incoming damage by 0. So Dral reduces his CORPUS attribute by 7.
Next, Dral undergoes the Maintenance Phase, recovers Opp, and the phases of play continue.
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2.4 Engage in Basic Combat
2.4.1
Getting Started
The best way to learn Basic Combat is to roll up your sleeves and play a bit. To learn, Players can fight one another in
straightforward gladiatorial combat. The following steps and vignette are meant to have you learning the mechanics in no
time. Once Basic Combat is learned, we’ll move on to Advanced Combat. We strongly recommend that you play only one
Character until you have learned the StoryForge System well.
2.4.2
StoryOre – A Short Vignette: “Gladiatorial Combat”
Players: Two or More Fighters (The Fates are optional if Players feel they can resolve ambiguities fairly).
Scenario: Several slaves compete in gladiatorial combat in a coliseum. Invent a brief history for your Character. All
participants believe that after surviving twenty fights, they are rewarded with their freedom…or so the rumor goes. The
combatants are thrust from gates into the flat dirt field of a coliseum, a fifty by seventy meter oval, with scarred sandstone
walls four meters high. The stadium seats are filled to one-third capacity, and only minor nobility attends in the grandstand.
A dozen guards and two archers are posted.
Objective: To learn to use Basic Combat Components. Play as many rounds as you like, either “to the death,” or until you
have a feel for the Basics and want to learn the Advanced options.
2.4.3

Step-by-Step Set-Up

If you have been looking through Advanced Combat and Magic Components, PUT THEM AWAY!
Set up your Character TOME in front of you
Prop the TOME lid open with the graphics facing away from you
Set CORPUS / MENTUS / SPIRITUS Attribute Sliders on table in front of you
Lean Weapon / Body / Armor Artifacts up against Tome facing you
Have Dice available in front of you
Set up your Character
Review the RACE CARD for background on the race you are playing
Beginners can use the Pregenerated CHARACTER CARD in the CORPUS SHEATH
Alternately, for a customized Character, fill out the blank CHARACTER CARD
Reference ranges for height, weight, age, etc may be found on the RACE CARD
Be careful to choose SF System Skills that correlate to Artifacts you actually have
Set CORPUS / MENTUS / SPIRITUS ATTRIBUTE SLIDERS to their Base/Starting Value
To learn, set them at the 75th percentile (i.e., take the racial max and multiply by 0.75)
Or for some randomness, roll 2D10 to generate three “percentiles”, and apply them as above
Or alternately, choose specific numbers consistent with your Character’s background
Set up your OPP COUNTER
Either leave the counter in the MENTUS SHEATH, or remove it for easier handling and visible rules
Refer to the MENTUS Slider to determine the initial values for Max and Recovered Opp
Set the wheels on the OPP COUNTER to reflect the Max and Recovered Opp
Look at your artifacts (usually just Armor) to determine if there is an Max Opp adjustment
Apply any adjustments to the OPP COUNTER and set the Current Opp equal to Max Opp to start
Prepare for Combat: Assume everyone has a little time to prepare before fighting (i.e., not an ambush)
Everyone must choose what they are fighting with – WEAPON or BODY ARTIFACT
Everyone takes a “free” pre-conflict Prep Phase to set up the Artifact to be used
Note Skill SOOTT on CHARACTER CARD with that Kind of Artifact (e.g., Sword, Body)
Divide this Skill SOOTT between the Offense and Defense Sliders on the Artifact
Note current CORPUS (POWER) and set Current Power counter on Artifact
Begin turn-taking in order of Initiative
Determine Initiative – that is, who goes first – based on highest to lowest MENTUS (ACUITY)
Some gamers like initiative based on a roll; if so, roll a percentile & add MENTUS (ACUITY)
See the abridged Phases of Play Table that follows for relevant steps to Basic Combat
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2.4.4

Phases of Play – Abridged for Basic Combat

► MAINTENANCE PHASE – Must Do All That Apply –
Review and Recover Opportunity
Set Max Opp correctly based on current MENTUS, encumbering Artifacts, etc.
Adjust Current Opp on OPP COUNTER, but do not exceed Maximum Opp
► PREP PHASE – May Choose To Do One –
Adjust Artifact SOOTT Sliders
Determine how much SOOTT Character allocates to aspects of Artifacts
Factor in the SOOTT penalty of any Artifacts that have sustained enough Durability Damage
► ACTION PHASE – May Choose To Do –
Undertake Any Physical Action of ~1 sec [Attack Using Artifact] (–OPP)
Mundane physical actions such as breathing or dropping something may be ignored
Non-mundane actions, such as drawing a sword or sprinting, may cost OPP
Movement: The Fates should usually allow Characters to Move and have another Action
Attack Using Artifact:
Pay OPP to Attempt before making Difficulty Roll
Roll Percentile dice – remember that “Argus Eyes” loses the chance to Attack
Add Difficulty Roll to appropriate attribute – e.g., AGILITY – and determine options
Pay OPP for Maneuver
Determine outcome and announce to Opponent – Damage Amount and Kind
► FREE PHASE – May Do At Any Time –
Communicate (–1 OPP per word)
Characters may communicate at any time, but this is a distraction and should cost Opp
Defend Using Artifact (–OPP)
Roll Percentile dice – remember that “Argus Eyes” loses the chance to Defend
Add Difficulty Roll to appropriate attribute – e.g., AGILITY – and determine options
Pay OPP for Maneuver
Determine outcome and apply to Attack – note Damage Amount, and Kind
Determine SlipShield Value and Armor Coverage and reduce amount of Damage based on Kind

► New Gamers: You should now be familiar with Basic Combat in the StoryForge system. Be sure you have and understand all the components of Basic
Combat before moving on to the next Section. After Section 3 on Advanced Combat, you should be able to integrate more color and strategy into your
fighting!
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3.1 Advanced Combat Overview & Components
3.1.1
Overview
Advanced Combat options are meant to add color, strategic choice, and flexibility. Because these features often require Opp,
Players who do not use advanced features like STYLE and FOCUS CARDS are not necessarily at a disadvantage. They may
have fewer options, but more Opportunity points to spend.
3.1.2
Style Cards
STYLE CARDS list 10 Combat Effects that may be possible when fighting with that particular “Style.” The STYLE CARDS
indicate usage parameters, such as artifact types required or restricted. Many will be usable with any weapon; however, some
styles can only be applied to particular kinds of Weapons or Artifacts. The STYLE CARDS are inserted into the Artifacts’
SOOTT Sliders. This makes it so that more SOOTT spent on the slider reveals more Effects on the card. Only those Effects that
are visible are available to a Character, in most instances. STYLE CARDS may only be put into WEAPON ARTIFACT during the
Prep Phase, but can be removed at any time (Free Phase).
When a Character pays the Opp cost to attempt to use a Weapon Artifact, the weapon may be used to apply or decrease
damage, apply an effect, or both. While Strikes, Assaults, Deflects, and Evades all have an Agility Difficulty that must be
met with a Difficulty Roll, Effects do not. If the initial Opp Cost is paid and Argus Eyes are not rolled, then an Effect may be
applied, whether or not a Strike, Assault, Deflect, or Evade is performed. However, some Effects will require that one of the
four basic combat maneuvers be performed. The Effect’s OPP Cost must be paid in addition to any other OPP Costs from
attacking or defending. So one can apply just an effect, just damage, or both, but must pay for whatever is applied.
Effects can be almost anything imaginable, and generally have their mechanics indicated by the card text. More damage may
be inflicted. Less damage may be received. OPP may be recovered. An Opponent’s OPP may be impaired. Shield and Armor
performance may be modified. Special kinds of damage may be applied to an Opponent’s MENTUS, or to their Artifacts. An
opponent may be disarmed, forestalled, or impaired. Different STYLE CARDS combine these Effects in different combinations.
A Special kind of STYLE CARD is a Kata. A Kata is a series of Effects executed in a sequential order, starting with the SOOTT
1 Effect and ending with the Nexus Effect. Unlike other STYLE CARDS, a Kata will only have Effects on the Offensive or
Defensive side, but not both. A Player must start at Kata Effect #1 and advance to the next Effect # with each successive turn
up to the Nexus Effect. To progress to the next Effect, a Player must at minimum pay the OPP for the current Effect, whether
or not it actually affects the Opponent(s). Once the Nexus Effect is reached, the Player may choose any Effect on the Kata
STYLE CARD as indicated – this is the only way to reach the Effects beyond the Nexus Effect. A Player may choose to
remain at the Nexus Effect turn after turn until the Kata is ended. A Kata is ended whenever the Player performs a maneuver
without applying an available Kata Effect, rolls Argus Eyes, or has a Kata Effect nullified by another Effect or circumstance.
Interrupted Katas must begin at Effect #1 again.
3.1.3
Durability Counter & Information Insert
DURABILITY COUNTERS track the damage sustained by Artifacts, and how this damage affects their performance and
difficulty to repair. Weapons, Armor, and Shields all have DURABILITY COUNTERS inserted in the bottom of the Artifacts.
These double as an INFORMATION INSERT with detailed information about an Artifact’s dimensions, qualities, specifications,
etc. On the DURABILITY COUNTER is indicated the Artifact’s remaining Durability Points on a wheel. The Durability
Threshold printed to the right corner is compared to an opposing Artifact’s potency. If the Damage dealt or attenuated
exceeds the Durability Threshold, then a Durability Point is lost. So if an attacking Artifact that deals more damage than the
defending artifact’s Durability Threshold, the defending Artifact loses 1 Durability Point. And if the defending Artifact
attenuates more damage than the attacking Artifact’s Durability Threshold, then the attacking Artifact loses 1 Durability
Point. In the case of Armor, potential attenuated damage is compared to the Durability Threshold. So even if a weapon deals
1 point of damage, the potential damage attenuated is compared to the weapon’s Durability Threshold. Note that in the case
of defending, Durability cannot be lost with “Evade” Maneuvers, since no contact is made. Nor will Armor or Shields lose or
deal Durability damage if they attenuate no actual damage, as this implies that no contact was made with the Armor or
Shield. Artifacts can damage each other simultaneously. Durability loss will have some kind of secondary consequences. For
most Artifacts, greater durability damage will require a better smith to repair the damage. For Weapons, SOOTT may be
penalized. For Armor, Armor Coverage may be diminished. For Shields, the SlipShield Value may be adjusted to give the
attacker an advantage. The artifact may lose value. At a durability of zero, an Artifact is considered destroyed.
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Figure: Style Cards – Offensive & Defensive

Figure: Durability Counter – Weapon

Figure: Durability Counter – Armor
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3.1.4
Projectile Artifacts
PROJECTILE ARTIFACTS provide Players with the information needed to attack with the specified weapon. These are range
weapons, quite distinct from melee weapons. Note that if a Character is using a bow, no defense may be played.
Artifact Name & Type: indicated at the top of the sheath. This specifies the kind of artifact and the general category to which
it belongs. The category usually determines the Skill required to use the Artifact.
Left-hand SOOTT Slider & Wheel: Players may divide their Skill SOOTT value with the particular kind of Projectile between
the Accuracy SOOTT Slider and the Analysis SOOTT Wheel. Changing these counters alters the information in the windows.
Spending more SOOTT on Accuracy will decrease the AGILITY Difficulty to hit a target. Spending more SOOTT on Analysis
will increase the likelihood of dealing Critical Damage and getting past Shields.
Accuracy Window: Indicates the Opp Cost and Agility Difficulty to hit a target. Often, two pairs of Opp and Difficulty will
be indicated, giving the Character a choice. The Player chooses which pair to use, and then pays the Opp to attempt to hit the
target. A 1–100 roll plus the Character’s Agility must meet or exceed the AGILITY Difficulty. Different values are given for
various bonus and penalty conditions discussed next.
Target Modifiers: A Player must identify several aspects of the Target before making an Attempt Roll to hit. Dials for Range,
Size, and Pace of the Target should be set, and the Total Bonus or Penalty should be set on the top right Modifier slider. This
will indicate which value(s) to use in the Accuracy Window. Note that penalties more negative than –4 are generally
impossible, while bonuses greater than +4 are usually foolproof (unless Argus Eyes are rolled). Additionally, The Fates may
wish to impose bonuses or penalties for things like shooting from horseback in the dark with a patch over one eye.
Opp to Load [Reverse]: On the back at the bottom is a SOOTT counter that is set to the Total SOOTT (not a divided portion of
points). This determines how much Opp it costs a Character to load the PROJECTILE ARTIFACT. More skilled
characters will need less Opp. IT takes an Action Phase to load a Round or Clip into a PROJECTILE ARTIFACT. However, if a
clip is loaded, then rounds may be fired in successive Action Phases without reloading (until the clip is empty).
SOOTT

Standard Round [Reverse]: On the back of the PROJECTILE ARTIFACT is information on a standard round. A Round is the
actual object launched from a PROJECTILE ARTIFACT. For instance, arrows shot from a bow, or bullets from a gun. Each type
of Round will determine the kind and amount of damage inflicted. A Round will do a Regular amount of damage, unless a
Critical was indicated on the PROJECTILE ARTIFACT. In this case, the Critical damage is applied instead of the Regular
damage. Each Round may indicate special Opp Costs associated with using it. Furthermore, the Round Artifact may indicate
special Effects, like armor penetration, bonuses to hit, extra kinds of damage. The Round Artifact also serves as a counter for
remaining number of shots.
3.1.5
Round Artifacts
These represent special kinds of Rounds that may be used in place of Standard Rounds described on the back of a
PROJECTILE ARTIFACT. A Character may have one PROJECTILE ARTIFACT with several different kinds of ROUND ARTIFACTS
that work with it. The ROUND ARTIFACT will indicate the kind of PROJECTILE ARTIFACT required to fire it. Some examples
might be Flame Tip Arrows that deal Heat Damage and catch things on fire or Blunt Tip Arrows that stun targets.
3.1.6
Range Combat Mechanics
► Offense: Attacking with Projectile Artifacts requires a few calculations. Several aspects of the target will affect the
difficulty of hitting it – namely Range, Size, and Pace. Each aspect can cause a bonus or penalty, and these are all added
together for the net bonus/penalty. This is set on the corresponding slider, revealing choices of how much Opp may be spent
and what the AGILITY Difficulty to hit the target is. During a Character’s Action Phase, a shot may be fired as long as the
PROJECTILE ARTIFACT has been loaded or has a clip with remaining rounds in it. If the target is hit and the last digit of the
Attempt Roll is within the Critical range, then more damage will be inflicted. Lastly, the Round Artifact is referred to, noting
how much damage is dealt, as well as any special effects.
► Defense: In a round in which they have fired, Projectile wielders may not usually defend.
► Dodging: Targets that are aware that they are being shot at may have a 1% Chance of successfully Evading per 1 Opp
spent. Like other defense maneuvers, this is a Free Phase action, and can be done at any time.
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Figure: Projectile Artifact
Near: Modifier Slider
Far: Accuracy SOOTT Slider

Artifact Name and Skill Required

Artifact Graphic (a suggested appearance)

Accuracy: Agility Difficulty to Hit Target

Far Edge: Analysis SOOTT Wheel
Near Edge: Target Modifiers (three wheels)

Figure: Round Artifact
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3.1.7
Focus Cards
A Focus (“Foci” is plural) describes an aspect of character that is very active. A Character may have many FOCUS CARDS, but
may only have one FOCUS in play (active) at any given time. When a Character puts a FOCUS in play, it usually modifies
game mechanics for that Character – such as Opportunity, SOOTT, Difficulty Rolls, Artifact performance, etc. There are three
kinds of FOCUS CARDS:
Physical Posture: CORPUS difficulty; describes effects of a physical stance (e.g., footwork)
Frame of Mind: MENTUS difficulty; describes effects of concentration/attention (e.g., patience)
Emotional State: SPIRITUS difficulty; describes effects of prominent emotions (e.g., rage)
Each Character may make one attempt to put any FOCUS CARD into play during their
Prep Phase by making a Difficulty Roll and paying the Costs (Opp, Opp Max,
Durability Points, or whatever). At any time, the Player may discard the FOCUS.
Alternately, a FOCUS may be discarded because another Character’s actions or cards
may demand it. Lastly, circumstance or the Fates may determine that certain events or
activities interfere with a FOCUS, and the Player may have to discard a FOCUS. For
example:
Physical Postures:
things that interrupt a physical stance (e.g., knocked down, changing weapons)
Frame of Mind:
things that break concentration (e.g., sneeze, pain, very loud noise)
Emotional State:
superceding emotion (e.g., profound awe, fear, or sorrow)
Examples of some FOCUS CARDS relevant to Combat would be:
Berserk: allows two attacks each action phase, but no defense is allowed
Efficient Machinations: combat actions cost less Opp, but Character’s max Opp is decreased
Alliant Synergy: strategic advantages accrue based on the number of allies with this card in play
Some FOCUS CARDS use the term Synergy. This usually means the card does not have any function when played alone.
Instead, when other Characters have the same Synergy FOCUS CARD in play, then the effects take form and are often
cumulative. This allows Characters to work more effectively as a group in combat, spellcasting, and such.
3.1.8
Special Instances of Combat
In future guideline modules, considerations regarding specific instances will be addressed, including:
Ambush and Surprise
Impaired Vision, Darkness, and Invisibility
Mounted Combat
Airborne Combat
Underwater Combat
Uneven Ground
Positions of Advantage – Flanking & Rear Attacks
Retreating and Parting Shots
Berserk
Florentine Combat – Attacking with Multiple Weapons
Blitz Attacks
Major Size Differentials
Coup De Gras
Multiple Combatants Fighting as a Unit
Mass Combat – Army Warfare
Speedplay
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3.2 Example of Advanced Combat
3.2.1

Example of Advanced Combat – Effects, Focus, Durability

Two warriors are fighting in gladiator games, one on one. A summary of each is below:
Dral
Character Info: Human, Sword SOOTT 7
Attribute: CORPUS 80, giving AGI 80 & POW 80
Artifacts: Broad Sword (does CUT), Plate Armor

Bjork
Character Info: Mesa Dwarf, Melee SOOTT 6
Attribute: CORPUS 115, giving AGI 67 & POW 120
Artifacts: Mace (does CRUSH), Chain Mail Armor

The Fates describe that both characters – knowing what is coming and seeing each other from across the arena – have ample time to prepare for conflict.
Both Characters get out their WEAPON ARTIFACTS. Normally this costs OPP, but the players will fully recover their OPP before fighting, in this instance.
During one of the pre-conflict Prep Phases, each Character has set their Weapon Artifact to reflect their SOOTT and stance. Dral has allocated 4 SOOTT to
Offense and 3 to Defense with his sword. Bjork has Allocated 0 to Offense and 5 to Defense with his mace, since Dral has the initiative (because he has a
higher MENTUS (ACUITY)), and will go first. Both have set their power sliders on their weapons to determine variable damage.
Dral Looks over the Effects on his STYLE CARD, but doesn’t want to waste his OPP on Bjork who is poised to defend, so he simply pays the OPP to make
an Attempt Roll, then Rolls 60 and adds it to his AGILITY of 80, giving a total of 140. On his Sword, a Strike has an AGILITY difficulty of 110, and an Assault
requires 160, so Dral chooses to do what he can – a Strike, which deals 12 + 1D6 Damage. Dral rolls a 6 for the Variable Damage. He pays the 4 Additional
Opp indicated for a Strike and announces to Bjork that he is dealing 18 points of CUT Damage with no EFFECTS.
Bjork figures with so much SOOTT spent on Defense, he’s assured an easy and cheap Evade. He pays the OPP to make an Attempt Roll and gets 55 – Doh!
“Argus Eyes!” Bjork loses his turn to defend, however, his Armor Artifact still applies passively. So Bjork sets his Armor Coverage to 5 (the last digit of his
Attempt Roll), and the Kind of Damage to CUT. Bjork then reduces the damage by the value indicated on his Armor Artifact, which is 8. The result is that
Bjork reduces his CORPUS SLIDER by 10 Durability Points (which, of course, reduces his AGILITY!).
Now During Bjork’s Maintenance Phase, he recovers OPP, returning to his max, since he couldn’t spend much for his defense. He is irritated that he was
injured and decides to put a FOCUS CARD into Play during his Prep Phase. He Spends 3 Opp to put an Emotional State into play – “Berserk.” This allows
him to make 2 attacks each turn and his Opp Recovery is +4, but he cannot defend himself. He would like to reallocate his Melee SOOTT of 6 to all Offense
on his Mace since he can’t defend anyway, but will have to wait until his next Prep Phase. He checks his CORPUS of 110 – which for Dwarves means an
AGILITY 65 – and Pays his OPP to make an Attempt Roll of 37. The sum is 102, which is only enough for a Strike. But Bjork want’s to make it count, so he
selects an Effect from his STYLE CARD – “Well Aimed,” which makes Dral’s Armor Coverage –5 against this attack. He pays the Opp for the Offensive
Maneuver and the EFFECT, and announces to Dral that his first attack is delivering 14 points of CRUSH Damage, and that the Effect is –5 Armor Coverage.
Dral Looks over his STYLE CARD EFFECTS, but doesn’t have much to help him defensively, so he pays his Opp to attempt to defend, rolls 46, which,
added to his AGILITY of 80, gives a total of 126. On his Sword, a Deflect has an AGILITY difficulty of 120, and an Evade requires 180, so Dral chooses to do
what he can – a Deflect. He pays the additional 3 Opp cost indicated on the card and announces to Bjork than he is reducing the damage by half, leaving 7
points of damage to be handled by the armor. Normally, Dral would set his Armor Coverage to 6 (the last digit of his Attempt Roll), which would have
reduced the damage by 8 (more than enough to fully protect Dral). However Bjork’s Effect (“Well Aimed”) was to decrease this by 5, so Dral’s Armor
Coverage is set to 1 – which reduces the incoming damage by 0. So Dral reduces his CORPUS attribute by 7.
And Bjork still gets a second attack, because of his “Berserk” FOCUS Card. He pays his Opp for an Attempt Roll of 39, which added to his AGILITY of 65,
gives 104. He really wants to get an Assault, which has an AGILITY Difficulty of 140 but deals a lot of damage, so he selects the Effect: “Lucky” and this
allows him to read his Attempt Roll dice either way. So now his roll is a 93, giving him enough for the Assault. Bjork deals the basic 14 points of CRUSH
Damage plus the variable Assault Damage of 1d10. He rolls an 8, adding up to 22. Bjork announces to Dral that he is dealing 22 points of CRUSH Damage.
Of note, Dral’s Plate Armor has a Durability Threshold of 38, so the 22 points of incoming damage do not meet the threshold to harm his Armor.
Dral’s a little nervous, since botching this defense and taking so much damage could really make further fighting with a low AGILITY very difficult. He
looks over his Effects, and luckily, one of them is “Effective Interception” – which will give Dral +6 to his Armor Coverage if he needs it. After paying the
Attempt Opp Cost, Dral makes his Roll of 26, which, added to his AGILITY of 80, giving a total of 106. On his Sword, a Deflect has an AGILITY difficulty of
120, which he can’t even do. Fortunately, the EFFECT can be played even if he can’t use his sword at all to decrease the incoming damage. By paying the 4
OPP to play “Effective Interception,” Dral’s Armor Coverage is increased from 6 to 12 (which maxes-out the Armor Artifact). When this is set against
CRUSH, the incoming damage is reduced by 36 points! Good heavens! Bjork’s Mace has a Durability Threshold of 35, which was exceeded by Dral’s Plate
Mail Armor. So the Plate Mail does 1 point of Durability Damage to the Mace. However, the mace is a crude instrument and must suffer several points of
Durability Damage before its performance is impaired.
Next, Dral undergoes the Maintenance Phase, recovers Opp, and the phases of play continue.
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3.3 Engage in Advanced Combat
3.3.1
Getting Started
The best way to learn Advanced Combat is to be familiar with Basic Combat and add in the Advanced components. To learn,
Players can fight one another in straightforward gladiatorial combat. The following steps and vignette are meant to have you
learning the mechanics in no time. Once Advanced Combat is learned, we’ll move on to Magic. We strongly recommend that
you play only one Character until you have learned the StoryForge System well.
3.3.2
StoryOre – A Short Vignette: “Gladiatorial Combat”
Players: Two or More Fighters (The Fates are optional if Players feel they can resolve ambiguities fairly).
Scenario: Several slaves compete in gladiatorial combat in a coliseum. Invent a brief history for your Character. All
participants believe that after surviving twenty fights, they are rewarded with their freedom…or so the rumor goes. The
combatants are thrust from gates into the flat dirt field of a coliseum, a fifty by seventy meter oval, with scarred sandstone
walls four meters high. The stadium seats are filled to one-third capacity, and only minor nobility attends in the grandstand.
A dozen guards and two archers are posted.
Objective: To learn to use Advanced Combat components. Play as many rounds as you like, either “to the death,” or until you
have a feel for the mechanics and want to learn Magic.
3.3.3

Step-by-Step Set-Up

This Section assumes you understand the set-up of the Tome, Character, and Basics Combat
If you have been looking through Magic Components, put them away
Set up your Character TOME, Character, and OPP COUNTER as before (Section 2.4.3)
Prepare for Combat: Assume everyone has a little time to prepare before fighting (i.e., not an ambush)
Everyone chooses what they are fighting with – WEAPON, BODY, OR PROJECTILE ARTIFACT
Everyone takes a “free” pre-conflict Prep Phase
Note Skill SOOTT on CHARACTER CARD with that Kind of Artifact (e.g., Sword, Body)
Divide this Skill SOOTT between the SOOTT counters on the Artifact
Check Artifacts’ Durability Counters and be sure they are set at max with no penalties
If relevant, note current CORPUS (POWER) and set Current Power counter on Artifact
If you would like to take several “free” pre-conflict Prep Phases, you could also
Put a FOCUS CARD into play if desired, Make Difficulty Roll, Pay Costs
Put STYLE CARDS into your WEAPON ARTIFACT if desired
◊ The same Style must be in Offensive and Defensive SOOTT Sliders
◊ Be sure the selected Style is allowed with Artifact Type (indicated on back of cards)
Begin turn-taking in order of Initiative
Determine Initiative – that is, who goes first – based on highest to lowest MENTUS (ACUITY)
Some gamers like initiative based on a roll; if so, roll a percentile & add MENTUS (ACUITY)
See the abridged Phases of Play Table that follows for relevant steps to Advanced Combat
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3.3.4

Phases of Play – Abridged for Advanced Combat

► MAINTENANCE PHASE – Must Do All That Apply –
Adjust Any Turn Counters & Remove Expired Elements
If certain effects last some number of turns, keep track with a counter (e.g., use a die)
Review and Recover Opportunity
Set Max Opp correctly based on current MENTUS, encumbering Artifacts, Focus Cards
Adjust Current Opp on OPP COUNTER, but do not exceed Maximum Opp
Pay Ongoing Losses of Life
For instance, bleeding from an injury
► PREP PHASE – May Choose To Do One –
Establish or Change FOCUS CARD (–OPP OR MAX OPP)
A Character may only have one Focus in play at a time; Make Difficulty Roll & Pay Costs
Adjust Artifact SOOTT Sliders
Determine how much SOOTT Character allocates to aspects of Artifacts
Factor in the SOOTT penalty of any Artifacts that have sustained enough Durability Damage
Establish or Change STYLE CARD
A Character may only have one set of Style Cards in play at a time
► ACTION PHASE – May Choose To Do –
Undertake Any Physical Action of ~1 sec [Attack Using Artifact] (–OPP)
Mundane physical actions such as breathing or dropping something may be ignored
Non-mundane actions, such as drawing a sword or sprinting, may cost OPP
Movement: The Fates should usually allow Characters to Move and have another Action
Attack Using Artifact:
Pay OPP to Attempt before making Difficulty Roll
Roll Percentile dice – remember that “Argus Eyes” loses the chance to Attack
Add Difficulty Roll to appropriate attribute – e.g., AGILITY – and determine options
Pay OPP for Maneuver and Effects (if any)
Determine outcome and announce to Opponent – Damage Amount, Kind, and Effects
► FREE PHASE – May Do At Any Time –
Communicate (–1 OPP per word)
Characters may communicate at any time, but this is a distraction and should cost Opp
Defend Using Artifact (–OPP)
Roll Percentile dice – remember that “Argus Eyes” loses the chance to Defend
Add Difficulty Roll to appropriate attribute – e.g., AGILITY – and determine options
Pay OPP for Maneuver and Effects (if any)
Determine outcome and apply to Attack – note Damage Amount, Kind, and Effects
Determine SlipShield Value and Armor Coverage and reduce amount of Damage based on Kind
Discard or Inactivate Active Element
Such as FOCUS CARDS, STYLE CARDS, etc.

►New Gamers: You should now be familiar with Advanced Combat in the StoryForge system. Be sure you have and understand all the components of
Advanced Combat before moving on to the next Section. After Section 4 on Magic, you should be able to integrate spellcasting into your role-playing!
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Basic Magic
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4.1 Basic Magic Overview & Components
4.1.1
Magic Overview
Spellcasters have a vocabulary of magical words, phrases, and sentences called Locutions, represented by LOCUTION CARDS.
The specific Spellcaster’s vocabulary (set of LOCUTION CARDS) is their Lexicon. When Locutions take effect, they are called
Spells. In Basic Magic, only complete Locution Sentences are used, but in Advanced Magic, the individual words and
phrases can be combined in many permutations to compose unique Spells! A Spellcaster’s power is derived from their
SPIRITUS, Magic SOOTT, Immortality SOOTT, MAGIC ARTIFACTS, and their Lexicon of SPELL & LOCUTION CARDS.
4.1.2
Spiritus Slider – Magic Prowess, Resistance, and Aura
The SPIRITUS SLIDER includes crucial information on a Character’s magical abilities, and is described in detail in Section
1.2.14. Successfully casting spells depends on making a Difficulty Roll that based on the Attribute Trait indicated on the
LOCUTION CARD. Casting magic on an unwilling being with Spiritual Life is enhanced by a higher SPIRITUS (PRESENCE),
while the target’s resistance is based on their SPIRITUS (WILL). Casting Magic may drain Durability Points, usually SPIRITUS
or MENTUS, which in turn decreases casting strength, resistance, and Aura size. The Aura is indicated on the SPIRITUS
counter, representing a “personal space” that is part of the Character for magical purposes, spell effects, and general life
force. For example, if a character casts a Spell to become invisible, objects within their Aura may generally be considered to
become invisible too. Spells with direct effects inside a Character’s Aura are also subject to resistance by that Character (for
instance, if a mage were trying to destroy a warrior’s sword, the sword would have the same resistance to magic as the
warrior as long is it was within the warrior’s Aura).
4.1.3
Psyche Counter
Psyche (Abbreviated Ψ) is a measure of a spellcaster’s magical prowess. It is equal to Immortality SOOTT plus Magic SOOTT.
The PSYCHE COUNTER is stored in the SPIRITUS ATTRIBUTE SHEATH. It is a device with several disk counters that spellcasting
characters use to keep track of their magical powers. The disks at the bottom are set to Immortality SOOTT (found on the
RACE CARD or the text box at the bottom of the SPIRITUS COUNTER) and Magic SOOTT (found on the Skill section of the
CHARACTER CARD). Psyche is the sum of these two values and is set at the top. Once Psyche is known to a Player, this
portion of the counter may not need to be seen during play, and may be inserted into the side pocket of the ATTRIBUTE
SHEATH. During game play, the three disks on the right side are of greatest interest to the spellcasting Player. The Player may
allocate the Psyche Points among the three side wheels, which are:
► Casting Bonus: This bonus may be added to the difficulty roll when asserting or resolving magic
► Spell Range: The spell range in any direction, creating a so-called “Sphere of Influence”
► Cost Buffer: The magical energy that a spellcaster has each Round before Durability Points are drained
This Counter can be used to apportion a spellcaster’s abilities
on those things that are most needed, but it is always a tradeoff. For a difficult spell, Psyche may need to be allocated to
the Casting Bonus, but this limits the Range and Cost Buffer.
A Spell that needs to be cast a long way off might not leave
much Psyche for a Casting Bonus or the Cost Buffer.
Conversely, an easy Spell that can be cast close at hand could
leave the spellcaster with a large Cost Buffer. The PSYCHE
COUNTER may only be adjusted if the spellcaster has no
Magic in play, and only during the Prep Phase. Furthermore,
some MAGIC ARTIFACTS may require Psyche points to
function, leaving fewer points to be spent on the PSYCHE
COUNTER.
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4.1.4
Basic Spells – Sentence Locutions
There are several kinds of LOCUTION CARDS, but in Basic Magic, only the LOCUTION SENTENCE is used because it represents
a complete Spell on a single card. Every Locution indicates the LOCUTION WORDS that make it up, and in Advanced Magic,
Locutions will need to be combined to form complete spells. Note that it may be useful to have multiple instances of the
same LOCUTION CARD, for when it is in use, it cannot be simultaneously recast in another instance. Each LOCUTION
SENTENCE indicates several things:
Name / Locutions:
Unique identifier and the magical sound or feeling created
Interpretation:
The conceptual meaning of the Locution(s)
Grammatical Role:
For Locution Sentences, this is always a complete sentence
Effect:
Results/Consequences of the Locution(s)
Difficulty:
Difficulty to Assert the Locution(s) into the Magic Cache
OPP MAX Reduction:
OPP MAX Penalty for active Locution(s) and Spell(s)
Costs:
Drain on Durability Points (minus the Cost Buffer)
Figure: Sentence Locution
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4.2 Basic Magic Mechanics
4.2.1
Casting Spells: Difficulty, Resolution, Auras, & Magic Resistance
A spellcaster begins during their Prep Phase, deciding the setting of their PSYCHE COUNTER. The Psyche counter can only be
adjusted during the Prep phase, and only if the spellcaster has no Magic in play. So consideration should be taken when
determining PSYCHE COUNTER parameters if multiple spells are to be cast or maintained simultaneously.
During the Action Phase, a Character may Assert one LOCUTION CARD into their Magic Cache – the place magic exist before
it Resolves into a Spell and takes effect. Multi-potent variables – that is, LOCUTION CARD references that could be any
number of things – need to be specified when that LOCUTION is Asserted into the Magic Cache. For instance, the LOCUTION
“Being” would have to be specified as the particular being to be affected by the Spell. A spellcaster must successfully make
the Difficulty Roll indicated on the card to place it in the Magic Cache, where it is on stand-by. Argus Eyes or failure to
make the Difficulty Roll causes the loss of the Character’s turn (including the Physical Action Phase). At any time (i.e., Free
Phase), a spellcaster may choose to Resolve any Locutions in the Magic Cache by making a Resolution Roll. A Resolution
Roll is a SPIRITUS (PRESENCE) Difficulty Roll made at the moment a spellcaster wishes the Locutions to become a Spell and
take effect. If the effect does not occur within the aura of a target that has SPIRITUS, then the Resolution difficulty is zero and
only Argus Eyes will cause failure. Willing subjects specified in Locutions likewise do not increase the difficulty of
spellcasting (e.g., self or comrades). However, if Locutions designate a target that has SPIRITUS (WILL) – or has its initial
effect within the Aura of such a target – then the Resolution Roll Difficulty is equal to the target’s SPIRITUS (WILL). If
multiple beings are targeted by the Locutions, the highest SPIRITUS (WILL) must be overcome once (i.e., they are not
cumulative or independent). Rolling Argus Eyes or failure to meet this Resolution Roll Difficulty causes the LOCUTION
CARDS that were being attempted to be returned to the Lexicon. Costs for Asserting those Locutions are not recovered! Such
Locutions must be reasserted to reattempt the resolving them into a Spell. Argus Eyes or failing a Resolution Roll does not
affect Spells that have already successfully resolved.
Some Spells will have a transient effect – like “Object Ignites” – and will go back to the Lexicon after resolving. Others will
have an ongoing effect – such as “I Levitate” – which will be returned when the spellcaster ceases to maintain the Spell.
Discontinuing a Spell is a Free Phase action – it can be done at any time. When Spells are quit, cannot be maintained, or if a
spell target leaves the caster’s range, the spell is broken, and the LOCUTION CARD(s) return to the Character’s Lexicon (not
the Magic Cache).
4.2.2
Spell Costs for Assertion, Resolution, and Maintenance
Assertion: Trying magic isn’t always free. LOCUTION CARDS will have a Cost indicated at the bottom, which is paid when the
card is Asserted into the Magic Cache – even if the spellcaster decides not to resolve the spell or even if the spell fails to
Resolve. Costs are generally scalable upward, allowing the spellcaster to spend more and more Durability Points to increase
the power of the Spell. However, one cannot spend less than the amount indicated (e.g., if it reads 1 LP per Kg, you can’t
spend ½ LP for ½ Kg).
Maintenance: Some Spells will have their effect, and then cease (“I Teleport”), but others may need to be maintained
(“Objects Fly”). This should be apparent from the card text. Many active Spells won’t cost anything except the Max OPP of
the spellcaster. However, some Spells will also cost Durability Points during each Maintenance Phase, usually indicated in
red (which can be reduced by the Cost Buffer each Round).
Cost Buffer: This wheel on the PSYCHE COUNTER indicates the number of Durability Points per Round which can be
buffered. It is the number of Durability Points that must be exceeded before a spellcaster’s ATTRIBUTE COUNTERS are
actually drained. Failure to pay causes the Spell to be broken and put back in the Lexicon. As an aid to calculating Spell
Costs, Section 6.1.1 on Measures and Conversions may be useful.
4.2.3
Spells Reduce Opp Max
When a LOCUTION CARD is placed in the Magic Cache, the Character’s Opp Max is reduced by the amount indicated in the
lower right corner. The maximum amount of magic that can be active at one time is limited by the Character’s Max Opp,
which is in turn based on MENTUS. Take note that the Opp Max on the OPP COUNTER is penalized for Locutions in the
Magic Cache as well as resolved Spells. When the magic cards return to the Lexicon, the Character recovers that Opp Max at
that time. This reduction in Opp Max affects a Character’s ability to do other things simultaneously, like combat. It also
means a tired wizard will be able to maintain fewer spells simultaneously.
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4.2.4
Magical Components & Blessings
While alchemical components – like eye of newt and tongue of toad – are not required for any spellcasting, the Fates are
encouraged to give spellcasters bonuses or decreased costs if they produce relevant (or even creative) materials, like an
eagle’s feather for a flying spell. Or, perhaps if the spellcaster has made a particularly juicy sacrifice to his god, the
Resolution Roll dice might be read in either direction. Likewise, contaminated components or pissed-off gods might impair
spellcasting. Clearly, this kind of tweaking is an optional aspect to Magic.
4.2.5
Will Resistance versus Psyche Sinkholes
If the Fates wish to manipulate the power of Magic – either in specific worlds or specific places – a SPIRITUS (WILL)
Resolution Roll Difficulty or Psyche penalty can be imposed. The Fates may impose some SPIRITUS (WILL) Difficulty to a
Resolution Roll to reflect magic resistance of an object – a cloak of Magic Protection, for instance, may increase the
Resolution Roll SPIRITUS (WILL) Difficulty by some amount. Alternately, a wizard’s prison may be pervaded by –15 Psyche,
making magic all but impossible to mortal spellcasters. We encourage you to manipulate the mechanics for the effects that
you want.
4.2.6
Magic “Noise”
It is the convention of Magic in the StoryForge System that LOCUTIONS are powers with sound or feeling – the intent of
which can be sensed by other beings, like a dog senses fear. As such, cards are placed face-up when they are Asserted. In this
way, all gamers are aware of magic as it is being cast. The Fates and certain gaming components, such as the FOCUS CARD
“Concealed Intent,” may alter this, allowing surreptitious, face-down play. Once a Spell is resolved however, its spellcaster
may elect to conceal the cards making up the Spell. This means other characters are not necessarily aware of resolved magic,
unless they can somehow detect it. If you prefer to have more secretive magic in your game, you may play all cards facedown and assume it is unknown, with only the caster and the Fates “in-the-know.”
4.2.7
Magic Damage
If magic directly causes loss of Durability Points, targets should consider this “Energy” damage for the purpose of
determining armor protection. Most armor will have no Energy protection, but enchanted creatures or armor might.
However, if magic is used to summon or create an instrument that injures a target, the damage is based on the instrument
(e.g., a rock mught cause Crush Damage, while a thermolux (firebolt) would do Heat Damage).
4.2.8
Conflicting Magic
In the case of Spells in Direct Conflict (for instance, two spellcasters trying to control the flight of an object, or one wizard
trying to unlock a magically locked door), the two conflicting Spellcasters make a SPIRITUS (PRESENCE) Difficulty Roll, and
whoever’s total value is higher wins the contest. Re-roll ties.
4.2.9
Magic Lexicon and Learning New Magic
The Lexicon is the deck of LOCUTION CARDS that a Character is playing with. These are the cards which may be Asserted
into the Magic Cache. Beginning Characters may start with a prefabricated set of cards that are designed to work together,
but gamers may wish to compose their own Lexicon. New Locutions may be learned in many ways, depending on the way
the gamers or the Fates wish to handle Magic:
Intuitive
Instructed
Discovered
Bestowed

Character figures out magical concepts (e.g., an alchemist’s experiments)
Character studies to come to understand magical principles (e.g., wizard apprentice)
Character discovers a source (e.g., an academic translates an ancient scroll)
Character is lent magic abilities from a divinity (e.g., a cleric is graced by his god)

The size of the Lexicon is also based on how much gamers wish to emphasize magic. Larger Lexicons increase the power of
magic-using characters, and may slow spellcasters down with an exponentially expanding set of options. But a small Lexicon
allows for less flexibility. At times, gamers may wish to create Lexicons that reflect a certain kind of spellcaster – one that
deals in illusions, one that deals in healing, one that deals in fire. Here are several ways to determine the content of a
spellcaster’s Lexicon:
Self Restraint
Player decides arbitrarily which LOCUTION CARDS to use
Style
Character has only LOCUTION CARDS that support a certain magic style
Memory
Character has LOCUTION CARDS = or < Magic SOOTT x 10% of MENTUS (MEMORY)
Attribute
Character has a Psionic or Mystic that uses only magic based on MENTUS or SPIRITUS
Power-Based Character has LOCUTION CARDS equal to Mage SOOTT times Immortality SOOTT
Random
Character rolls some number of dice, randomly selecting this many LOCUTION CARDS
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4.3 Examples of Basic Magic
4.3.1

Detailed Spell Example

A complete Spell might go something like this. The evil Vizier (PRESENCE & MAGNETISM of 90, Magic SOOTT 7, Immortality 3, Psyche 10) wishes to win
the heart of Princess Jasmine (WILL of 120*). The Vizier has distributed his 10 points of Psyche on his PSYCHE COUNTER as follows:
5 on Casting Bonus: giving a +50 for his Difficulty Roll (since he really wishes to succeed)
0 on Spell Range: so he must be in contact with her (but since she’s captive, no problem)
5 on Cost Buffer: giving a 15 LP shield (since he’s cheap and doesn’t want to spend anything on his date)

Locution Sentence, Mening, & Effect
Ego Corphant Sentius
“I SEDUCE BEING”
LOCUTION SENTENCE – A COMPLETE SPELL
Sentient Spell Object becomes seduced by Spell Subject. Seduced
being will be attracted to & protective of Spell Subject.

Difficulty
SPIRITUS
(MAGNETISM)
200

Cost

Opp Max

18 SPIRITUS
Maintenance: 6
SPIRITUS

–9

To meet the Difficulty of 200 with a bonus of +50, The Vizier’s would need to roll a 40 to Assert the Spell. Based on a Cost Buffer of 15, if he succeeded, he
would pay 3 Spiritus (18 minus 15) for Assertion, and none (6 minus 15) for Maintenance each round. His Opp Max would be at –9. To resolve the Spell,
the Vizier would need to make a Resolution Roll equal to Jasmine’s Will of 120. With a SPIRITUS (PRESENCE) of 90 and a Casting Bonus of +50, he need
only not roll Argus Eyes (in which case the LOCUTION would be returned to the Lexicon).

4.3.2

Examples of Spell Application

To give you the flavor of StoryForge Magic, the following situation and series of Spells is based on an early gametest session that actually occurred. A
Vampire had lured a Valkyrie into the underworld, ambushing her on a wood ferry on dark waters. In their battle, the Vampire cast Ego Izzaram Inkerfuzz (I
Am Blurry), making it more difficult to hit him. Sword blows were exchanged. The Valkyrie in turn cast Ego Izzaram Verdetgo (I Am Translucent),
becoming invisible. With the upper hand, the Valkyrie was inflicting significant injury to the Vampire. And while the Vampire could not fly away per se –
since he lacked the particular Locution Avarro (fly) – he could cast Ego Altavert (I Levitate). Undaunted, the Norse Angel began to fire her bow at the
Vampire, to which he responded by casting Thingum Pyrotherm (Object Burns), catching the barge on fire. Having attained a sufficient altitude with
levitation, the Vampire then decided to glide to shore, letting the Valkyrie burn or drown. So he cast Ego Avant (I Soar). But the Holy Warrior would not
give up so easily. Using a forcefield in an unorthodox manner, she cast Ego Beythud Duraplax (I Summon Forcefield), creating a long, narrow bridge from
the barge to the shore, under the Vampires glidepath. As she ran down the magical plank, swinging her Glaive, the Vampire cast Ego Dohkyl Spirovox (I
Banish Spell – specified as the forcefield-bridge). The Angel fell into the dark river, struggling to strip off her heavy armor before she drowned. The
Valkyrie swam to shore, armorless, retaining only her sword and magic. And still she chose to track the dark fiend down to extract justice…
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4.4 Engage in Basic Magic
4.4.1
Getting Started
The best way to learn Basic Magic is to be familiar with the PSYCHE COUNTER and LOCUTION SENTENCE CARDS that a
Character has. To learn, Players can simply practice casting a few Spells. Invent an instance that would test the limits of the
Spellcaster. The following steps and are meant to have you learning the mechanics in no time. We strongly recommend that
you play only one Character until you have learned the StoryForge System well.
4.4.2
StoryOre – A Short Vignette: “Magetest”
Players: One or More Spellcasters (The Fates are optional if Players feel they can resolve ambiguities).
Scenario: The scenario will depend on the Locution and Spell Cards a Character has. Define a task that you believe your
magic should be able to accomplish, and set about achieving that task. For instance: a need to escape by opening a locked
door, the need to inflict damage in mage-combat, the need to hide or conceal one’s self. Cast spells that have a brief effect, as
well as ones that need to be maintained each turn.
Objective: To learn to use Basic Magic components. Attempt as many Spells as you like, until you have a feel for the
mechanics and want to use Magic in an actual gaming scenario.
4.4.3
Step-by-Step
This Section assumes you understand the set-up of the Tome, Character, and Combat
Set up your Character TOME , Character, OPP COUNTER as before (Section 2.4.3)
Clear a space in front of you to lay down SPELL CARDS, and get out Lexicon of Cards
Prepare for Casting Magic: Assume everyone has a little time to prepare
Everyone chooses what task they are going to attempt
Take a “free” Prep Phase to set up your PSYCHE COUNTER
Note Magic SOOTT on CHARACTER CARD and set on Counter
Note Immortality SOOTT on RACE CARD and set on Counter
Add Magic SOOTT and Immortality SOOTT to determine Psyche, and set on Counter
Divide Psyche Points as you wish between the Casting Bonus, Spell Range, and Cost Buffer
Begin turn-taking in order of Initiative
Determine Initiative – that is, who goes first – based on highest to lowest MENTUS (ACUITY)
Some gamers like initiative based on a roll; if so, roll a percentile & add MENTUS (ACUITY)
See the abridged Phases of Play Table that follows for relevant steps to Basic Magic
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4.4.4

Phases of Play – Abridged for Basic Magic

► MAINTENANCE PHASE – Must Do All That Apply –
Adjust Any Turn Counters & Remove Expired Elements
If certain effects last some number of turns, keep track with a counter (e.g., use a die)
Review and Recover Opportunity
Set Max Opp correctly based on current MENTUS, encumbering Artifacts, Focus Cards
Adjust Current Opp on OPP COUNTER, but do not exceed Maximum Opp
Pay Ongoing Losses of Life
For instance, bleeding from an injury
Maintain Spells
Determine any Maintenance Costs for SPELLS and pay them
► PREP PHASE – May Choose To Do One –
Adjust Psyche Counter
This can only be done if the Spellcaster has no active resolved SPELLS in play
► ACTION PHASE – May Choose To Do –
Undertake a Non-Physical Process [Assert one LOCUTION CARD] (–MAX OPP)
Mundane mental actions such as planning a stroll across a room may be ignored
Non-mundane actions, such as focusing on reading a scroll, may decrease the MAX OPP
If Max Opp is reduced below Current Opp, Current Opp must be adjusted down accordingly
Assert LOCUTION CARD into Magic Cache: Make Difficulty Roll, Reduce MAX OPP, pay Cost
► FREE PHASE – May Do At Any Time –
Communicate (–1 OPP per word)
Characters may communicate at any time, but this is a distraction and should cost Opp
Resolve a SPELL in the Magic Cache
First, a SPELL Card must be in a the Magic Cache
Make Resolution Roll – either 0 (just Argus Eyes fails) or equals the WILL of unwilling targets
Discard or Inactivate Active Element
Such as SPELLS, FOCUS CARDS, STYLE CARDS, etc.
Remember that if you discard a SPELL, the Opp Max allocated to the SPELL will be recovered.

► New Gamers: You should now be familiar with Basic Magic in the StoryForge system. Magic is one of the most flexible and creative tools of
StoryForge, however, it can also be complex and time consuming. We strongly recommend learning by playing a character that focuses on Magic,
initially using a limited number of Spells (10-15). Once the Magic system is learned, combining it with combat should be more manageable.
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5.1 Advanced Magic Overview & Components
5.1.1
Overview
Advanced Magic empowers Characters with the individual magic words, which are represented as LOCUTION CARDS. Instead
of selecting from a set of prefabricated LOCUTION SENTENCES and hoping you have the right one for the right moment,
LOCUTION WORDS & PHRASES can be combined on the spot in many permutations to form Sentences designed for specific
needs. LOCUTIONS WORD CARDS are combined into Spells, just like words are combined in a sentence. The borders of the
cards indicate what card-card interactions are permitted and required, making the grammar of spellcasting intuitive and
foolproof. That being said, word-based spellcasting is more natural if you understand basic grammar. So if your memory of
English class is a little rusty, there is a brief Grammar Review that follows. Furthermore, Advanced Magic adds the FOCUS
CARD, allowing Players have the ability to modify basic mechanics of spellcasting.
5.1.2
Locution Words & Phrases form Locution Sentences
There are three general kinds of LOCUTION WORDS, each with two sub-types:
► Nouns
Indication SF
Essence SF
( SF )
► Verbs
Intransitive
Transitive
► Modifiers
Adjectives
Adverbs

Specifies the subject(s) & object(s) of spells that are affected by the Verb
Indicates existing Nouns; can’t be used to Create/Destroy Nouns. General (eg, Object)
Specifies Nouns that may be Created/Destroyed/Transformed. Specific (eg, Stone)
These 2 are SF terms for Nouns to facilitate Magic mechanics, not real grammar terms
Specifies the action(s) that Spell Nouns undergo or experience
Relates only to the Subject Noun; Does not take an Indirect Object Noun (eg, Fly)
Relates the action of the Subject Noun to a required Indirect Object Noun (eg, Create)
Specifies some quality of nouns or verbs in a spell (not required for a SPELL)
Describes/modifies a Spell Noun (eg, Large)
Describes/modifies a Spell Verb (eg, Quickly)

Each LOCUTION CARD indicates several things:
Name / Locution:
Interpretation:
Grammatical Role:
Effect:
Example:
Difficulty:
OPP MAX Reduction:
Costs:
Border/Arrows:

Unique identifier and the magical sound or feeling created
The conceptual meaning of the Locution(s)
The Part(s) of Speech in the final Locution Sentence
Results/Consequences of the Locution(s)
Locution used in an example
Difficulty to Assert the Locution(s) into the Magic Cache
OPP MAX Penalty for activated Locutions & Spells
Drain on Durability Points (minus the Cost Buffer)
Color-coded borders demonstrate required and permitted card interactions

Review: Grammatical Units and Parts of Speech
Sentence: Grammatical unit syntactically independent and complete with subject(s), action(s), etc.
Phrase: Grammatical unit comprised of two or more words in sequence that is less than a complete sentence.
Word: Grammatical unit made up of sounds that symbolize or communicate a meaning (see below for kinds)
Noun (n): Words that designate persons, places, things, ideas (e.g., dog, room, love)
Subject: Nouns that are the principle agent in the sentence
Direct Object: Nouns that receive or are affected by the action of a transitive verb
e.g., Uther loves me; I create a sword; He felt hatred.
Indirect Object: Nouns that are indirectly affected by the action of a transitive verb
e.g., Uther gives me the sword; Wish me success; The sage wrote a scroll.
Pronoun: Words that are nouns, and stand for other nouns (e.g., he, she, it, they)
Adjective (adj): Words that describe/modify nouns (e.g., red, quick, big)
Verb (v): Words that express existence, action, or occurrences (e.g., be, become, fly)
Intransitive (vi): Verbs that do not require or cannot take a direct object
e.g., I sleep; He dies; Fulk sits.
Transitive (vt): Verbs that may require or can take a direct object
e.g., I see you; You throw the sword; Uther loves Guinivere
Adverb (adv): Words that describe/modify verbs (e.g., quickly, efficiently, painfully)
Article (art.): Words that signal nouns and their specific application (e.g., The, A, An)
Conjunction (conj.):Words that join either parts of speech or phrases (e.g., and, but)
Preposition (prep.):Words that signal a phrase that relates to another part of speech
e.g., of, to, from, with, about, above, below, between, in, on, at, for
e.g., I gave the sword to Uther; He wished success between us; He wrote a scroll for us.
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Figure: Locution Card – Verb

Figure: Locutions Arranged in Spells

Ego “I”

Sentius “Being”

StoryForge

Beythud “Summon”

[and]

Thingum “Object”

Cumulus “Fog”

Izzaram + Sacricor “Are Blessed”
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5.1.3
Focus Cards
FOCUS CARDS have been discussed in greater detail in Section 3.1.7 – in reference to Combat. Focus Cards which pertain to
Magic are played in the same manner. When a Character puts a FOCUS in play, it usually modifies game mechanics for that
Character – such as Opportunity, SOOTT, Difficulty Rolls, Artifact performance, etc. Examples of some FOCUS CARDS
relevant to Magic would be:
SoulShell Trance:
Opp Max is severely diminished, but resistance to Magic is enhanced
Divine Tranquility:
Magic is somewhat easier to cast, but far slower than usual
Coven Synergy: multiple spellcasters can combine their magic abilities for more powerful effects
5.1.4
Magic Artifacts
There are three basic kinds of MAGIC ARTIFACTS that allow Players to possess or wield magic without need of SPELL and
LOCUTION CARDS. In order of complexity, they are MAGIC ITEMS, DEVICES, & RELICS.
5.1.5
Magic Item
A MAGIC ITEM is represented as a card. Its function is generally fixed and does not call on its wielder to specifically know
magic to use it. These are such things as a ring of invisibility, boots of speed, or a wand of illumination. The card should be
self-explanitory.
5.1.6
Magic Device
A MAGIC DEVICE is has one interactive wheel where a Character can spend some of their Psyche – instead of just on the
Psyche Counter. The more Psyche spent, the greater the power or effect of the Magic Device. For instance, a Crown of Iron
Will would allow a Character to spend more and more Psyche to become increasingly resistant to magic. This has several
implications. Characters with no Magic SOOTT will have relatively few Psyche points to spend on a such a device, while a
powerful mage will be able to get more from it. However, the more a mage diverts Psyche into a MAGIC DEVICE, the less
there is for their PSYCHE COUNTER and, thus, spellcasting abilities.
5.1.7
Magic Relic
A MAGIC RELIC has it’s own PSYCHE COUNTER. This means that for a given amount of Psyche, a Character may be able to
have greater Range or have a greater Cost Buffer with the powers of that RELIC. Each RELIC will have an Effect slider where
increasing amounts of Psyche will increase the power of the available effects. Often one of the Relic Effects is to let a wielder
substitute the Relic’s PSYCHE COUNTER for the Character’s, giving the ability to cast spells with a different set of limitations.
Like the MAGIC ITEM & DEVICE, those without the Magic Skill may usually wield a RELIC, however, Characters with more
Psyche will be able to get much better performance out of it.
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Figure: Magic Artifacts – Item, Device, & Relic
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5.2 Advanced Magic Mechanics
5.2.1
Composing Spells using Locution Words & Phrases
A Spell is a complete sentence composed of Locutions that have successfully resolved. Every Spell begins with and contains
only one Verb Locution. To it’s left, a green arrow will indicate that a Noun with a green arrow must be placed there. A Verb
may or may not have an orange arrow on the right indicating that a Noun with an orange arrow must be placed there. Nouns
and Verbs line up horizontally, and multiple Nouns may be daisy-chained (i.e., linked one-to-another) if the arrows permit.
Nouns may have a yellow arrow indicating that an Adjective may be placed above it, modifying that Noun. Verbs may have a
red arrow indicating that an Adverb may be placed above it, modifying that Verb. Multiple Adjectives and Adverbs can
usually be daisy-chained vertically. In most instances, Adjectives and Adverbs are optional. Locution Phrases are simply two
or more Locution Words which have been fused, but still require further Locutions to complete a sentence before resolving
into a spell. Some LOCUTION CARDS have special interactions that should always be apparent from the card borders and
Effect text.
Note that it may be useful to have multiple instances of the same LOCUTION or SPELL CARD, for when they are in use, they
cannot be simultaneously used in another Spell. For instance, it is particularly useful to have multiples of Locutions like
Being, I, Object, Is, and Summon.
When interpreting how the Locutions work together as a sentence, keep these guidelines in mind. Articles and conjunctions
(e.g., the, and) may be added freely to make Locutions function grammatically. Non-Locution words may not be added to
expand the scope of the Locutions or Spell. Noun Locutions may be made plural (e.g., one only needs one Being Card to
indicate 3 different Beings). In the instance of plural nouns, the Difficulty remains the same and is only rolled once, however,
the Costs may be cumulative (see specific card text). Verb Locutions may be conjugated freely to agree grammatically with
the number of Spell Noun(s), however, magic is always present tense unless card text allows exceptions. Dependent phrases
(e.g., prepositions like “of, with, around”) and clauses (e.g., “if…then”) are not parts of spells, except where specific
Locutions denote such. No imperative sentences are permitted (e.g., "Fly!" implies "Being Flies").
To determine the effects of the total Locution Sentence, combine the Effect sections of the Cards. Because unusual
combinations may be achieved, Players are encouraged to suggest their interpretations for Effects that are not obvious. For
instance, a wizard may cast “I Summon Sticky Fog” with the intent to keep the fog patch clinging to a specific target, like a
ship. However, the Fates may respond in kind with a different, unforeseen outcome, like making the fog glue-like, gumming
things up and sticking them together. We encourage the Fates to cooperate with spellcaster’s intentions, unless they seem
unreasonable. Of course, if the Player rolls Argus Eyes on a Resolution Roll, all bets are off!
5.2.2
Asserting and Resolving Locution-Based Spells
Asserting Locution Words & Phrases into the Magic Cache is just like Asserting SENTENCE LOCUTIONS, which is discussed
in the Basic Magic Section. But take note of a few nuances. Only one LOCUTION CARD may be Asserted each Turn, so longer
spells will take more time to cast! All the Locutions that form a sentence must be in the Magic Cache before a spellcaster
may make a Difficulty Roll to Resolve the Spell. LOCUTIONS can be Asserted in any order, as long as they finally form a
proper sentence. Once all the Locutions are arranged into a sentence in a Magic Cache, the Spell may resolve at any time
(i.e., Resolution is a Free Phase action). Once Locutions have Resolved, they are no longer considered separate Locutions –
they are collectively a Spell. This is important because some Effect text may reference Locutions and Spells to modify,
protect, or impair them. If Locutions fail the Resolution Roll, these are returned to the Character’s Lexicon, but may be
reasserted in subsequent turns. Likewise, when resolved Spells end (either by choice or force), the Locutions of that spell also
go to the Lexicon.
5.2.3
The Difference between Word, Phrase, & Sentence Locutions
Locution Sentences are clearly the cleanest, often fastest way to cast magic, however they lack flexibility. Some Locution
Sentences are “Closed,” not permitting any Locution add-ons, but some are “Open,” permitting the optional addition of other
Locution Words & Phrases. Still, these are fairly fixed in their Effects. Phrases fuse certain words together, again diminishing
their flexibility, but requiring other Locutions to complete a sentence before resolving. Locution Words are the most flexible,
dynamic, and creative – permitting de novo spell creation. Furthermore, this range of flexibility permits for control over
specific effects. For instance, a Character may have the SPELL CARD Ego Avarro (“I Fly”), but could not necessarily make
other beings or objects fly.
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5.3 Examples of Advanced Magic
5.3.1

Brief Spell Examples

A simple spell requires a NOUN defined as the Spell Subject and an INTRANSITIVE VERB.
I Fly
The Object Glow(s)
Being(s) Levitate – specify Beings as “those two wraiths” (note: unwilling targets make spells harder)
Another spell might use a TRANSITIVE VERB and a second NOUN as a DIRECT OBJECT.
The Being Metamorphs into a Bird – Bird is an Essence Nouns, since the Noun’s nature changes
I Seduce Being – specify Being as “the princess”
The Object Summons Light – specify Object as “the staff”
More NOUNS, and MODIFIERS may be combined (but only one VERB per Spell).
Being(s) Fly Quickly and Efficiently
I Create a Sword and (“with”) a Large Gem – Fate should allow the gem to be set in the sword)

5.3.2

Detailed Spell Example

A complete Spell might go something like this. The evil Vizier (PRESENCE, INTUITION, & MAGNETISM of 90, Magic SOOTT 7, Immortality 3, Psyche 10)
wishes to win the heart of Princess Jasmine (WILL of 120*). The Vizier has distributed his 10 points of Psyche on his PSYCHE COUNTER as follows:
5 on Casting Bonus: giving a +50 for his Difficulty Roll (since he really wishes to succeed)
0 on Spell Range: so he must be in contact with her (but since she’s captive, no problem)
5 on Cost Buffer: giving a 15 LP shield (since he’s cheap and doesn’t want to spend anything on his date)

Locution
Ego – “I”
INDICATION NOUN
Spell Subject
Corphant – “SEDUCE”
TRANSITIVE VERB
Spell Verb
Sentius – “BEING” = princess
INDICATION NOUN
Spell Object

Effect
Specifies the Spellcaster as either a Subject
(I) or Object (Me) in a Spell.
Sentient Spell Object becomes seduced by
Spell Subject. Seduced beings will be
attracted to and protective of the Spell
Subject
Specifies a whole living being.

Difficulty
MENTUS
(ABSTRACT.)
50
SPIRITUS
(MAGNETISM)
200
SPIRITUS
(INTUITION)
80

Cost
free

Opp Max
–0

15 Spiritus
Maintenance: 6§

–6

1 Spiritus per
Immortality
SOOTT (so 3)

–3

For Ego and Sentius, the difficulties are below the Vizeers Traits, so he need only not roll Argus Eyes to get these two out. To meet the Assertion Difficulty
of 200 for Corphant with a casting bonus of +50, The Vizier’s would need to roll a 40. Based on a Cost Buffer of 15, if he succeeded, he would only pay 3
Spiritus (18 minus 15) for Asserting Corphant, since the Maintenance and Assertion Costs for the other Locutions is less than 15. His Opp Max would be at
–9. To resolve the Spell, the Vizier would need to make a Resolution Roll equal to Jasmine’s Will of 120. With a SPIRITUS (PRESENCE) of 90 and a Casting
Bonus of +50, he need only not roll Argus Eyes (in which case the LOCUTION would be returned to the Lexicon).
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5.4 Engage in Advanced Magic
5.4.1
Getting Started
The best way to learn Magic is to be familiar with the Locution Cards that a Character has. To learn, Players can simply
practice a few Spells. Invent an instance that would test the limits of the Spellcaster. The following steps and are meant to
have you learning the mechanics in no time. We strongly recommend that you play only one Character until you have
learned the StoryForge System well.
5.4.2
StoryOre – A Short Vignette: “Magetest”
Players: One or More Spellcasters (The Fates are optional if Players feel they can resolve ambiguities).
Scenario: The scenario will depend on the Locution Cards a Character has. Define a task that you believe your magic should
be able to accomplish, and set about achieving that task. For instance: a need to escape by opening a locked door, the need to
inflict damage in mage-combat, the need to hide or conceal one’s self. Cast spells that have a brief effect, as well as ones that
need to be maintained each turn.
Objective: To learn to use Magic components. Attempt as many Spells as you like, until you have a feel for the mechanics
and want to use Magic in an actual gaming scenario.
5.4.3

Step-by-Step

This Section assumes you understand the set-up of the Tome, Character, and Combat
Set up your Character TOME , Character, and OPP COUNTER as before (Section 2.4.3)
Clear a space in front of you to lay down LOCUTION and SPELL CARDS, and get out Lexicon of Cards
Prepare for Casting Magic: Assume everyone has a little time to prepare
Everyone chooses what task they are going to attempt
Take a “free” Prep Phase to set up your PSYCHE COUNTER
Note Magic SOOTT on CHARACTER CARD and set on Counter
Note Immortality SOOTT on RACE CARD and set on Counter
Add Magic SOOTT and Immortality SOOTT to determine Psyche, and set on Counter
Divide Psyche Points as you wish between the Casting Bonus, Spell Range, and Cost Buffer
If you wish to take an additional “free” Prep Phase
Put a FOCUS CARD into play if desired, Make Difficulty Roll, Pay Costs
Begin turn-taking in order of Initiative
Determine Initiative – that is, who goes first – based on highest to lowest MENTUS (ACUITY)
Some gamers like initiative based on a roll; if so, roll a percentile & add MENTUS (ACUITY)
See the abridged Phases of Play Table that follows for relevant steps to Advanced Magic
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5.4.4

Phases of Play – Abridged for Magic

► MAINTENANCE PHASE – Must Do All That Apply –
Adjust Any Turn Counters & Remove Expired Elements
If certain effects last some number of turns, keep track with a counter (e.g., use a die)
Review and Recover Opportunity
Set Max Opp correctly based on current MENTUS, encumbering Artifacts, Focus Cards
Adjust Current Opp on OPP COUNTER, but do not exceed Maximum Opp
Pay Ongoing Losses of Life
For instance, bleeding from an injury
Maintain Spells
Determine any Maintenance Costs for SPELLS and pay them
► PREP PHASE – May Choose To Do One –
Establish or Change FOCUS CARD (–OPP OR MAX OPP)
A Character may only have one Focus in play at a time; Make Difficulty Roll & Pay Costs
Adjust Psyche Counter
This can only be done if the Spellcaster has no active resolved SPELLS in play
► ACTION PHASE – May Choose To Do –
Undertake a Non-Physical Process [Assert one LOCUTION CARD] (–MAX OPP)
Mundane mental actions such as planning a stroll across a room may be ignored
Non-mundane actions, such as focusing on reading a scroll, may decrease the MAX OPP
If Max Opp is reduced below Current Opp, Current Opp must be adjusted down accordingly
Assert LOCUTION CARD into Magic Cache: Make Difficulty Roll, Reduce MAX OPP, pay Cost
► FREE PHASE – May Do At Any Time –
Communicate (–1 OPP per word)
Characters may communicate at any time, but this is a distraction and should cost Opp
Resolve a SPELL in the Magic Cache
First, a SPELL Card or all the proper LOCUTION Cards must be in a the Magic Cache
Make Resolution Roll – either 0 (just Argus Eyes fails) or equals the WILL of unwilling targets
Discard or Inactivate Active Element
Such as SPELLS, unresolved LOCUTIONS, FOCUS CARDS, STYLE CARDS, etc.
Remember that if you discard a SPELL, the Opp Max allocated to the SPELL will be recovered.

► New Gamers: You should now be familiar with Advanced Magic in the StoryForge system. Magic is one of the most flexible and creative tools of
StoryForge, however, it can also be complex and time consuming. We strongly recommend learning by playing a character that focuses on Magic,
initially using a limited number of Locutions (10-15). Once the Magic system is learned, combining it with combat should be more manageable.
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6.1 Measures, Values, Comparisons
6.1.1
Measures and Conversions
This may be a useful reference for understanding metric units and estimating reasonable values for fantasy situations,
particularly spellcasting. Just how much does a Dragon weigh, anyhow? We use the metric system, because it allows rapid
mathematical calculations, and easy conversions between things like volume, weight, and area.
LENGTH
1 in 2.5 cm
1 ft .3 m
1 yrd 0.9 m
1 mi 1600 m
1 cm .4 in
1 m 3.3 ft
1 m 1.1 yrd
1 km .6 mi

WEIGHT
1 kg 2.2 lbs
1 g .035 oz
1 MT 1.1 tons
1 lb 16 oz
1 ton 2000 lbs
1 lb 0.45 kg
1 oz 28 g
1 ton 910 kg

VOLUME
1 L 1.1 qt
1 L 0.26 Gal
1 m3 100 L
1 oz 28 mL
1 qt 0.95 L
1 Gal 3.8 L
1 tsp 5 mL

MISCELLANEOUS
1 kg* 1 L H2O
1 m/s 2.2 mph
1 mph 0.45 m/s
1 mi2 2.6 km2
1 km2 0.4 mi2
1 ft2 0.1 m2
1 m2 10.9 ft2

* 1 kg is the weight of 1 L of water – and things with the approximate density of water.
This allows one to conveniently convert volume and weight of most organisms (which are mostly water)
Surface Area: estimate most creatures by multiplying two largest dimensions (height x width), then double
6.1.2

Examples of Weights & Measures

REFERENCE
Thimble full of water
Teacup full of tea
12 oz soda can, fist
Closed book; 1 L of water, big rat
Big rabbit, small raccoon, gnome, faerie
1 year old human infant,
Labrador, halfling
Small human woman
Average human, stocky dwarf
Big human male, ogre
Lion, wooden row boat
Pony, full bathtub
Average horse, grizzly bear
Warhorse, Pegasus, Kodiak bear
Elephant, small giant
Tyrannosaurus Rex, 10 m long
Grey whale, small dragon, medium giant
Sperm whale, medium dragon, galley ship
blue whale, huge dragon, titan
The White House
Castle
Thumbprint
Adult palm
Porthole
1 meter by 1 meter
Doorway
Parking space
Broad side of a barn
Floor space of average 3 bedroom home
Football field / Acre

StoryForge

Wgt - Lbs
< 1 oz
1/3 #
3/4 #
2.2 #
11 #
22 #
44 #
110 #
154 #
220 #
440 #
1000 #
1300 #
2000 #

Wgt - kg
.001 kg
.15 kg
.355 kg
1
5 kg
10 kg
20 kg
50 kg
70 kg
100 kg
200 kg
450 kg
600 kg
900 kg

Vol - L
1 mL
.150 L
.355 L
1
5L
10 L
20 L
50 L
70 L
100 L
200 L
450 L
600 L
900 L

6000 #

2750kg

2750 L

Area - m2

.05-.1

1.7

.002
.01
.06
1.0
2.0
15
70
330
5000
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6.1.3

Life Attributes – a Human Reference Range
CORPUS

1
7
20
50
100

6.1.4
3
5
7
9

MENTUS

Jammed finger, dagger nick
Sprain, 1 week of healing
Average mace strike
Lethal injury to avg. human
Maximum Human Life

1
16
24
50
100

SPIRITUS

Brain fart; half hour nap
1 night of sleep; clocked in the head
Staying up for 24 hours
Awake x2 days; limit of avg. human
Maximum Human Life

1
5
25
50
100

An hour of prayer/meditation
Killing without compunction
Death of a friend
Death of a family member
Maximum Human Life

Sensory SOOTTs – Representative Examples

VISION – DAY
Wraith
Human (20/20)
Cheetah, Elf
Eagle

3
5
7
9

VISION – NIGHT
Human (20/20)
Deer, Elf
Lion, Wolf, Dwarf
Owl, Dragon

3
5
7
9

HEARING
Grandma (no aids)
Human
Fox, Dog, Elf
Bat, Owl

3
5
7
9

SMELL / TASTE
Common Reptiles
Human
Horse, Deer, Dwarf
Bloodhound

The Human is the standard, as usual – except for night vision. Humans do not have particularly good night vision, as we are
diurnal. To create a broader descriptive range, typical nocturnal animals would have a night vision SOOTT of 5. A SOOTT of 1
would be a severe handicap, and a SOOTT of 0 would mean absence of that sense (e.g., complete blindness, deafness, etc).
These Sensory SOOTTs are meant merely as descriptors of typical race members, and do not correlate to actual distances of
vision, decibels of sound, or parts per million of smell/taste. Use them loosely. Furthermore, if you wish for your Character to
have enhanced or impaired senses for their race, indicate this on the Character Card – e.g., a specific human (perhaps a blind
one) might have a Hearing SOOTT of 6 or 7. Of note, Smell and Taste have been combined because they usually correlate
closely. It has been said that 30% of what you consider taste is actually your sense of smell. These also tend to detect the
same kinds of things…the difference being whether it is airborne or in a liquid/solid – and it’s often both. Furthermore, the
fifth sense – Touch – has been omitted, because it largely depends on where you touch. Your fingertips and your heels are
quite different. An elephant might not feel a wasp sting on the behind, but can shell a peanut with her trunk. But feel free to
add a Touch SOOTT if you so desire.
6.1.5

Opp – a rough guide to how much Opp things might cost

FOCUSED ACTION
Automatic (blinking)
Minor

CURRENT OPP
0
1-5

Talking (per word)
Shouting (per word)
Draw 1-Handed Sword
Draw 2-Handed Sword
Attempt attack with Sword

1
2
3
4
5

ONGOING ACTION
Mindless (walking)
Minor

MAX OPP
0
1-5

Glancing around a room
Wearing metal breastplate
Jogging
Wearing light chain mail suit
Reading

1
2
3
4
5

Involved

6-10

Involved

6-10

Sprint 1 turn
Pick up fumbled Sword
Easy Bow Shot
Jump across ditch
Moderate Bow Shot

6
7
8
9
10

Sprinting continuously
Simple Spell – “Being Flies”
Writing
Humanoid swimming
Trying to pick a lock, juggling 3 balls

6
7
8
9
10

Committed

11-15

Committed

11-15

Sword Attempt + Strike
Hurling a spear
Pick pocket
Sword Attempt + Assault
Cartwheel

11
12
13
14
15

Wearing heavy plate mail suit & shield
Complex Spell – “I Become Invisible”
Complex mathematical calculations
Piloting a jet fighter, Juggling 5 balls
Deep Meditation / Prayer

11
12
13
14
15

Complex

16-20

Complex

16-20

Sword Attempt + Strike + Effect
Page 207 of the Kama Sutra
Difficult Bow Shot
Twisting double back flip off high dive
Defend + Counterstrike in same turn

16
17
18
19
20

Surgery
Ritualistic Spell – “I Resurrect Being”
Wearing plate mail suit & casting spell
Juggling knives & singing the Iliad backward
Hypnotic Trance

16
17
18
19
20
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6.2 Sample StoryOre
6.2.1
StoryOre: “Gladiatorial Combat”
Players: Two or More Fighters
The Fates: optional if Players feel they can resolve ambiguities
Scenario: Several warriors compete in Golotha's gladiatorial combat in a coliseum. All participants are aware that after 20
Kills, they are rewarded with their freedom…or so the rumor goes. Typically, when combatants are equal in number, they
are chained together into teams. When they are odd, the masters of the game try to even the odds…sometimes with archers
mid-game, sometimes binding two Gladiators back-to back beforehand. The Players may either invent their history and
motivation, or select from the following:
The Infantryman: New to this spectacle, recently captured in war-making with Krom, Golotha’s current political enemy.
This simple farmer – with more training on the hoe than the sword – was called to duty by his king to take the place of his
eldest brother. He fears that 20 victories in this blood-bathed pit is an impossibility that stands between himself and ever
seeing his fiancé and the children of his brother who had become his charge. His tears are hidden by the sweat that covers
all the Gladiators in the hot, dark tunnels leading to the stadium.
The Oar Slave: An oar slave captured from a Quendian barge in the Sargasso Seas two weeks prior. Having only beaten
the lions to date in petty games, he is apprehensive today. As a religious man prior to his slavery, he has no stomach for
killing men. But years of hatred hardened him in the bowels of the barge he pushed around at the end of a whip, and
violent thoughts have begun to surge in him like a tide that advances at every shore, and he is tired of pushing it back…so
very tired.
The Convicted: A man of means and honor, but insufficient social station to survive the accusations of nobility, now
sentenced to “be judged by the gods on the field of battle,” as the Prince mockingly put it. After twelve victories and
surviving injuries that he believed should have killed him, this man believes he is the instrument of the Fates. He has seen
Dark Angels in the Coliseum, and knew not whether they were there to retrieve souls or guide his sword. Today, the Prince
who maligned him sits foremost in the shaded seats – a tempting javelin-throw distance from the stadium floor.
The Veteran: A Gladiator for more than five months now with the souls of eighteen men on his conscious, and the blood
of many more on his hands. He has suffered many injuries, and blows to the head have made his past before the Coliseum a
Spartan, fragmented picture. He has forgotten his name. He is not sure if he remembers how to speak. His clearest memory
is of the face of a beautiful woman that he believes is his wife – but knows not her name, nor where he comes from. The
dream that had once been to earn his freedom has become a nightmare of lost history, and when he is not fighting, he feels
(as he imagines it) as the walking dead must feel. His alternating sorrow and rage spin him between wanting to die, and
wanting to kill. The crowd loves him…the Gladiators fear him.
Setting: The combatants are thrust from gates into the flat dirt field of a coliseum, a fifty by seventy meter oval, with scarred
sandstone walls four meters high. The stadium seats are filled to one-third capacity, and only minor nobility attends in the
grandstand. Six coliseum guards and two archers are posted.
Objective: to fight to the death with weapons.
6.2.2
StoryOre: “Divine Retribution”
Players: A Valkyrie and a Vampire
The Fates: optional if Players feel they can resolve ambiguities & magic
Scenario: Beorg, a human warrior of the North, who championed the shield of Odin on the field, had won glory and was to
be honored on the threshold of Valhalla…so that he may know when he dies an old man that his resting place was assured
among heroes. Yet on his travels home, he misshaped upon one craven Nos Feratu in the night, and his soul was fed upon
rather than released from its corporeal shell. Having seen the flame of Beorg's soul extinguished on the mantle of Valhalla,
yet not hearing Beorg's footfalls nor his knock upon the Golden Oak, a Valkyrie set forth to answer the mystery. Enraged
at what she learned, and spying the damned Vampire, she cannot restrain herself to wait for reinforcements–and she
challenges the deadly vampire onto the moonlit battlefield.
Setting: The Norse Angel and the dark warrior stand, eyes locked, twenty meters separate on a sloped clearing of tall grasses
bordering the edge of the ironwood forest. The full moon casts silver-blue light across the wind rustled trees and grasses.
The small, sleeping village of Enelke lies dimly in the distance, an hours walk down the veldt.
Objective: to fight with weapons and magic until defeat or escape occurs.
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6.2.3
StoryOre: “Detained at the Wraith World Gates”
Players: A Fighter and Spellcaster versus several Wraith Warriors at the Gates
The Fates: The Fates shall control the Wraith forces
Scenario: Having been on a scouting mission in the Wraith World, a Fighter and Spellcaster have been found out by the
Wraith Guard. Recently escaping the inner city and evading scout parties to the borders of the twilight plane, the
adventurers find themselves at the gates to the natural portal back to their homeworld. Although the gates had been open
and unattended upon their entrance to this wretched plane, now Wraith Warriors stand at attention…2 at the threshold, and
perhaps a few more in the shoddy wooden gate-towers. With the sense that their trail is hotly pursued by many more foes,
the intruders plan their escape, hidden in the thorny brush a bowshot from the gate.
Setting: The players are thirty meters from gate in one of the last big patches of scrub. These twilight barren lands have
sandy ground with a few shoulder-high dunes, and patchy scrub brush hushed in the windless air. There is a freestanding
portal surrounded by a shoddy log-wood keep. The structure is square with two towers on opposite corners, each six meters
high, and the log-wood walls half as high. The wood gate is reinforced with large iron straps. The keep is designed to
control flow both in and out of the portal–that is, the gate is controlled from within the tower, not from one side or the other
of the wall. A Wraith Warrior stands lazily atop each tower.
Objective: to successfully get past the guarded outpost.
6.2.4
StoryOre: “Hell Hath No Fury Like a Dragon Awakened”
Players: 4 or 5 Fighters and Spellcasters (including a “good” Vampire) versus Draco Fervoris
The Fates: The Fates can referee the conflict between all players, or can manage the Dragon.
Scenario: Krom's Master of Arms, Delgan of Lysseria, has been infected with the Nos Feratu Agent, and struggles against his
hunger for the lifeblood of mortals. He has, to date, managed to hunt down dark foes of his city-state to feed, but is
running out of a guilty pool of victims, and fears he may go mad with his appetite and slay an innocent. Loathing this
injustice above all else, he would rather die trying to find a cure than succumb to the dark curse of his infection. To this
end, he has enlisted close friends to travel to the Drowlands in the underworld, where an Enchantress is rumored to have a
cure for this infection–if it is caught before fully entrenched. Yet, in the caverns to the world below, misfortune befalls, and
a break away rock-slide lands the party abruptly in the lair of Draco Fervoris–now irate at the inconvenient disruption of
his slumber. Come not between a Dragon and his wrath!
Setting: The Dragon’s den is a Spartan cavern of smooth granite, now with a portion of the ceiling caved in against the wall.
A mass of smoke, rubble, and small boulders flood into the lair. The floor of the tunnel the party was descending now
gapes as a hole in the ceiling of the cavern at the top of the steep and shifty rockslide. Miraculously, the party suffers only
minor scrapes and bruises on the tumble into this predicament. The chamber is approximately 10 meters high, and 50
meters in diameter. At the far side of the cavern, the Dragon has evidently blocked the natural portal to his lair with a
boulder the size of four oxen. In contrast to the cool, moist tunnels leading down, this place is unusually warm and dry.
Objective: to survive and escape.
6.2.5
StoryOre: “Anything You Want!”
The Creators of StoryForge encourage you to devise your own worlds, characters, and scenarios!
Be the Bard!
6.2.6
Adapted StoryOre
Many other role-playing systems sell materials for this purpose – complete with world-books, maps, adventure modules, etc.
Most of these should be easily adapted to support gaming in the SF system.
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6.3 BioSketch & Counter — The StoryForge NPC
6.3.1
Overview
The BioSketch is a representation of a general type of Character – without the interactive and modular components. It is
designed to function in conjunction with one or more BioSketch Counters, which track the variables of an individual being
(including Opp & Psyche). Several BioSketch Counters can be played from a single BioSketch. In this way, one individual
playing the Fates can efficiently run several Non-Player Characters (NPC’s). The Information presented in this format is
meant merely as a guide for the Fates, who should feel free to tweak and modify the information as they see fit. While it may
appear like a simplification, it is laid out in such shorthand and tabulated form, that it requires mastery of all basic and
advanced StoryForge components to be administered properly. Players who have mastered the SF mechanics may use
BioSketches if they choose – most appropriately for henchmen, underlings, or steeds.
The BioSketch is designed to fit into a binder, however, when in use, it may be propped up as an A-Frame with the main
graphic facing outward, much like a Tome. . The side facing the Fates will have the most useful info for that kind of
BioSketch, with more advanced features on the interior – such as Special Abilities, Foci, and Spells. Several Combat Artifact
options are displayed, but the Fates can, of course, use actual Artifacts for greater versatility. When managing Durability
Points, tables are provided that give Trait values at certain Life Point values. The Fates should round up to the nearest
interval.
6.3.2
BioSketch Combat
The weapon windows on the BioSketch are laid-out much like a Weapon Artifact. The main difference is that only some
SOOTT settings are shown, and they are displayed simultaneously. The BioSketch Counter can be set to the Appropriate
Offensive and Defensive SOOTTS to help the Fates remember how the NPC is situated. Not all combinations are possible, and
usually even numbers are available. For example, a SOOTT 6 sword fighter may divide Offense and Defense as 0/6, 2/4, 4/2,
or 6/0. Also note that Effects may be shown that a BioSketch can't use (i.e., one cannot use an Effect at a higher SOOTT than
they are set for Offense or Defense). An Armor or Hide table is provided to determine damage attenuation. Durability
Thresholds for Weapons and Armor are listed in the lower right, with a brief table to summarize SOOTT or Armor Coverage
penalties.
6.3.3
BioSketch Abilities, Foci, & Magic
These features, located on the interior, generally run as they do for a Tome Character. However, instead of separate cards, the
information is tabulated. Magic is generally limited to Locution Sentences, but Locution Words may be included in some
instances. Foci and Spells are numbered, so the active ones may be indicated on the BioSketch Counters easily.
6.3.4
BioSketch Counter
The BioSketch Counter has several color territories. The gray front is where the three Life Attributes – CORPUS, MENTUS,
and SPIRITUS – are tracked. The green area on the right functions exactly like the Opp counter, with an additional counter to
indicate an active Focus. The blue area on the left functions exactly like the Psyche Counter, with an additional counter to
indicate an active Spell. The red area on the bottom has indicators for weapon SOOTT, including the division between Offense
and Defense. There are also Durability Counters for the Weapon and Armor.
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Figure:

BioSketch – Exterior Side, Facing the Fates

Figure:

BioSketch – Interior

Figure:

BioSketch Counter
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6.4 Character Archetypes & “Professions”
6.4.1
Character Generation
StoryForge encourages totally open Character Generation. However, some gamers may prefer the structure and restrictions of
profession- or class-based systems. While we do not provide strict limitations, we have included here examples and
suggestions for Gamers who with to play a certain Kind of Character. A Warning: many gamers fall into the rut of playing
the Dwarven Berserker, the Elvin Archer, the Human Soldier, the Halfling Thief. StoryForge can set you free – try playing a
Dwarven Wizard, an Elvin Assassin, a Dragon Knight, a Gnome Warrior. Be the Bard!
6.4.2

Character Type Examples

Traditional Associated Races
Most Important Traits
Common Personality Aspects
SOLDIER
Races: Any – Human, Dwarven, Orcish
Traits: AGILITY, POWER, ACUITY
Aspects: reliable, courageous

ARCHER
Races: Any – Human, Elvin, Dwarven, Orcish
Traits: AGILITY, ACUITY, INTUITION
Aspects: cautious, diligent

KNIGHT
Races: Any – usually Human (it’s cultural)
Traits: AGILITY, POWER, REASONING, WILL
Aspects: dutiful, loyal, courageous

ROGUE
Races: Any – Human, Half-Elf
Traits: MAGNETISM, AGILITY, ACUITY
Aspects: charming, curious, adventurous

THIEF
Races: Any – Human, Halfling, Half-Elf, Orcish
Traits: AGI., ACUITY, REASONING, INTUITION
Aspects: risk-taking, deceptive, clever

WAR WIZARD
Races: Any – Human, Drow, Wraith
Traits: PRESENCE, REASONING
Aspects: passionate, daring

HEALER
Races: Any – Dwarves, Giants, Humans
Traits: WILL, CONSTITUTION
Aspects: gentleness, piety, respectul

TAVERN MASTER
Races: Any (truly)
Traits: MEMORY, CONSTITUTION, INTUITION
Aspects: joviality, generosity, hospitality

PEASANT
Races: Any – Human, Dwarven, Halfling, Orcish
Traits: [highly variable]
Aspects: piety, frugality, family-oriented

StoryForge

SF Skills & SOOTTs
General Skills
Other Components
SF:
Body / Sword / Hafted / Knife 4-6
General: Hiking, Camping, Weapon/Armor Repair
Other: 2-3 Weapons, Medium Armor, Focus for Combat (esp
Synergy), Style Cards appropriate for Weapons
SF:
Bow / Crossbow 3-7, perhaps Knife 2-6
General: Fletching, Wood-Carving, Hunting
Other: 1-2 Bow/Crossbow, 1-3 Kinds of Rounds, light Armor,
Focus for Archery
SF:
Body & All Melee Weapons 5-10
General: Leadership, Horsemanship, Diplomacy
Other: 3-5 Weapons, heavy Armor, Shield, Focus for Combat,
Style Cards appropriate for Weapons, Steed, Squire
SF:
Body 3-6, one Melee Weapon 4-7, perhaps Magic 1-3
General: Public Speaking, Lying, Bartering, Negotiating
Other: 1-2 Weapons, light Armor, perhaps Focus/Style Cards,
perhaps Locutions for persuading & charming
SF:
Body 2-6, Knife 4-8, Sword 2-5, perhaps Magic 1-2
General: Climbing, Picking-Locks/Pockets, Lying, Tracking
Other: 1-2 Weapons, light/quiet Armor
Locutions for concealing, hiding, perceiving, escaping
SF:
Knife 2-5, Magic 3-8
General: Tactics, Espionage, Diplomacy
Other: Knife & Robes; Focus, Magic Artifacts, & Locutions for
dealing damage, erecting barriers, escaping hostility
SF:
Magic 1-8
General: Healing, Anatomy, Herb Lore, Poison Lore
Other: Robes or light Armor, Locutions for healing, curing,
repairing, protecting
SF:
Body 2-7, perhaps a Weapon Skill
General: Brewing, Storytelling, Haggling, Cooking,
Other: perhaps a Weapon
SF:
Body 1-5, perhaps a weapon skill
General: [highly variable – Farming, Smithing, Cooking, etc]
Other: perhaps a Weapon (or farming implement that qualifies)
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6.5 House Rules & Mechanics Forum
6.5.1
It’s Your Game
StoryForge was designed to help you play the kind of game you want. From strategy-intensive pit-fighting to very loose
story-telling. We encourage you to adopt and discard any guidelines or components that you do not feel support your gaming
objectives. Don’t like Focus cards? Throw ‘em out. Prefer to use spell-lists from another gaming system – by all means.
Please contact us with questions that have arisen and innovations you’ve developed when playing StoryForge. In future
editions, we will continue to expand this forum to discuss the reasoning behind SF mechanics and incorporate the best
examples of house rules.
6.5.2
Argus Eyes
StoryForge uses the system of Argus Eyes (failure with any percentile roll with the same digit) to permit failure over a broad
range of numbers and introduce a minimum failure rate (1-in-10) with any action. This means that even highly skilled
Characters with high Traits still cant absolutely count on their performance. That constant chance of failure helps to create
the fun of risk-taking and strategy. However, some Gamers have felt that it is unreasonable that Characters with higher Traits
and higher Skill have this same failure rate. Firstly, if one has a higher relevant Trait or Skill SOOTT, the Character needn’t
roll as high to meet the target Difficulty Roll, so they do fail less often. But still, some gamers prefer failure to occur less
often or be more related to Skill SOOTT. Here are several optional guidelines:
Argus Skill:

Ignore Argus Eyes if the single die value is less than the Character’s Skill
Difficulty Roll. (The Focus Card X has this same effect).

SOOTT

relevant to the

Argus Reversal:
If Argus Eyes are rolled, pay Opp equal to the single die value to still be able to use the number
for a Difficulty Roll (The Focus Card X has this same effect).
6.5.3
Critical Failures
Some Gamers wish to make a distinction between failing an action and Really Failing an action. Often this is called a critical
failure, fumble, or botch – a failure so bad that is actually is detrimental to the Character. In SF standard mechanics, about the
closest you can come is simply not having enough Opp to act…or worse, spending Opp to roll an 11 on a defensive attempt,
leading to an Argus Eyes failure and the lowest possible Armor Coverage. But for some, this is not enough. For you special
pessimists, here are optional mechanics for critical failures:
Argus Opp:

Argus Eyes not only causes failure of the action, but the Character loses Opp equal to the sum of
the two Argus Eyes dice.

Argus Outcome:
The Fates assign an adverse outcome to a Character rolling Argus Eyes – such as fumbling a
weapon, losing Opp, injury with loss of CORPUS, etc.
6.5.4
Critical Success
Some Gamers wish to make a distinction between succeeding an action and Really Succeeding an action. Often this is called
a critical success – a success so good that is actually surpasses the intended outcome. In SF standard mechanics, about the
closest you can come is attacking with an adequate roll to achieve not just a Strike, but an Assault, rolling the highest variable
damage, adding an Effect, having a “last die” value that is high and defeats an opponent’s shield, having a Focus that makes
your opponent’s Armor Coverage lower, and still having Opp left over. But for some, this is not enough. For you special
superheroes, here are optional mechanics for critical successes:
Perfect Ten:

In any roll with the last die value of Zero (i.e., “10”), the Character recovers Opp equal to the sum
of the two dice.

Top Ten:

For any Attempt Roll of 90 or greater (about 10% of the time), no Opponent may resist. For
combat: no Defense Maneuver. For Magic no SPIRITUS (WILL) resistance.

6.5.5
The Last Die
Why does SF use the “last die” in Difficulty Rolls to determine things? Firstly, it speeds play up by making one roll
determine several things. More importantly, it separates the likelihood of succeeding the Attempt Roll and the benefit of the
last die. For example, a 98 is a good percentile roll and last die value; a 91 is a good percentile but a poor last die; a 09 is a
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poor percentile but a good last die; and a 01 is a poor percentile and last die. Note that in Argus Eyes, the last die still applies,
so 99 may be better than 11. If you wish to have a more extreme game polarized into success and failure, you can use the first
die value.

6.6 Quick Start Guide
[Under Development]
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6.7 Glossary & Index
“Gold Cards”
ABILITY CARDS
Acknowledgements
Action Phase
Advanced Combat
Advanced Magic
Argus Eyes
ARMOR ARTIFACT
Armor Coverage
Artifact
ARTIFACT, ARMOR
ARTIFACT, BODY
ARTIFACT, MAGIC
ARTIFACT, PROJECTILE
ARTIFACT, ROUND
ARTIFACT, SHIELD
ARTIFACT, WEAPON
Ascension
Assault
Assert
Attempt Rolls
Attributes Sliders &
Sheaths
Aura
Basic Combat
Basic Magic
BioSketch & Counter
BODY ARTIFACT
Campaign
Casting Bonus
Chance Roll
Character
Character Generation
Class
Collectable Card Game
(CCG)
Combat
COMBAT ARTIFACTS
Components
Conversions
CORPUS
Cost Buffer
Daisy-Chained Locutions
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Slang for “Ability Cards,” which describe either Anatomic or Mystical abilities of a Character.
Cards which describe either Anatomic or Mystical abilities of a Character. Also called “Gold Cards.”
Thanks to those who have helped make StoryForge what it is.
The main part of a Player’s Turn where they may act – including attacks, or spell casting.
System for managing physical conflict resolution with full detail and color.
System for managing magical powers and resolution with full detail and color.
This occurs when both dice in any Attempt Roll are the same number (e.g., 66). If a character rolls
Argus Eyes, the turn is lost and the attempt fails.
Describe Artifacts that may decrease damage based on Armor Coverage.
The last digit of the Defender’s Attempt Roll + or – modifiers. Determines how well Armor functions
against attack.
Cards or Devices that describe the qualities, function, and limits of various weapons, armor, tools, etc.
Some are cards that have simply info, others are devices that interact with information that the Player
provides.
Describe Artifacts that may decrease damage based on Armor Coverage (last die value of defender’s
roll).
Describe the Body-as-Weapon that may be used in melee or hand-to-hand combat.
Describes an Item, Device, or Relic that may have special powers and abilities.
Describe Weapons that may inflict damage at long range.
Describes Weapons launched by PROJECTILE ARTIFACTS to deal damage at long range.
Describe Artifacts that may decrease damage based on the SlipShield Value (last die value of attacker’s
roll).
Describe Weapons that may be used in melee or hand-to-hand combat.
The ability to become more Immortal by gaining Immortality Points.
The more aggressive attack with a WEAPON ARTIFACT; costs more Opp & does more damage.
Moving a LOCUTION from the Lexicon into the Magic Cache.
See the two specific types: Chance or Difficulty Rolls.
Each Character has three Life Attributes: CORPUS, MENTUS, & SPIRITUS. The Sliders insert into
Sheaths. These devices keep track of how many Durability Points a Character has, and reveals the
corresponding values assigned to the Traits of that Attribute.
The Conventional space around Beings in StoryForge noted on the SPIRITUS COUNTER. This space is
generally considered part of the character for Magic purposes.
System for managing physical conflict resolution in a simplified form.
System for managing magical powers and resolution in a simplified form.
A one-page version of a fully functional SF Character, including Artifact information, requiring a
special counter to keep track of all common variables.
Describe the Body-as-Weapon that may be used in melee or hand-to-hand combat.
An ongoing series of gaming sessions that are unified with plot and character development; in SF the
material used to support the storyline is called StoryOre.
Indicated on PSYCHE COUNTER; This bonus may be added to the difficulty roll when Asserting or
Resolving Magic.
A Roll – either by the Fates or a Player – that determines an outcome or likelihood.
Collection of game pieces run by a Player to Role Play a being. The minimum set will usually include a
Character Card, a Race Card, Attribute Counters, Artifacts. In more advanced play, optional cards are
incorporated (e.g., Focus, Style, & Locution Cards).
The system or rules pertaining to making a Character; in SF, there are no formal rules, just resources &
suggestions.
There are no specified Classes in SF; the sum of Skills define the “Profession.”
Games that use the mechanics of cards to generate randomness, and are collectable.

1.2.15; 1.3.7
1.2.15; 1.3.7
6.5
1.6; 6.6
3
5
1.5.5

A system of physical conflict resolution, divided into Basic and Advanced.
See Artifacts. Refers to BODY ARTIFACTS, WEAPON ARTIFACTS, & PROJECTILE ARTIFACTS – which
enable Combat.
All the physical game pieces or elements of the SF system.
SF uses the Metric system; a useful table of Measures & Conversions is provided.
Life Attribute of the Body; the counter is set to denote physical Durability Points.
Traits: Agility (AGI), Power (POW), Constitution (CON), Stamina (STA).
Indicated on PSYCHE COUNTER; The magical energy a spellcaster has each Round before Durability
Points are drained.
Some Locutions – mainly Nouns and Modifiers – can be linked one-to-another to compose Locution
Sentences

2; 4
2.1; 4.1
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2.1.4; 2.1.6
2.1.4; 2.1.6
1.2.16
2.1.4; 2.1.6
2.1.3
5.1.4–7
3.1.4; 3.1.6
3.1.5; 3.1.6
2.1.5; 2.1.6
2.1.2
1.4.3
2.2.1; 2.1.2
4.2
1.5.6
1.2.10;
1.2.9–14
1.2.14; 4.1.2; 4.2.1
2
4
1.3.3; 6.3
2.1.3
1.2.4; 6.2
4.1.3
1.5.7
1.2.6; 1.3
1.3
1.2.7; 1.3.5
1.1

[throughout]
6.1.1
1.2.11
4.1.3
5.2.1
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Damage

Damaged
Death
Deflect
Dice
Difficulty Roll

Dungeon Master (DM)
Durability
Points & Threshold
Durability Points

Effects
EMOTIONAL STATE
Evade
Examples
Fates, The
FOCUS CARDS:

FRAMES OF MIND
Free Phase
Game Master (GM)
Gamer
Gods
Grammar Review
Guide
Healing
Immortality (IM) SOOTT
Information Insert
Initiative
Joint-Player Character
(JPC)
Kind of Damage
Level
Lexicon
LOCUTION CARDS
Magic
MAGIC ARTIFACT
Magic Cache
Magic Resistance
Maintenance Phase
Martial Arts
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Loss of Durability Points, usually CORPUS from physical injury. Damage is not rounded – instead, any
amount of damage that doesn’t meet the interval indicated on the Attribute Slider is ignored. Weapons
and Armor distinguish between 7 Kinds of Damage. There is Mechanical Damage (PUNCTURE, CUT,
CRUSH) and Non-Mechanical Damage (HEAT, COLD, ELECTRICAL, ENERGY). Durability Damage is
somewhat different (see Durability).
A general term when a Character actually loses Durability Points to a WEAPON ARTIFACT; the defender
is by definition “Struck,” but taking damage may have Effect consequences.
A Player becomes unconscious at 0 Durability Points of any Attribute. A Player dies when any Attribute
is more negative than the individual’s base value for that Attribute.
The less effective defense with a WEAPON ARTIFACT; costs less Opp & takes half damage; yet the
defender is still “Struck,” even if no damage is taken, which may have Effect consequences.
Abbreviated #D# for number of dice of a certain kind (e.g., 2D6 = two six-sided dice).
Main StoryForge Mechanic. Various tasks will be assigned a Difficulty in terms of one or more Traits. A
Character may Roll two 10-sided dice to generate a number 1-100, and add this Attempt Roll to the
applicable Trait. If the sum is greater than or equal to the Difficulty, the Character succeeds. Attempt
Rolls are made, even if the Difficulty is less than the trait, because "Argus Eyes" may be rolled, causing
failure.
Dungeons & Dragon’s term for the game referee; is SF, the Fates serve this role.
An Artifact has some number of Durability Points, which are lost when an opposing Artifact’s
performance exceeds its Durability Threshold. Losing Durability Points may affect that Artifact’s
function, value, etc.
General term for all the points assigned to Life Attributes. A Player becomes unconscious at 0 Durability
Points of any Attribute. A Player dies when any Attribute becomes more negative than the individual’s
base value for that Life Attribute. The loss and recovery of Durability Points on the three Life Attributes
– CORPUS, MENTUS, & SPIRITUS – is described in a race-specific manner at the bottom of each Attribute
Slider.
Effects are listed on STYLE CARDS that may be available during Combat. They allow qualitative
manipulation of combat mechanics to create advantage and disadvantage.
A Kind of Focus Card describing a Character’s ability to alter game mechanics based on some Spiritual
Trait.
The most effective defense with a WEAPON ARTIFACT; costs more Opp & takes no damage;
furthermore, defender is not “Struck,” which may limit the Effects an Opponent can apply.
Examples are given at the end of each section for those topics.
Optional gamer(s) who administrate storylines, referee conflict resolution, and manage unforeseen
variables (“GM”)
These describe a Character’s ability to alter game mechanics. They are established during the Prep Phase
by making the Difficulty Roll and paying the Costs. A Character may have as many FOCUS CARDS as
they wish, but may have only one Focus in play at a time. The 3 kinds are: PHYSICAL POSTURE, FRAMES
OF MIND, EMOTIONAL STATE.
A Kind of Focus Card describing a Character’s ability to alter game mechanics based on some Mental
Trait.
The set of choices a Player has at all times, regardless of whose turn it is.
The term for the game referee in most RPG systems; Called “The Fates” in SF. Optional gamer(s) who
administrates the storyline, referees conflict resolution, and manages unforeseen variables.
Anyone engaging in Role-Playing; usually made up of Players and the Fates.
Divine beings; SF has a formalized system for managing Immortality.
Reviews Parts of Speech to help with spellcasting mechanics.
This Book; it is a guide book, not a rule book; please adapt the SF system as you like.
The recovery of Durability Points on the three Life Attributes – CORPUS, MENTUS, & SPIRITUS – is
described in a race-specific manner at the bottom of each Attribute Slider.
A number that represents the intensity of a Character’s life force, expressed as a SOOTT.
Most Artifacts will have a card inserted within that gives more Artifact detail and a review of relevant
mechanics.
Determination of who goes first in the Round; Initiative is based on the Characters’ MENTUS (ACUITY),
going from highest to lowest.
Characters that may be partly run by Players and partly by the Fates.
See “Damage”; partly determines the performance of weapons and armor.
SF does not use Skill Levels, per se; The Skill and SOOTT Systems serve this purpose.
The total set of LOCUTION CARDS that a Character has – their magical vocabulary.
Represent “magic words” that a Character may combine to compose sentences, which can resolve into
spells. Locutions may be Words (basic unit), Phrases (fused words), or Sentences (already complete).
Supernatural or fantasy powers to make things happen.
Describes an Item, Device, or Relic that may have special powers and abilities.
Where Asserted but unresolved LOCUTION CARDS reside.
Targets of Magic that wish to resist can make Spells more difficult to succeed. The Spellcaster must
make a SPIRITUS (PRE) difficulty roll equal to target’s SPIRITUS (WIL).
The first part of each Player’s Turn dealing with “housekeeping”, Opp recovery, and counters.
Specialized use of the body in combat; SF uses STYLE CARDS and Effects inserted into the BODY
ARTIFACT to represent different systems of Martial Arts.
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1.2.10; 1.5.11; 2.1.1

2; 4
1.2.10; 1.4; 1.5.11
2.2.1; 2.1.2
1.5.3–5
1.5.8

1.5.1
3.1.3
1.2.10; 1.5.11

3.1.2
3.1.7; 5.1.3
2.2.1; 2.1.2
[throughout]
1.5.1
3.1.7; 5.1.3

3.1.7; 5.1.3
1.6; 6.6
1.5.1
1.1.2
1.4
5.1.2
1–6
1.5.11; 1.2.10
1.4; 4.1.3
2.1.7; 3.1.3
1.6.1–2
1.3.2
–
1.2.7–8
4.2.9
5.1.2
4; 5
5.1.4–7
4.2
4.1.2; 4.2.5
1.6; 6.6
3.1.2

Reference

Mechanics
Melee
MENTUS
Merit Point

Metric system
Movement
Multi-Potent Locution
Non-Player Character
(NPC)
Opportunity (OPP) &
OPP COUNTER

The actual guidelines for defining turns, abilities, actions, resolution, and consequences.
Combat in close quarters, hand-to-hand. Distinguish from Projectile Weapon combat.
Life Attribute of the Mind; the counter is set to denote mental Durability Points.
Traits: Acuity (ACU), Reasoning (REA), Memory (MEM), Abstraction (ABS).
Point assigned to a Character’s Skill SOOTT denoted with superscript (SOOTT 43); To rise to the next
SOOTT, a Character needs that many Merit Points; A Point is equivalent to: (1) performance beyond that
expected for the current SOOTT; or (2) one month of full-time, dedicated study or practice; or (3) one
year of disuse.
SF uses the Metric system; a useful table of Measures & Conversions is provided.
Defined in the far right column on the Corpus Attribute Slider with further details at the bottom of the
Slider and reverse of Attribute Sheath; the movement 3 columns represent Sprint Speed, Cruise Speed,
& Sustainable Speed.
A Locution that refers to one of several possible things; these must be indicated specifically when
Asserted.
Imagined Characters not run by Players, but rather run by the Fates.

OPP is a kind of universal “coinage” spent on activities. It is derived from the MENTUS SLIDER and
tracked on the OPPORTUNITY COUNTER. Characters have: ►Max OPP, ►Recovered OPP, ►Current
OPP. Ongoing actions usually decrease Max Opp (e.g., spells, wearing armor), while discreet actions
tend to decrease Current Opp (e.g., attack).
Phases of Play
Particular order in which things occur during the course of a Round, generally composed of:
►Maintenance Phase, ►Prep Phase, ►Action Phase, ►Free Phase.
PHYSICAL POSTURE
A Kind of Focus Card describing a Character’s ability to alter game mechanics based on some Physical
Trait.
Player
A Gamer who is playing a Player Character.
Player Character (PC)
The imagined Character run by a Player; see “Character” for more detail.
Prep Phase
The second part of a Player’s Turn where certain game elements are played that affect actions.
Primary Kind of Damage
See “Damage”; partly determines the performance of weapons and armor.
Professions
There are no specified Professions in SF; the sum of Skills define the “Profession.”
PROJECTILE ARTIFACT
Describe Weapons that may inflict damage at long range.
PSYCHE COUNTER
Device that tracks Spellcaster power; Psyche Points are divided among Casting Bonus, Spell Range, &
Cost Buffer.
Races
Different kinds of beings are described on Race Cards and by the differences between Attribute Sliders.
There is a comparative table in the Race section. Mismatching racial components may create new Races.
Range Weapons & Combat System for managing projectiles like bows & arrows; See also PROJECTILE ARTIFACT.
Recovery of Durability
The recovery of Durability Points on the three Life Attributes – CORPUS, MENTUS, & SPIRITUS – is
Points
described in a race-specific manner at the bottom of each Attribute Slider.
Reincarnation
Optional rule that allows a single soul to return to life after death as many different Characters.
Requirement
Some game components will specify Requirements (e.g., a minimum size or Trait); the most restrictive
applies.
Resolution & Resolution
When a Locution Sentence is ready in the Magic Cache, a Spellcaster may choose to have it take effect
Roll
at any time (Free Phase). A SPIRITUS (PRE) difficulty roll is made. This is zero if there are no unwilling
targets, but is equal to an unwilling being’s SPIRITUS (WIL).
Role-Playing Game (RPG) Role-Playing Games that allow gamers to pretend to be imagined Characters.
Rolls (i.e., Dice)
Rolling dice to determine outcomes, probabilities, etc. The source of Chance in RPG’s.
Round
A Full course of each Player’s Turn.
ROUND ARTIFACT
Describes Weapons launched by PROJECTILE ARTIFACTS to deal damage at long range.
Sensory SOOTT
Each of the main senses (Vision, Hearing, Smell, etc) can be described by a SOOTT number.
SHIELD ARTIFACT
Describe Armor Artifacts that may decrease damage based on the SlipShield Value.
Skills
Any Skills a Player can conceive of can be expressed as a SOOTT and listed on a Character. “SF Skills”
are Particular Skills central to StoryForge mechanics. Skills can also be described as General,
Intermediate, and Specific (e.g., Weapon Skill, Sword Skill, Rapier Skill). Most SF Skills are
Intermediate in their scope. Skills may be applied to Artifacts or may confer a “Skill Bonus” to some
attempted task.
SlipShield Value
The last digit of the Attacker’s Attempt Roll + or – modifiers. Determines how well Opponent’s Shield
functions.
SOOTT
Pronounced “Suit”; Stands for”Scale Of One To Ten”; Rating system for Character skills, features,
spells, etc.
SpeedPlay
When all components of SF are incorporated, some players may take long periods of time considering
their choices. Gamers may wish to invoke SpeedPlay rules, putting a time limit of 30, 60, or 90 seconds
on a turn.
Spell Range
Indicated on PSYCHE COUNTER; The spell range in any direction, creating a so-called “Sphere of
Influence.”
SPELLS
A complete magical construct; either a single SPELL CARD or made of LOCUTION CARDS.
SPIRITUS
Life Attribute of the Spirit; the counter is set to denote spiritual Durability Points.
Traits: Presence (PRE), Will (WIL), Magnetism (SEX), Intuition (INT).
StoryForgeTM (SF)
This truly kick-ass game poised to revolutionize role-playing as you know it. ☺
StoryOre
Material to help Forge a Story; suggested plotlines, characterization, settings, etc.
Strike
The less aggressive attack with a WEAPON ARTIFACT; costs less Opp & does less damage.
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[throughout]
2.1.2; 2.2.1
1.2.12
1.2.8

6.1.1
1.2.11
4.2.1; 5.2.1
1.3.2; 6.3
1.2.13; 1.5.2; 6.1.5

1.6; 6.6
3.1.7; 5.1.3
1.1.2
1.3.2
1.6; 6.6
–
1.2.7; 1.3.5
3.1.4; 3.1.6
4.1.3
1.2.9; 1.3.6
3.1.6
1.5.11; 1.2.10
1.4
1.5.10
4.2.2
1.1
1.5.3–8
1.6; 6.6
3.1.5; 3.1.6
1.2.9; 6.1.4
2.1.5; 2.1.6
1.2.7; 1.3.5

2.1.5; 2.1.6
1.2.7–8
1.6.3
4.1.3
1.4; 1.5
1.2.14
1–6
1.2.4; 6.2
2.2.1; 2.1.2
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STYLE CARDS
TOME
Turn
Unconsciousness
Units
Universe
WEAPON ARTIFACT
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List Effects that may be available during Combat. These are inserted into the SOOTT Sliders of WEAPON
ARTIFACTS.
The Box in which all the game pieces for a Character are stored. The Tome also acts as a display stand
for graphics as well as an easel for Artifacts.
Individual Player’s time to act within a Round.
A Player becomes unconscious at 0 Durability Points of any Attribute. A Player dies when any Attribute
is more negative than the individual’s base value for that Attribute.
SF uses the Metric system; a useful table of Measures & Conversions is provided.
The reality of a gaming environment and it’s physical and time-space features.
Describe Weapons that may be used in melee or hand-to-hand combat.
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3.1.2
1.2.5
1.6; 6.6
1.2.10; 1.4; 1.5.11
6.1.1
1.4
2.1.2
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